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The purpose of the present ~dy ~ to dete~mirie the 
critical thinking abilities of entering first year 
. ., . 
university students and that of prospective social studies 
teachers nearing the completion of their -high school 
-~ea.ch~; -;,reparat~progi:-amme ~t Memorial Univers).t:{ ~£­
Newfoundland. ··several variables, including university --... __ ~ 
. .. 
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t~aining, w~;e explored t9 ~ete.rmij'le their relationship· to -~~ 
.. ' .. 
critical thinking ability. A 
Since ~ociaS"tudies is Otten · taUiht ~by graduates 
·from' disc'iplines not included •in the 
• • _ , • • 0,. - -- · 
. . . '\ : . ' 
was· necessary to assess the critic~l 
s~cial studies, it 
th~king ab'i.li'ty· of . ·. 
. 
suu~e~ts enrolled 'in a var~ety of specializations.. One 
. . 
hundreq ana sixty two students enrolled in appropriate 
• 
, · " ' method~ courses, representing four areas of cohc~ntration, . 
l t 
were · \;ested. 
The sample of first year students (N -= 1164) .wJs_ 
_randomly selected, by class, from those enroy.ea iD: · .. 
English ~0~·· This course was selected since ~t is a 
. ~ ':""'" . 
I • 
re~irernent for all first year students. 
. . 
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I 
as · an inst-rument. to ev~lua\e critical thinking ability • . \ / . 
~h~s test _purports· to measure ~ "per.son's ability to . ..,/ . . :. 
appraise_ an a~gument" ·rather· than the conclusion emanating / .- .· l' ' 
from the argument. . ~ / 
. ; . . 
. Analysis of .. variance was used to· evaluate results •1. -~-:. An examination: of scores (:)btained by first· year students -· ·· 
. ,•, 
- ~ . 
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~ndicated ~n intera9tion between sex and urbanness 
I' . 
'Significant at. the • 07 level a,nd an 'interaction between . 
.._ 't~ex and. -~·it;!.J.rity Jig~ificant· at t;,he .09 level .... ~nalysis 
of Varian~ for simple main e~fects rey~al~d that the 
} , 
scq_re of rural males ~as signifi'cantly better ( p < • 0.3) . 
than the- score of rural females·. In addition~ regular.--;-, 
• • 0 • • .~ 
; . · · male~ (those not classified as mature students) ~chieved 
si~ificimtly higher ( p. < i . 0 4) scores than did tegu_lar 
" 1' . 
~ ;~. 
:<'.iY\ .. _. . ~OVA results ·of senior students' iiid.icated· .that no ~- .. "--<,,, ? .. -~iqnif~Ca~ dif~~re!'Ce!l . .. ~~e ·ie~e~i:ed among . ~tudent~ . 




' ...__·according · to se·x, year, or area of'' specialization. · 
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However, significant interaction~ at the .09 level was 
. ' t . 
detected petween y,~~ and. the number of philosophy 
courses.·--
...- . . . 
When· comparisons were made between·~e total scores 
" . ·. . , . . . ' 
9btained by, first .year ~tttdents and those ·achieved by · .. 
•• • 1, ' • • • ,. 
.- fourt~ and fifth year· stu~ents, significant differences ... . : 
werE! . d~te6ted·. .The d.i£·~erences exist primarily between 
. . , . . . 
'•. .. . 
first ·::year studen~ and those senior ·students specializing. , . 
in English, ~o~i~l·stu~~s, or scie~ce. 
A s~gnificant oqtcome of the p~ese_nt study was· an 
I 
extensive evaluation of the Ennis-wet~ critical Thinkihg 
. . ·- ..  . . 
Essay :·Te~.' Several · q:uestio~s were ~.aised whlbh co~ld 
...... ~ . , 
have ·serious impl;cations for the ext~s~ve .~se of. the 
· instrum~nt. . 
r . 
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' The purpose_ of the pt~sent study -is to ascertain the 
. critical ~hinking ability of enteri·ng first year 
. 
· uni,~ve~si ty student•; the critical thinking competency of 
. .• 
' . ~; . . . 
. . , beginning· .social studies teachers~ and ~ influence of . 
• 0 
9 • I 
. : ' ' . ' 'uni vers'i ty tr~inihg ' em--the de~pment .of <cri tio'al ft; ~ · ;t;.inkin:' abill.~y·.~ ~in additi{n, ~al Variabres ~hi_ch · 
' # . ' ' may .. -i.n~iuence ·tbe J.evel of .'~ritical. thinking 'ability ~ill 
--
: · .b~ · -e.xp~I~.~ed •. . In~ or~~r to ~rvey b1eg.!n~ing ·1social. s'tudies 
• Cl • • . , ' • 
. -teachers·,· ·-the critical thinking ·.ability of students 
.. • .. . v • • ......... ' ' "' :.c 
' . ' - ~ ") 
enrol.led in a variety of specializations· will be examined. 
·•· . . . . 
Thi~ is rtec_ess~ry sipce so~ial. st~e·s · i~ o~~e~ taught by 
gr-..uates from dfsciplines not included in the sbci~l 
•' 
stuq.i~s . 
·.· . ~}lis ."study is motivate<i by two belief~. First I si.nce 
the application~ ot, critical thinking' skill.s should.'fo.rm ·an --~ 
·. . . . 
:: int~g:a;al' part of the daily ac~iviti.es 9f us p.l_l, it is · 
' (; .. 
~ 
·-: 
. : lrilpor~~nt: . tp establish the . ievel of cri ti~al thi:nking ---- --
• • _ _., • • •. : • • ' . -1 . ' -~,.,.,~ 
abilit-Y of· high~ ·schooL and universi.ty graduatles and· some · 




·. < . .. . . . . I . . •.: 
· . inve~tigation· · i _f?.to : the ... c_ritical, t;hillk-ing comp~tence of· 
~·. , · .. • . _.· · ·. beqi.~rii·ng -~high s~hoq~ · ·,so~i~l · .. ~tudies tea~~ers . 5 ·of :. · ' · 
·~- _· ! :, • f p~;t~~ui~r- ~significance ."b~ca~~e of . the o e~ph~s·i~in .that 
; . ·~ . . ' . .. . . .. .. . 
~\:.:::; : .. · .~~·,.·- ·. ·· . _· ·se:t ~o- ~,-· :~ubj __ e~~s :·on t~.achl~g ~ ~r-·iti:c~l thi~king ..•. ·. To ~elp 
t \'.-· .. . ' ' ' '·!~~~~- : : t~ . .'. · v ~ · ·. studen~s ·ac:qliire~ critipalP.thinkinq skill!i,-teache.rs muQ~ 
~J:-·! ' .'. . : , • . .. . . : . . : . . ., .· . ~ ·: . . ' ' ' , '1. ·o . • • . ~ , , ' ' , • 
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2 
The evaluation instrumen~, The Ennis-Weir C~tical 
. 
~hinking Essay·Test: An _Instrument for Testing and 
I 
Teaching (Ennis and Weir, 1985a), was used as~ the ·mea~ure 
of cri tiqal thinking ability for this study. The · ____ · 
~ 
instrument is based on Robert H. Ennis' conceptualization 
.do. 
Of Critical , "t:hinking WhiCh inVOlVeS • II reaSOnable reflectiVe 
'thinking that is focused, on deciding· what to believe or . 
do" (Ennis, 1985c). This conc~pt of critical· t~inking was 
adopted for this study. 
..... 
. Backgro~d. 
The development of c·ritical th~pking skills has long 
been acknowledged a~ a primary objec~ive of educ~tion. 
The intellectual roots of the critical ' thinklng movement 
can be traced back .to .the eariy Greek philosophers. 
''· no 
Aristotle (384-322 B.C.) perceived .living -as being 
essentially co~posed of - three /b~sic activities: wanting; 
. • I 
' • • • 6 • ~ ' 
thinking~ a_nd ·d~ing ~-. P~ilosophers ~hr~~g \t his tor: such 
-a.s st; ~ ·A).lgustine, .St.. Thomas_ Aquinas~ /Ren ~ ~ar~es ,. · · 
. . . ~ 
Immanuel \~a~t, Jehn Locke, and· David Hum have ·s~ressed 
. _... ~ ~-
~ t~e 'importance of critical ·think~ng to sqciety. 
Desp.ite t'he fac~ that ~ritic~l think~ng has ne~rly 
' . 
_ - · .. -always been stated·· as a primary ob) ect!Ve of education, 
. ... . . 
• • .. \ • • • • • I\ } 
. · t;he goal of· criti·cal .thinking has p.ot recei.ye~ much . 
. . 
· -~ ~riority "in ac~u~l ;nstruction~ ·abwever, it appfi!ars tltat 
·' . 
·the cr i:_~icctl . thin~ing· movement has been r e vitalized .due to 
·' . . · .~ : ('\ .. 
't .... 1,: .' . 
.. ' 
·' . . . ,., ( .' 
;iq~~- ) ,_· . ·\ :~: : ... ' ··~ ~ ·.' .' 
... -.. ·.·'· ...... . · ' . .. . 
1'-l \ .. ' Ji ( ~ ' -"•( ' .' > 1 , o • - ~ ~· '• ' 1 , > 
' , , o •. o I 
4 j • • • ' • ' ~ · - · . . 
I • 
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impetus from two important ·sources. First, in 1980 the 
3 
----
Rockefeller commis~ion on - ~e H~;ni ties recommended th~t 





its definition of the basic sk.ills . 
• 
~ Second, since 1983 
the nineteen campus california $~ate ·University reqttires 
all ·students to · complete· a oourse in critical th--inking in 
order to graduate. . Tlils graduation reciuirement is 
- - . 
' ' ' I 
i.ntended ·to . provide students with · ,. · · 
. , . 
• ·-~ .. . ~~ understanding bf the re1ationsh~lp of 
. . . . . . . ) 
~. Language to logic, lead.lng to the. abiilty to · 
, n , , -- • • • ' . , 
a~alyze., .criticize, and . advocate ideas ., tb 
. \ . 
reason inductively -and deductively,, and· to r~ach' 
factual or judgmental cc;>_nciusions ·based on- sound 
i -nferences drawn from unambiguous .st;atf;!ments of 
. 
knowJ,edge ·or belief. (.cited in Paul, 1984,· P.~ ·5) - ----.. 
\ . . ' . . ': " . ' 
("....... In the United States many universities,, community_ 
. ' . 
colleges and high schools reacted to this development ___ by 
. . 
' . 
.... . instituting p_rc;>grams of their awn in critical thinkins;~. 
J . 
' .· . While the -~~vement ·has not enj eyed the . same· momentUm in . -
' ' . . .. ' :. . . . .' . ~ . . . 
Ca.D&da ,-:.. there are i-ri~ica tions . of in.creased· -iiWare·ness, 
. . ' .tl\t~rest .and . ·_St-u-~y ·th.roughou~ . th~' c_ou~try· .- ·Two ·. 
.interriationai conferences.· c;m c ·r i tical thinking. ' have been 
I 
_sponsored- by the UniversitY· of ·Winc;lsor( under 'the 
' .I" . - " ' . 
. leadership of Anthony --Bla.ir and Ral.pn Johnson: These 
. ' . . . ... . . . .. 
philosophers have also been responsi-ble fo~ ''t:he 
' ' ' ' ' I ' • ~~ 
. . . 
· .. . · pUblication o~ ~ new journal Informal Logic,· which is. 
. ' .. . ' . ' ~ . 
' ' . . .. . 
.. 
.. 
. ~' : J • ' • . • • ' ' : ' . ' ·, ~ . . . :' . . ~ . ) 
. ~ . .. 
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. . . '; ......... ~ ·: ... ~~;y 
• I / 4 
devoted excl.usivel.y to critical. think.inq, is._sues. The 
developmen~a_l work of Norris .and King ( 1983) wa'g also a · 
-significant contribution ·to the field. The prominence of 
•. 
c;ritical thinking among Canadian educators was al.so 
highlighted by a -recent edition of the History and Social 
Science Teacher (March, i986) devoted to this topic. In 
. \ . - \ . . , " . 
add-ition, the University of Wi.lndsor offers a Master's 
- . 
degtee pr.ogramme it1 critical thinking. · Only recently, 
:~ (September, 1'986.), Memorial Uni.versi ty gave sen~te~) 
~' •' . 
·approval for an optional. course in critical thinkiz:1CJ· for 
. ............ .... , ' 
·\studgrits in the Ma~ter of E~u~ation -d~gree program. 
. . ~ . . .~ 
. ·. ,· ' -: .:~ .. ,, 
~ ...... :. . 
. : ~ 
. /. . . 
Al thpugh the current emphasis. ~n c~ .i tic~l thinking ~ppear~ . 
~ . 
• 
~0 'be primarily an academi~ -issue -among e~ucators and 
philpsophers at the university level., some critical 
thinking pr®grams such as de Bono' s · Cognitive ·Research 
Trust (CaRT) appears to be gaining acceptance i~ some 
areas at .the school level. 
J Statement of the Problem 
I 
. . 
Results llf studies into thin)(ing abilitie~ _of. 
stu~ents ~~ve ~ed many ecfucators (Ayleswo,r.th ;and ~~-~~-, 
. . . \ . 
~ 
1969; Beyer, 198Sb; Hodgetts, 1968~; and N9iris, 1985b) to 
state or infer that· students are still tauqht what to 
-:-·.--- . . 
think rather than how ·to think. There are rnilnY factors 
. . . ' 
whi'ch account for the discrepancy between the stated 
• - J. • 
object.ives and the emphasis -~of instruction. Wriqht -· 
.  . "' . 
( 1977) ,' and Beyer ( 1985a)' cont~pd that in~truction in 
. ' • . . ( 
critical thihking .. does not .taka- place .bMcause the social 
. . 
-
' ' . ' ' . 
• ! • . ,, . .. 
. . 
- • . ... 
. . 
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' ' . ~ . 
, 
' ' / 
~ 
studies specialists P,o not have clear conceptions in their 
own minds ·a.s to the· exact meaning of critical thi~king. 
.- ... - . . 
.. . 
1Andersop ( 1942) recognized this in the foll.owing: 
Social st"udies teachers have long accepted 
' 
critical thinking as ~n important and desirable 
outcom~ of- instructic;m. 'Or perhaps · :i,. t would be 
. more . accurate, to· _say th~t~~ they ~ave ~ccepted 
cJ:'itical thinkin'1 · in princi'ple without bothering 
. · :to ·~e_f :i:-ne the terin -precisely or .t6 do· ·much · ·by· . . 
. :.:.;.ll' ~"f\ direct. in~truction: l:o ~-that ~his goal ·. ·; . 
· is achf~v~~ · (p. _ v.) · · 
' ' / :\ • • - < t ' ' ~ , . : , .' " 
·· · Parsons ~l\,d Shaftel. · l,-1~67 )· c,oncl.~ded' from a s.t~dy on .. 
. ~- "~., . . . : _~ . . . ,. . . . . . 
teach-ing behav:Lo~s that "though the •• ~·: teachers w.ere able 
, ' :., ... ~~ • , • • • • , r .' • : • , , • 
· to articula t _e th_~_ -~rof-~ssionaF_ ideology /·egar~ing . 
thinking, they ·ha_cronly the.- vaguest .no'tion of· what· 
. ::. 
, . 
thinking is" (p. 127)~ when compared to.Anderson•·s (194~) 
. ~ -
assessment the statement reveals ~hat little had changed 
) 
'in 25 years ... 
I 
Gray (~9~9), Henderson (1972), Woods and Wal.ton .( . 
. . ' . {1974), Beyer (19·84b, 1985a) and ,Unks (1985) also suggest \ . . . ' . -
. . . 
that the lack of teacher know1edqe of critical t .hinking is 
' w •• • • • ' • • • •• • 
a major factor resulting in little 'j.n·struction in this 
area. -~· '. 
· Other factors , include a · .l.ack of a·ppropriat'e 
, . 
~ . :. . .. : . ~ cu~ri.c·u~urn materials (Beyer, 19848:, 1985a; ·Wright and 
) • 
.LaBar, 1986; Crocker and Riggs, 1979) and a curric.uium 
' 
'• 
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6 
suffering from "s~ills overload" (B'eyer, 1984a). With 
\ 
st~dents being bombarded with literally dozens of skills 
at each grade level_, the teacher finds it difficult to 
determine the priority of critical thinking skills.· These 
facto~S, and~o~hers; m~~ta~e against the teaching of this 
important skill: 
"'a-
Within' this .. background, the detailed purposes of th.is 
s~udy are conceived as follows: 
-~ . 
· (1) To de·ter.mine the 'critical ·thinking competence of' 
beginning. high school socia~ studies teachers. To do 
~ I • ' o ', o 
• I \ • 
this, it was necessary to evaluate the .critical ·thinking 
• o I ' ' •, o , . " I ' ~,J. o ' 
ability 'of. :students- erirolle·d ·in .·a .variety_ of specializ- , 
.. ations ·since . social ~t.u~~e~ i .s often t'B.ught by gra;~uates · 
. . -
.·from disciplines not included· in the social studies. 
: . '•" .. 
Students nearing· the end ?f ~helr high school t,~ac,her 
prepa-ration programme_ and enrolled· in appr_opriate 
instructional methods courses were tested. Severa 
factors incl~ding sex( ye~r,· area of study 
philosophy courses, which might influence. critica 
thinking . ability were examined. 
. . . . 





· first year stud~nts _attending Memorial· Universi y • . 
. ~ .. 
Several :variables inc~_ uding sex, mat~rity, and. urbanness , . 
w~re explored to determine their influence on critical . 
thin.king ~bility. Results from this gro_up m .. l give some· 
ind-ication of tne-suecess of. the high school', programme, ' 
. . . . 
: which i~clude~ .. ~ core of at lea~t . f_ou~ socifl studie~. 
. . . . . \: 
courses, in the promotton of critical tninkinc; skills-. 
;,<~: ... .-,._' .. " ;): , :, i;. •, ·, :.'::: •I _:.:·:• .. ' .. . :: " ~· .. ,,~.· -:~ .. .- .. •, ,. • ·.· i' '• . . ; , • _:._ .-// .· . 
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1 ( 3) To make . compar.isons betwe~n lirst year and 
senior students to determine if uni.v~tsity training 'is · 
~ . 
related to critical thinking abili%-Y. 
,.._ 
RatioD{lle of the. Study 
.. - • - J,. ' 
7 
• 
The philosop~ical basis of education i!l. New~ound1and, 
· vnamel.y the ... Aims of .Education it:l Newfoundl,and and 'Labrador · 
(1984 ) ·, recognizes' the importance of the· critical . thinking· 
. - . . . : 
' coin:Pon~nt to the edupational pr.ocess • . ·T.he docW'I\ent sta~e.s 
that the lndividuals who have achieved th~ir .fullest and· 
I I • • : '. v • • • • 
best d~v~opme~~ · ~re those who,··among other things, . "have 
. . . ,· . . . . ~· . . . ' . 
• 
min4s whose critic~! 
.. ,. . 
and other ;.faculties are so develop.ed · 
. ~ - ' . -
and trained as to enable them to cope sucaes~fully with 
the var,ied ,problems and s~t~at~ons that .tl1by' may be·. 
. . 
expect~d to encounter.". (p.- 3) • . Such a philosophy .. suggests 
that one · of .··the fundamental objectiv~s of educat1on is. to 
. . 
.. • / 0 • 
provide oppo~t~ni.t~es for the d~vel.opment of the pupil's 
.~ 
abili t:±_~s ·to th~nk cri-tically~ 
:;tn 1967, the Royal cdinrni.ssion on Educat~~ri and ·Y~h 
was established to investigate the status of education in 
' . . . 
0 • ~ 
·Newfoundland. While many ra~.ical cha~ges were a4voc.ated 
• . . 1 
through its 340 recommendati9ns, th.e comniission. reite~ated 
the Province's -Aims· of Education.. The · report not onl.y 
reflected the opinions · of its twelve authors, but also the 
~iews · of the Newfoundiand ci ti~enry. Acco~ding to the 
, 
Corrunission,. the · onus is on the school to ". . • produce 
. . ~ 
. •I 
. ......._ . . 
~ .. ~: 
• r , 
. •:- , · : :, ·.:.::. 
·;,. 
'1. ~ ' 
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well-informed thinking ·citizens with the 
s~ci~l, e~otio~al·, and ~~~ities 
.. 
necessary for successful livinc.;(, .and for· the· succesuul 
gro~h ofi soc;i~tY~. (vol. y. 144) •. 
8 
In the view o£ the commission the traditional 
approaches to instruction, which often stress <the mere 
memoriz·ation of facts, should no longer be tolerated. The 
.Commission suggested tha·t instruction be aimed at 
• • 
understanding, critical analysis and judgment. · Only the_n 
would st~dents ·de_velop thinking, reasoriing ;-.and creative 
abilities. ... 
' 
·In a ~tudy con,l:iu~ted ·by Warren ( 1978) · concerning 
·.public atti:tudes toward _-~ducation in -Newf-oundland, - he · 
. .. t.' 
l ~ : : \ "'·'.; 
I · .. \ · . · 
. \ :' 
, ... .\ : 
... 
. . ~. 
,. 
r 
' . ' ,. 




cons.:i.'ber most importan_t . in ·the overall deyelopment of the-
child .. ~;!pd the qua1ity most neglected by the sc}1.ool toda~. 
The ~nswer to both questions was "learn~ng to think for 
I , 
oneself". 
A second survey· of public opinion ·(warren·, 1983) -
' I . 
indicated that the Newfoundland public felt that teachinq· 
~ ' ' 
students to think wa$ ·the most important function of 
. . . : \ . . 
;, e-lementary schools and . 58% 9~ respondents stated that high 
. -
• 
\.. -·. . (/ 
schools should pl.ace more emphasis on this important goal. \ 
-
Given · that ·the school is the only organization which 
... . 
directly and _ systematically concerns itse~f with the 
intellectual development of the · individua~, Crocker and· · 
.. 
~.i99~ ( 1919) sugg'es.t that the first aim of education 
j • 
·· ·. 
· .. :. 
- - : , i. 
-:~ ,5.: 
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9 
I 
should be to allow students to' reach their highest level 
. . ' 
--- . - ' 
of intell.ecttgl1 achi.ev~en~. They sub-~i~~ the domain 
of intellectual.. development into .,four components: 
o/ 
skills 1 • 
~nowledg~ 1 analysi~ and intellectual independence. 
~ 
R~garding inte"l:lectu;t independen~e they say tbat t'each 
child'Should be capable of making judgments on the basis 
of information given and of recognizing the consequenc~s 
~ ~ . ' · 
and lirni tatiohs of such judgments, particularly when. they 
~ · 
are ba~ed. cln>incomplete evide.nce" ( p. 2 8) • Intellectual 
• : · ' • !' ~ 
. -·- -independeq;ce, according to crocke'r and R.i:ggsi', is simply a 
' ' ~ • I ~ • . 
· re~tat.wnent of .. " learhinq . to thin~ fo~ : qnesel.f," .. In . fact, 
• • ' 0 ... " 
:bot~ .ar_e · i~port:ant .~s~~cts. of ·cr~it·i~.a\~nking 'as def~ned) 
. ·--. --_rnth1s -study; · · ., 
· Whil..e critical thinking is regarded as an overall 
\ 
~~neral educational objective~ social studies edtica~ / 
~ 
perceive it as one of their "prime goals. Fenton ( 1967) 
J 
·states that social studies "should help each student 
develop tC?_ the limit of his abil.i.ty 'int~ an independent 
thinket: and a responsible citizen of a democratic 
society". · Other writers such. as Newman and Oliver ( 1970) ; 
. 
Paul ( 19 a 4) , ~nd bnks ( 19 8 s) acknowledge the strong 
' • ..... 
rel.ationship between effectlve· ci.tiz~nship ·and the ability 
• 
-




A study by Guyton (1984) re-affirms. this position. 
\ 
\ . ' 
___ ... Her study was djsign~d to measure the re~ationsh~J? _between .. 
· critical think~g and p~litic.al part~cipatiok· A four "-
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• • ,j 
relationship between1 personality variables ( seft"-est:eem, 
. I 
. I 
, personal control, and political eff~cacy), cri.tical 
. ( . -~ 
' th.i.nki~g, democratic \attitudes and political 
I 
'participation. vario.us instruments were used to measur.e 
'> 
these vailll.at>les. Thel mod~l., used with 118 .undergraduate 
I . . 
and· .graduate ·students ~ reveals that critical thinking 
. . . 
' • I 
. positivel.y affects personal. control, politica efficacy, 
.... 
. . I . 
and democratic attitude. In turn, political fficacy and 
. ) .~ . . \ . . 
democratic at.titud.es were found to positively affect pou~l.cal pa~~,ieip1lt"i~n. · . The .deVelopment. ~f ~ri tical 
thinking .skills thus appear to contribute to the 
• . : I . . . , , . . 
\ . . . . . \ . . ' . 
; development of respon~ible and participating . pit.i:zens • 
. , . , • I . 
The ·"social stU:di.~s educatC?r·s ·in Newfoundtan"d appear 
to recogni~e th.at thei . have ·a ·major respons!bli'l.fy. in. 
·- . I l • 
t • • • • ... , ' 
contributing to the development of youth into rati.-onal and. 
. l 
responsible citizen~ • ·The Master Guide for Socia1 Studies 
• t • • 
. K-XII of Newfoundland and Labrador has one overal1 goal: 
t 
the de'velopment . of person-centered .and citizen-centered 
, , ' I ' 
I ' 
adults. To achieve 'th.is goal,· the recommende.d underlying ~. 
~ethodology .of ·s~cial. studie~ is to focus~ th_e· 
development of cri ti.c.alr thinking ski1ls. · 
. I 
.... 
Many educatio~al theo~ists and philosophers~ outside 
·the Newfound1and con text, have endeavoured to present a 
rati~nale for the i.nclus:ion of critical:· thinking sk'.ills as 
one· of the prominent goal.s of 
.. 
For ·exainple, Scheffl.er (1973) 
• 
the. educational process~ "'" 
maintll.i,;~_:h~ "qr i ~icai 
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thought is of the f .irst importance in the concep~ion 
-organiz~ion . of· educational activities" . 
-, .-,.. . ·I 
Siegel (1980), a student ·of Scheffler's, has 
expoundj.,:_t;hree major ~easons as to why critical thi~king 
shou1d b considered as a worthwhile educational ideal. 
/ 
Fi.rst, critical thinkin"g-is --releva~t to ..and has / 
~ I 
implications for the ethics. of ·educ'ation. The ethics ,· I . 
consideration· arises wit:h respect to the manner of 1 • 
. te.~ching . and ·. the learn ex I s moral ec:lu~ . Educa ~~rs 
m~~·t en.su~~ ·_ th~·t in;t~uctional methods meet cert-airl moral 
'standards ·and endeavo~r to COl)ttib,Ute.. to the moral 
.. 
' ' 
.eciucatiqn ·of · ~~e -:tearne·r . . This is a tremendous 
• · - • • • •• • : • ~ ' . • • , 1 • , ( • • ...:.... 
responsibi'li ty: although 11tno1 it is to be accomplished · is 
.. . . . .. . . 
somewhat unclear . ·However it is done, according to Siege 1 
."we-must, if w.e are to conduct our interpersona-l a:ffalrs 
··~ , . 
. morally' ' recognize and respect the fact that we are 
• 
dealing with other persons who as · such deserve respect"-
' ( p. · 13). This respect for pers~ns implles that it is only 
morally right for teachers to acknowledge- the student 1 s ·. 
-- -
:righ_t to -_question, to challemge, ·and to ·d~mand reasons. · 
• • : 4 • 
· If s·tuden.ts become a_ccustomed to questioning,- cl\all:eriging, 
. . 
. \ 
- and seeking reasons, the basis is. laid on which they can 
. 6 ' . . • 
reasonably decide what to cio' or believe • 
Second, critical thinking is -an ~ducational ideal 
bec~use it is · essential· in o~der to .prepare for o_~e1 s 
adult life. · Toffler· ( 1970) states· that "the technology of 
· 'tomorrow requi-res 
' 
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the rapidly chanpinq reality" (p. 402) · -
? ' 
Scheffler ( 1973) asserts the view that to train 
.# 
students to become critical thinkers is to "encourage them 
.e::..-_....f .. 
toi!c!Sk questions, to look for evidence, to seek and 
sc'i~ize alternatives, to be critical of their own ideas 
~ as wel.l as those of others" (p. 143). Hitchcock (1983) 
- ~ ~ 
indicates that practice in such skills . protects peopl.e 
·. 
fron:t being seduced by r:betoric, propaganda, or 
" . 
advertising. Iii addition, such skills enable people to 
·>· 
ma.ke wise decisions and participate constructively in the -
- . -
. democratic process. In essence, this is the ~~yal.e as 
envisioned by the . authors of-tlle Master- Guide for \ocial 
. studies, K-XII in Newfoundland and Labrador. 
Third, critical thinking is an educational ideal 
because it is an embodiment of rationality (Siegel, . 1980; · 
- ' ~ ' 
.McPeck, 1981). Rationality is viewed\.. as thought in -which · 
~i 
reason · predominates. A student must be made aware that 
justifications fAio~s decisions are · ntieded·,. because 
in order to becrme a. ra tiona1 thi~ker the student must 
. . . 
have reasons to · .support conclusions. A rational thinker: 
must also think according to . rules or p.r inciples which are 
_ justifiable. Only. then can one ·ratlo~ally conceptu~e 
, . ' 
the relationship among. the various reasons an:d ~vJluate ... 
decisions_ on their own merft .• 
: o\ 
, I • • 
...,.. ~ " ·~r:J. · .. ·~ · , . ,. · _ ·. ,~ · . ~ .. . ; · t ·:<.:_, · ·. ~ ... :_"· ... . · · · .'i·~ 
.!.·-
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According to Scriven ( 1985) any system of education 
which does not regard training in cr~ tical th~nking 
abilities is guilty of ~"culpable negligence w;-worse" t 
because the surviv~l of our democratic society depends 
upon citizens who are competent critical thinkers,. 
. ' . 
' 
schools must provide an environment conducive to the· 
development of the ~cessary thinking skills. 
. Cl~ariy then, educators mus~ endeavour to develop 
. ' 
within' their stud~nts the rteces·sary understandipgs, v~lues 
and reiat·ed social studies skills. Only :then will they be 
. . ~ 
ealize thefr o~n Potential' and p~rtlcip:at~· .f.u-J:'ly 
and cons · · · ctively in soc.iety. · Newmar:t and Oliver .( 1970); 
' . . . . . 
; Paul '( 1984). arid Glase:J;· ('1985) maintain· that 
. ~ -~ . . . 
this ossible 'without th~ ~:bility to think. 
. ...  -.J.-·~-- . . / 
Apart. fro~ ~ s'tudy by caravan. ( 1979.), little or no 
·~ . 
research in critical thinking ~a~ilities has be.en conducted 
!'Ji th respect to the Newfoundland e9ucational · scene. The 
results of. the. present'\ study may give some indication of 
the extent to which. teachers entering the teayhing· · · / 
. . . 
profess~on are ·qualified to teach· the thinking skills 
~ " . 
• eemed importari~ ·bY the Aims of Educati'on· and -£he Master 
. .. . ~ . . ' . : 
. . . 
-· G ide :for Social studies K-XII of Newfoundland and . 
. . 
.· --
Labrador ... ~e results m'ay have implications for teac;hers, ] ' . . . \ . . 
· tl:le Oepar'?l(ent of Education, curriculwn planners, as well 
. •• • • 1.. . 
Depending on the resu;t ts, the _ _ .·as Memo·rial university. 
• • • J 
. . 
. . . 




study may also serve as a 
• 4 
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CHAPTER II. 
.. I . 
~R~VIEW OF •LITERATURE 
The ·expressed qoal of critical thinking has not been ·• 
~ · ~ 
translated into elassroom activity despite its prominence 
. . . ' . .. 
. . . . . . . . 
in social stqdies lit~rature and curricu~uin guides;·-. Since 
---
. . . 
. . 
1980 therE{has~ :been a· · profu~ion ··of· atfticles and journals · 
. ' '. ' . . i . . . 
~ev~t.!!d ex.ctust~el,.~ t~ .thi~ = ··topi~: ~· l?aui (~9·a·s~) conducted ·~ . 
... : ' ' • • ' •• I .. I ' ·, ' . ' - ~ · , .. , . , · ,, ,• ' ~ .• • · .: ~.. •. ,. .~. • • • '~ 
' b ~ ~. an ERIC· computer· search. ·ana· identified ·.1, 894 · articles .. 
• . •• . • . • • . . . . • ":' • • J • ' .. • • • . ~ 
. . · .·. ~ritten ··~~~~~ critical titi~kin9 ·· ~l:rice 1:sna; · -'An ~£tort · . ·, · · 
' • • \ I • ': d.' •' • · , ' •' • • ~ : • • ' ' ' .; '·.~ , '\ •' • • '(I ... ,' ~ •, • • • ... ""· t ' ... • , ' • ~ 
· · · will' ·be, made .. irt thi$ chap,ter to 'focus·_ main~'y on sen~cted· 
·. ·  · <~tit~n~s ~f ~h~s~ . wi.th -~~~~en·s,~ve1 ·~~~~.~-~-~ge oi:j ~e~ear~h' · 
. . · ' . " { ;: 
exper·.teric~ in th~ cr~ticai th~pking ~.fi~id·. In· thi.s-' . . 
• ~ • ' • . ~ • • • • c; -, ~ - • 0 ' ' ~ ' ~ .. 0 
chapter seve·ral interpretations of tb,e nature 'of critical ~· 
4 , . ·;:;·.o ... · .-~· .I •• -~ . , • • • : ~~ ~- ~... ~ • • 
thinking wll!l~ ··be explored and· a s\.unritaty pf critical 
"' • • . • ~' • , • • '0 • • • • 
.. .. 
. .- , . 
think.ing ,research. in the· socia-l studies will ·be pre~ent~d. . 
• 9 J ' . .> : ·" 
' ' I . ,. 
. ., 
.. . 
The. Natur~ ·of ·Critical"·Thinking • ' I 
p • 
... ~ ·. ~ .. , '· . 
We .live· in a technological societ:Y. iri 'whicn know.ledge 
'. 
is expanding· at a phenomenal .rate. ·. since .the.'primary 
' " ~ ~ ' . , -~ • • • ' • " • ..,.; • • .... • • • • • ~. t 
purpose. of · schopls is . .. ~o edtic§lte !tt~derits on h6w to· . ·.:,. · 
• : •• • ·._, o . ' • • ·: • : . ' ' .!-.-~ 
. funceion· in such · a soclety, lt is incumbent· upon t!hem ·to .. 
• • • • • • : ' '.. • • •• • .... • • 0 ' ' • • • • • • , • ' 
' . 
.-o · 1 
•• ! 
' . •I. 
. .. ~~ 
• 4 · - -:' 
. . . ~ 
' .. . . . 
' · '-··- .:. 
\ · 
.. . ' • provide iearning tixperierice.s conducive to '·obtaini~g .the . 
. - . ·. : 'r; . .. . ' ~ ' . . . :. · . .. '.' .... . ... . . . · . .. 
nec.essary skilfs which would enable them .to. think. · ~.r . ··. · .. ·. 
·, • ' \' • • • • • •• ' • > •, I . . . : '• 
' ~_thentSG~VeS • . fiowe~er 1 beforeot"a r~Se&~Cher Can'· endeaVOUr ·tO'•• ' ' :. . . 
' . . . . '\ . . . . ·. ... ~ ,._ . ., ~ . ~ . , . . ' . . . . . . . . . .. . r ., .......... ... : . -,. 
.evaluate ·the current lev.el of "Q.'rJ,.tic~l. thinking ·of .. J ' • •• • . • ·::· 
I 0 0 0 • • • • 
. . : . ~ .. \ . '\ . 
. , · . · .
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, 
, 
students an understanding of the-nature of · cr1tical 
think~ng ls essential. Such an understanding could 
provide a logical basis on which a decision ··can be·. made 
involving' which cc:m~t of critical thi~kipg to adopt. 
• ... 1 I 
Such ·a decision ·will influe-nce the · structure of ·the. 
· re·se.archer • s study. 





. A .cursqry re~iew of t~e 'titer'ature. suggests ·that 
I '" , ' • • ... 
there .is a great di yet·si ty : of .oPinion on wll-a. t. exactly 
• > 
. ' · 
• •• • • • 'I' • •' ' • • ~ ' \ 
-:·~onstltutes cr~tical .thinking ·and how it should' be t~ught • . 
. ~ ~: .. . . . . . ' 




· , ' · 






. . . 
. ~ ~ 
• t • • • • • t • • • • ., • • ~ "' • • 
A~ a. resuit ·Q~ this diversity te.~chers have be-en ·expo.sE!d," , ·. 
.i . . •. . ' . . < '. ' . . : ·.  . ;-·-.· ·. . . ..;. . . .: . : -·.-. . ' . -',.. 
. ' : ' • . ' • .. 
. . . -,: " 
·, .. 
· · and of ter{ bomba'died.. with competing · deflni tions· of . 
. . ... . . . . . . ·. .·· - ... 
'1 • • • ' • ·. ' 
· ,critical·. thinking; To· some ed1,1cators ( Sancier~, ·.196.6 )', · 
·!· . • .. . - . 
·i- ' . ' . • " ~ . . ' 
. . • . 
. ' .... . . 
' . .. :-. 
· . .. · 
• • • · - • 'o • • ' • ' ...,.. 
. critica1 thinking includes ~11 thov,ght prpcesses beyond · 
. . ' : 
. t . .. ' 
· the memory category· of B'loom •.s· Taxonomy ·of · Educational ,., 
._ . ' • . • . . . , . • : . I , . 
o~jedtives: . Cognitive Do~~.Ln ( 1956). . Others { Ol~ve.r ·and 
. 
Shave~, · 1968; ' Maxirq,· 1977•) vie~·only the evaluation level· 
. . ~· . . 
. • . . · , I · 
· ·. · _qf. the same taxonomy as. beinQ. in'?'ol,v~d with the critical 
I • ' ' • ' ~~.i.nk~~~oces~. S~~lf: oth.ers ··'(Wil~n, · 1985) View 
cri.tical .. thinking as i~volving. the analy,sis,, . sxnthesis-, . 
. , -
i '• ' \ . t ' · .. ' • ' • 1 
·. and eva·luation· levels .of Bloqm·' s .'Ta·xonomy. .. · 
' • \. • • J • • • 
•': ~ I • ' f ," ~ ; • • • • • • ; 
· ~ · 0ther: . soc~al .. studies~;educa~ors ~uch ·Jas _Ponder and · , . 
• q, • o;,r ' "" I • ' • • • . ' • • ~ • ~ • • 
·· Davis· ( 19S2) . view c-ritica'l t;tlinking. and inquiry as. ~eing ·: 
. . . . .. 
t . : . • • . . .., • . I 
synonymous. · Fraenkel (1980.) . a$sociates critical thinking 





I . :.. . 
' ~ • t • ' ~ , 
'with decision making whereas And'erson ( i .942) equates it 
• • • ' " t - ... 
with .probiem~ .. solving.,\.,.; Whii~ many..CM~r~e ~nc;i Mccune,._ l940; · ·.·. 
.. . . . . , . . , . . . 
., : 
•, 
. .. · 
. ' 
c~rpenter t -1963 (Fair and Shaftel, 196-7·; : Kurfm~n, -"1977) · · ' ·· · 
' • ~ I ' . ' I ' ' , ' ' ' ' • • ' • t • ' ' • ' ' ' ' ~ .. "', 
, . .-.: --
. .. -
agree with Anderson,. o~hers are Aiametric~lly' opposed. - : -
rt • • • 
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Accqrding to Allen· and Rott (196~), c'ritical thi~king and 
'Pl;"Oblem solving are defln~_te.ly-not. the same. Th~y state: 
. . . 
. . Critic~l thinkin~ ··~begins with a ·previous 
. . . \ 
claim,~conclusion ~or product and considers the 
. ' . 
questidn, ••of what truth or. wortp is it?". 
. : 
Problem ·soiving, 'on the other hand,· beg_ins with 
• r 
,a. perceived pro~lem and ~sks,' "Ho.w ·might this . 
d.ifficu~ty be resolve,d?" ~ ( p. 2t~ 
Black . C 1.953 ); .and wer.Jqneiste~; ( 195?) view critical--. 
. . 
' ... . . 
• • .. ~ • • t • ,, ' \ • ) • • ' • • • 
: thinking as · the.applicat~on · of principles -of logic . . I~ 
.·-,~ J../~~, -_..Erihi~ : (.'i~6l ·)~· ~egarded ·criticai thinking··~s the _ .· . ,., 
• • . • • , • - • ' • • <f· . .. ~ 
~cor.r~ct a~se.~sfng ·of stat'emehts-'' whereas de Bo17'o ( 1984) ' 
. .. 
associates it with "sp'otti:ng of faults". 
-... ~:.-----::::::::_ .. ..__.-:::: ,. 
McPeck's (~981) 
. 
, ~ · _.. co~ception -of c~itica1 ·thinking .is "the appropriate use of 
.. 
• •• 
re'-flective skeptic~sm ,within the problem area: under 
r 
.. ·. consideration11 (:p-.-- 7). 
~ul (1982) ~o~serv~s · that critical .thinking can be 
viewed · in ~wo senses: a weak sense i a~ ~trong sense. In 
\ , 
the weak $ense., a s~ri-es. of skills is used by,· the thinker 
. . .. . 
• · ~ • ' ~ " . ' a ... I . 
to , discover ·mista~s. in •reasonipg. In the strong 
. . '.::. 
v 
sense, 
• • "' . ' l • '. . com~ensive - ~hi.nking_ .. ~~ills are emphasiz.ed_ to develop a· , 
~ . 
"free, ratlonal ·~nd· au.tcinomous tnindi' (p. ·s). · In · ·addition, · 
. .·.~ .. . •. . . . . . . ./, 
strong . s~.ns~· cr'i tical thinker's are not Ol'\.lY able . to· gain ' ·· 
• • • • • , ' • ' .f . • • : 
fundamental 'insights ihto an' is·stie but' are ,able to do s.o 
• . . . t • 
. ·while ·bei~g ··cognizant of "•tneir own eg~centr_~c and .. . 
. . . . . . .' . . . ' • ' . 
.·· · so'cio~ent:tic vi~Wpc:)int~ . (Wr,tght: & ~aBar, 19S6) • 
" 
I 
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18 
Any_ e.ffort at consensus is. further cOmplicated by the 
, . ' ............ 
fact that educato!'J and· philosophe;s ofren change or 
' • I 
'modify their orig·i~~· posi~ions. For exampl e, Beyer 
. 
.. 
( l-977) ·states J r 
. . 
Skill of distinguishing· between ' statement of 
' . . prova):l,le fact· and statement pf ' personal opinion 
constitutes ·one analytical skill which is 
I . ~ • 
indis~ens.able ~~r . the; . int~l\i~~t. ~se. ~f 
information. (~. 38) . .·) .. ~./ .. / 
By 1985, however, Beyer ( 1985a) . seems ·•to suggest 
- ' 
that thif 
skill ' is not really fundame~tal beca~se performing· t~e 
~ration is often . diffic~lt and unsuccessful due to 
. Y• ·' 
ambiguity in meanings of· "terms (p. 274). In addition, the 
conc~pt of critica_l· thinking - envisioned by .Ennis{1962) 
' . 
as "the correct assessing of ~tatemerits" diff!rs from his 
~8? definitidrt in that in .19BS he was including not just 
the·assessment of s~ate~ents but some· judqments.as to what 
• l ~ ·, ' I • 
one should believe or do, ' and tQ& dispositions required to 
. ( 
. . 
make· such jud~ents. 
' . 
' ·A~ter conducting a · revlew.of cr~tiqal ~hinking-
I ' • , ' • • ' 
l~terature, .. Feely ( 19765 concJ,uded that the va~ious 
int~.rpret~tion.s o( the natur~ of. · Cr~·t.~cal thinking COUld . 
. . . . . 
.be ·.categorized ~nto twb . paradi9J!'s: . . t~e · m~~.tal· paradigm . 
t. and the. iogic~ par~digm~ ~he ·char~cteristics.: .of : each are 
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~ Table 1 






critical thinking is 
distinct from o~her 
thinking processes. 
lt can' be ~~imtJ,la ted 
and -~manifes~ations 
observed. ·. · 
. · ... 
· · ~C~itical thinking~ is : not 
.taught 'but. rather .· 
stimulated. Stimulation 
results from asking, · .-
questions requiring higher 
mental processes than 
faQtual recall. Questions 
stimulate student$ to 
think. \ 
~) Resolution ot .a problem is 
bas~d upon how o.ne ·feels .. 
4) Score from measures of 
critical thinking abilitY. 
~ such as Watson-Glaser 
Thinking Appraisal are 
recorded as a ·single· score. 
' 
Logical Paradigm 
1) Complex tasks· or 
j udgrnents: cat:t- be 
re~uced and .analyzed 
into lists of sub-
tasks.. critical . 
thinking is only 
umbrella t~~ un9er 
. . which~ a variety of 
activities~:re 
subsumed. · · 
2) . StudentS are· not 
·taught to th'ink ... by 
inducing thinking · 
but rather the · 
3) 
. grounds ori wl:iich judgments can be 
~ade are ta~ght. 





problem is ba·sed upon 
a priori standard or 
criteria •. ":' 
4). Scores on measures of 
critical thinking· 
ability are broken 
down into· component 
parts. · · 
! 
Adapted,from: ·. F.e~ly, T •.. (1976) cri,tical. Thinking: 
Toward a Definition, Paradigm and Research Agenda. Theory 
and Research in Social Education4 VoL · IV, No. 1: 1-.19. · 
·- · 
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~-The mental paradigm views-critical 'thinking as a ~-
unified ~ra~ mental . pr~ess. Critical thinking is 
' 
r -~ie~ed as a type , of thought or mental process which, 
- -· 
. . 
although not observable, can be stimulated by using higher 





·! . . . 
I -Ed~cational Objectives: Cognitiv~ Domain. Higher order 
questioning requires students to engag~ i~ thinking 
proc~sses ~~-t; . utilized by using simple recall or ~nowledge 
questions. . The caravan 'thesis . cited earl_j,.er is an example 
. . . 
·.of ·a ·study. based ~n the mental paradigm.' · Others. will be 
' . 
· 4 . 
examined in this chapter under· the section entitled 
criti-cal Thinking ·-in 'f'he soc;:ial ~tudies. · 
. l 
R~s~archers who-view critical thinking in the· ~-
logical. paradigm perspective (Ennis, 198·0.; Paul, 1982; 
' . 
Norris & King, __ 19.83) recognize that _this perspective 
itself has two dimensions - a. logical one requiring a 
diversity of skills and a dispositional one which 
emphasizes such dlspositioris as open-mindedness, 
I 
. . ' consider~~iternatives, seek~ng rea_sons, an~ t~inq_'_ t:o_ · 
be·well-i ed. Ennis (1985b) has listed five major · 
. . , 
J • • .-.. 
cc:fte.gories· of skills and some 13· dis~ositions which 
characteriz~ good critical thinkers. 
The famous Milgram experime~t (M~lgramt 1963) 
.. 
illustrated ·the n·eed for .such a two ~imensiona~. approach:. · 
~ The experime~t demonstrated ·that there is more .involved in 
,.,. -. . . 
-cri~ical thinking than having the abil~ty to solve certain· 
pro\le~s or being in pos~~sion of qertain moral 
. I 
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principles. His research involved 40 subjects who were 
ordered to administer electrical shocks to a learner 
.(actor) in another· room whenever the learner failed to 
-give a correct response to a question. The voltage 
\ 
'\ 
reading~ ranged from 15 to 450 volts. Subjects we)e made 
aware of ...... increased vo·ltage by labels marked-slight/ shock, 
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moderate shock, . strong shock, very strong shock, -intense 
• shock, extrem~ intense shock, severe shock and_ the_ letters 
~ on ' the last two · sw~_tches. The . subj ec~s were ordered 
.; Jt, 
· to -p~sh 1;he n!!X.t highe~t SWltch each 'time th~ l~arner gave 
. ari ~ncorrec_t re·spon~e .' Subjects were made aware, through 
-~· ~i~dow.~ ' of. th~ . agony c~used by the . ~hocks; Despite this 
fact, .26 of the 40 subjects-administered the maximum . 
' . • 0 ..... • • 
voltage .to the learner (actor) on or.ders ·from the 
' • 11 
. .... ' ' ... 
exper±me~ter. Although·all of the adult subjects were 
aware tha·t such action was imntoral, .65 . percent were not 
willlng to act in ac.c:Cdance ~ith the' dict'~tes of the-ir 
conscience. ~orrJ:{(1985b) maintains ·that "no matter what 
• 
level of critical thinking skill a person · poss~sses, it is 
of nC? .pr~ci1;ical benefit unless the pers.on is dis~osed to 
•• 0 , .a. 
use these skills when they are· appropriate" . ( p. 44) • 
' ' . . 
The need for a second dimension becomes evident. 
Rational thil'lkers who possess thEt_.ciispQsitions, 
.. sensitivities, and tendencies comprfsinq the second. 
. , .. 
. ' ' ·. . . ' ' 
dimension have often- been r~f~rred to as· having the 
cri~lcal spirit (Paul, 1982; Siegel, 1980; -Norris, l~85b). 
' 
'· - -· ' 
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Many of the attributes of the critical spirit were 
. . 
outlined by r;·· Angelo ( 1971) who saw the fol-lowing 
attitudes as prerequisite for the development of critical 




. 1. !ntellectual curiosity. Seeking answers ~o 
various kinds qf questions and problems . 
Investigating the causes and explanation of 
events; asking why, how, who; what, when, and 
where. •  
. 
2. -objectivity. Using objective ·factors in the 
, .process· of making decisions. Relying on 
.empirical evidence and vaiid arguments 1 and not 
3. 
being :influenced by emotive 'and subjective 
fac~ors .in reaching conclusions· • 
Open-mindedness~ ·A willingness/~o consid~r a 
wide variety of beliefs as possibly being true. 
Making judgments without bias or .preju~ice. 
4. / Flexibility. To be willing to change one's 
5. 
beliefs or me.thods of inquiry. • Avoiding 
steadfastness of beli~f, dogmatic atti tude-, an~ . 




Intellectual skeptici~m. Postpo~ing the 
~ .........._ 
-
acceptance of a.conclusion as being true until 
. . 
~dequate evidence is presented .. · 
' : : • I I,': • \ ~ ~ ·'; '" \ •• . . .. ~ . .-·.; ·.· 
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6 ~__Lntellectual honesty. 
1 
) ' ____,....-;-------- The ac(~ptance ~
s_tatements as being "t:rue when t e Ls . · 
sufficient evidence, even though it ~~som~ 
~ 6£ our cherished beliefs. T~void sl~ntlng 
certain facts to support a particular position. 
~ 
7. Being systematic. Following a line of reasoning 
consistently to 4 particular concl~ion • 
Avoiding irrelevancies that stray from the issue 
be~ng argued-. 
8. Persistence. To persist in seeking ways of 
resolving ~~sputes. ~upp~~ting certain points 
of view without giving up the task o_~ _finding 
\ 0 
evidence a~d ~rqumerits . 
9. Decisiveness. To 1each certain conclusions when 
the evidence warrants it. To avoid !"" . . 
unnecessarily drawn out arguments, snap 
j~gments, and delaying ·reaching decisions until 




10. Respect for other viewpoints. A willingness to 
admit·that yournay be wrong, and that~other \ 
\ 
.ideas you do n6~ accept may be correct. 
--'\ . 
Listening car~fully to another point of view and ·< l.-· \. 
( r es'ponding accurately to what has been said.·. ( ll· 
17-8) 
Ennis (1980) has modified D'Angelo's original l'ist 
.. 
. and responds that rational or critical thinkers -are those 
r} 
who -have tbe inc-lination to: 
• 
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1. ex~r.c~se the proficiency ~hey possess; 
~ , ../ 
2.• ,-~ake into ac<(ount the total situation; 
3. be well-informed; 
4. demand as much prec.ision as the .subject matter 
permits~· 
.. 
5. dea.#, with the parts of ;. complex situation in- ·an 
orderly fashion; 
6. · consider seriously other 'points of y_iew than Ct.. 
< 
one's" own; i 
7. withhold judgme.nt wh~n the ~yide'o~ .and/or 
: ~ · · .··reasons · are in.sufficient; 
8. take -a posi tio.n )( ~~lCl change, ;h~- posi ti~n,. when ' 
the evidence· and reasons are sufficient to 
-= 
warrC\nt so doing ·; 
.. 
- 9. accept"the necessity of exe~cising informed · 
judgment; and 
10. exercise good judgment. (p. 6) 
If cri~:l think~rs possess these disposition~ -they 
will have the tend~ncy to act in accordance with their 
abiii ty .. , . . ·:· . _. .. ··· ) 
. In addition to posse~sing certain abilitieS. aV 
hav1ng a critical spirit, a critical thinker must also - ~~ . 
'-· have sound knowledge of the subject matter ·(Norr.is, 1985b; 
... ' ,_ . 
. ~ 
Ennis, ~985a; McPe.ck, 1981). Norris ( 198Sb) states: 
A set of critical thinking skil~~ however 
well developed, cannot compensate for lacK of · 
knowleqge in ·the atra of · questipnr -The 
. ' 
-
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application of critical thinking pri~ciples 
involves a competence ?Ver and ~bove knowledge 
. of tlle principles themse 1 ves. ( p. 4·4) 
25 
D1 Angelo (1971), however, feels that attitudes and 
. knowledge and application of certain thinking skills are 





~hinking. ( ~ow.ledge of the subject ar~a 
.as prerequisite for critical thinking. 
is not r.egarded \ 
He observes: ~ 
·. A knowledge ~ the sUbject area in which 
. . ' 
thinking occurs in often _,necessary conditi~n 
. ' for the development ·of c~itical th~nking.' For · 
. t ' ' ' ' 
_ _,_, 
example, ·_ certain knowil*:ige ~s needed· to · 
, . 
det~rinine· :whether ·a:· .par~icular s-ta~ement is a 
._, . ,,_ 
fact or an opini:on. · However, ·specific· · 
' ' '\'f. . . 
knowledge in a particular area~~s not always 
necessary in order t~ apply critical thinking 
'-',--
skills. (p. 5) 
An even more radical-stance is adopted'by de Bono 
(1985) .who insists that training i~ thinking skills should 
' . ' 
not be depen~ent on the prior acquisition of specific 
. 
kno~dge. The de Bono critical. think.ing program 
(Cognitive Re.search.'Tru~t) .is - d~si}ned- ~n .su'~ a way as to 
- .,~·· . ..,_...:--- ... .. 
p~rmi t all students\~. t .egardl'ess of intelli"9ence, age., . 
abilitie- and cultural background, to beg~n on an equal 
. . ' 
level (p. 36.6) • 
· ~ 
. If~ _ as Norris states, . ~- sound ~nowledge Qaae ~B/~ 
. ' \ • . . . / .··. . 
' required for produc~ive thinking, the · question ,arises ~s 
. ... . t' . . : 
' tc) .how. instruction shoul4 take place. ----'McPeck ( 19Bl) , ·Paul 
- '· 
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(1982), B~yer (1984b), and Bereiter (1984} argue in favor 
of t~inking.skills being taugh-t in t~!ditional subject 
areas rather than as a separate subject. The latter 
'\ 
position is advocated by de Bono (1985) and Glaser, (1985). 
Norris (1985a) and Ennis (1985a) appear to remain 
unco~ as. to the most suitable means of instruct1Qn. 
Both acknowledge that there are general principles tha~ 
. . . 
appear to .cross subject boundaries. Ennis (1985a) 
provides the following· examples: 
-
' . . 1. A p~rson1 s having a conflict of interest is a 
ground for regarding th~t person's,claim with 
greater sus~icion than would otnerwi~e be 
• 
. . appropri.ate. 
2 ~- It is a' ~ista~· to misdesc~ibe a person's 
. ' 
.position., _and then attack the position as if it '-a 
. . 
actua·li.y were the person's position (the "straw-
~" 
person"' fallacy) ..• ... . 
3. ·Given an "if - · then" statement denial of the 
consequent implies the d~nial of the antecedent. 
. . 




"' · 4 ·. The abili~y- of a hypothesis to explain or help ' 
f 
\ 
. . , ..... ..,. 
. ' ' 
... : .... .. 
explai~ the facts lends support to the 
hypothesis, if. the . hypothesis is noi oth.er.wise 
disqual~ied. (p. 29) 
. . , As st~te~viously, gr~diversity of opinion 
exis-ts regard~1 the nature of crt tical thinking. rrhis ~\ .. . . 
. d1v~rsity is not confine~ so~ely to~he exact meaning~of 
the term but extends to other areas a~ell ~heth;r th~ - ~ 
. I 
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concept falls into a mental or logical paradigm, and 
whethe'-r or not specia1rzed knowledge is prerequisite for 
the-development_of criti!al thinking skills . 
-. 
It was acknowledged in Chapter One that Ennis' 
concept of critical thinking, representative of the 
• \o.,. 
logical paradigm, has been adopted for the present study. 
I This decision · was b_ased on the belief that- if students are 
' \ . 
to learn how to think ~or themselves the mental B~gm 
-. 
. . 
perspective of critical thinking is inadequate. It is not 
enough to s~~ply e~pose· Students to higher level questions 
~ . ' 
with the ss.umption that · ~y_ doings~ critical thinking 
. ~ .. . 
F ely's _ (197~) evaluation of research and _.. __ _ 
lite ature supports this ' pos_ition. He concluded that "the 
weight of bo(h eviden~e. and argument point toward the 
.logical paradigm ••• a~ clearly the inost ·reasonable . for 
both research and instruction in social education" (p. 
1 11.). Thl:§ paradi9m ~ro~ides . the criteria by which 
decisions and beliefs can be evaluated. Feely implies 
that the logical paradi~ allows for a multi-stag~ 
. . 
approach -to the teachin~ of critical thinki~~ereas the 
mental. paradigm off~rs lit~le guidance other than 
providing higher · orde-r qUestions. _ In addition, the· 
' . . 
structure ~f the logicai paradigm allows ~or a concept-. 
ori~nted curriculum. If the concepts.are !included in the 
. ' 
' \ 
cl' _curr~culum an4 taught systeina~-ically the structure . . . 
facilitates the 'acqulsition ~f the abt'lityby stuqents to 
'> 
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Critical-Thinking in the Social Studies 
The present study has tended to.focus on ~oci~l . 
studi~s since the teaching of critic~ thi~king is one of 
the fundamental aims in this area. As already indicated, 
there ;s a lack of consensus wi~hin the field as to the 
nature of critical 'thinking. The review of social ~tudies 
literfture in this section illustrates the two-paradigm . 
appro~ch to ~~itical thinking within the discipline.~ 'The 
.J . •,, 
res4lts of research studies examfned will allow for a more 
realistic evaluation a~ to'whic~ perspec~ive appears to be 
most ·suitable-for the promotion of critical thinking 
.skills in .social studies. This evaluatio~ will also 
.. . 
. .: ~ .. 
~rovide fur~her in~ght ~~d justific~tion for.the adoption 
of the logical paj'adi~ approach for the present study. 
0 
social studies educators started tp produce lists'of 
sxills covering critical thinking in th;ir discipline a~*(~ 
early as 1940 (Mor~e and McCune, 1940). Their National 
• ! · ~· #... • . 
council for the social studi~s publi~ation identified ·17 
separate skills involved in the critica~ thinking process. 
' ' ' 












This work provided the foundation for ·other social stugies • 
~ducators interested in the ~emotion ~ ·critical 
thi'nking • . Educators such as Fraser and West ( 1961), 
• 
\. " 
Hudgins (1977), Beyer (1985a), and others have d~lineated 
~ • • '• • ' · b • . 0 'i • . 
lists of critical thinldng ski-1:-ls, each reflecting to· some 
extent the work of Morse and McCune. ~ 
... 
Although the,e~rly emphasis by social studies 
educators was on skill de~elopment, much of 
: · 
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.. ' 
simply reflected lists of skills ·~nd descriptions of ,their 
" ' ........ ' importance. Rare~y were the attributes of the various 
' • C ., f I • 
. . 
skills specified. · However; · ·the publication of Ennis' 
: , • • ' . o • • • • • , • • ' • • I 
(1962) paper on critical thin~ing marked an important 
de~!"loPmerlt i~ the ; ield.< _:__iccordin~Jji:o Ennis, cii tical 
thi~king· was composed .. q~ ~hree dimensions: . a logical_ 
dimenstqn, a critica·l dimension, and a pragmatic 
. . . .. 
.. 
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~hi~king ·skill, certain crt't~ria or standards of that . 
' . 
' .;;_ • ' • ( 1 
skil~ .must be ' known • 
. · . ~- . 
' .. . .. 
. . . 
. .~ 
' • 
'' r fit, .. 
Q ' c • . 
The ea~l~ ~mphasi~ on ~.klll· .developme~t. ·wp.s '·ch ' nged 
. if . ,... . ·: . ·. . . . • . ·, . . 
· ·somewha~{ with ~he pub1iC?atian o.f Blo~m' s · T~~~nomy of · 
Educatidnal Objectives:--cognitive Domain (1956). · ;enr-
socia-1 studi: educa~o.rs began to view critical th!nk.ing 
\~ . . .. . . 
• . f 
~rom a different perspective:~~d,endeavoured· to use higher' 
ord~~- ·questions t~ prom<t-e i:t ~. · .. 
The review of reJarch st.udies conducted · in 
. r, . .. ~ ~ 
this 
. . ' ~ 
. di's~ip~ine :r:eve~ls tha~ they can esseiltially he _9.i:vi.ded. 
, . 
studies·~~~~sing the use of higher 
... 
' . ' -
order questioning arid studies · re1ating 
4 • ' G • 1 -_.. - •· 
;(' ; . 
specifi~ skills or materi~l~ atressing 
to the teaching-: of 
I 
such skills. . This 
div~sion refle~ts Jt_!te two paradi~ :appro~ch to critical 
; • 
/thi~·ing as viewed by soclal studies edt:.icators. Studies using higher order questi~ning are -representative of the 
"' . ' . . ~· . 
mental paradigm' wherea~ the studies involving the teach1~g · 
·. . ,. • • • . ~ i r ,, , • . f J 
. . 
. of s:pecific skills or . ma'teriais stressing ·such skills are · · 
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· il~ustrate wl').ich of the two approaches has been most 
, . . . .... ~ ·. ' ·=. 
3.0 :. 
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suqcessful in the promotion' of critical th-inkipg i_n .soc;:i~l 
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StUdies Uti1izlng ~estfon Types 
\ . . . .... . , . · ~ • ,._ 
, _.. _. .· Th~ ~ffects :-of qu~s~ian. t~es. o~ the d~velop~ent ,o_f . ' ·-~: .· 
.. · ·critical thin~ing was investigated· by Hunkins ( 1970). Hi's -.. • ·· 
:-'· · ':"', . · .~--~- : -.st~dy .invo~~ed t~o hu~dred and sl~~y, .sixth .grade stu~~~s , ,. 
• • •• "' • • ~ ~ • .. .. C) • ,.. 
_~ ,.> · ·. ··: _·. <·,:.:··: ·. :>~h~-- w~re . r~ridomly .~s'sign~d to o~~ of two ex~e~imen~al' 
·;' ' • ,,· ~-. ' ,: ·~:~ I :-.·:~ ·: ':. ·. • • ;, • • . • • ' '· :. .' '> • 
. . : · · · . · · . . · ..::: ..  · ... q~oups... . Group A-"'~ecei ved .t:ext . type m~ter ial stressing-. 1 
• '4 • • ~ •• ' '· .'r. . • 'i . t· , "' • . ... • • 0 .. 0 
. ·; .· ·, ' questi~ns :·J;eQuiring .analysis and evaluation .as -delineated 
. • ' · · -
. · .
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·by Bloom . . Group. 'B received text type mate;~ls · which 
.,. . f. . • I 
"' L ., - ... J. • 
:·. ~mphasized· ·questions at · the knowledge ~evel. : Pupils us~d . 
, 
· 'the individually programmed ipstructional materials. for 35 . 
... ~ ~ . . . • .. , . . ~ n . 
·minutes per 'day for four ~eeks. . The social studies . 
' . ... ~ . - . ,, 
. . ' . 
. . ' 
.. · 
Inferenc~'Te.st :·~as ' use~ to. ·measure change_s ih~,.cr.itical 
• t \. • .• ,. . • • . 
thi'nking .aB\lit.Y. . ~na_lysis of co~~riance revealed that. · 
\ . . ' - '" . ' 
.students· who -Used onty analysis . and .eva,-l'uatiori ··questi·ons 
dill not apll:Lev~~T?f~lca~~-lY __ · ~~:er t~a.~ - stud~n~s ~h~ . 
were exp~.sed only: tb knowledge. quest-ions. 
. . . ' ' . " ' . ' . ·. . . ., . 
slmil_:;r·res'ti.l..ts ~ .we~~ obtained by Cohen. ( 19?3).' ·'His · 
' I • ' ., t 
- .. ' ~ . 
-. .. ', .tf ... c. 
~ · study examined· dl,~ss~oom · ques.tions 
" ~ I • , 
of tenth. and eleventh ' .. 
. ) ) , 
I.' ' 
studies tea~hers to • ' l .... ' .,. o; • ., '• ., • ' ·~r_ad~ Sc~ence·~- .~n~~s~, an~ ~oc~.Ft-1 
·' . ' . " . . " .. ' . ... ':' ~ 
·· ·· -~_eter~ine. ~~ - ~re~en~~ an~ype. of questions were related 
t~ .-chaJ.lges ;in .critical ~hi~~ng. The .. study in:~olved 42 . . 
. ... . ~ . . \ " ' 
. teach~rs . and -~-63 ·seudent_s· f~r -a 20 week observation 
';'. : ~ .: 
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Gornell critical, Thinking Test, Level X: and teacher 
questions were analyzed from. audiotapes. Cohen concluded 
that no significant differepces between cognitive level of 
' . 
questions existed between Science and non-:-Science teachers 
and that h~gh. l~vel . questions had no . si~nificant effect .on 
student critical thinking. abi:li ty. 
. -
.... 
Beseda ( 1973) also studied the e;_f~cts of .. different 
, . • • ! 
leve~s . of qu~'stioni~g, ·not only on' critical ·. thinki~g 
• • 1 • t 
· · __ ___ ·ability but on academic ·achie.vement ·as well. The 
' . 
~ . 
experiment~J. group consisted of 8 student teachers and 258 
- • < 
public school students~ · Teachers it} . th;s _group rec;:e.ived . 
' . . . 
t • 1 ., I 
12 hours of training in ·questioning technique~· and · 
.... . . . ' 
received ,teedback each week from coded observations by the 
. . 
~ . . 
researcher • . ·The teaahers in the c;:ontrol. group did not 
· receive similar training in quest_ion.ing techniqUes nor did 
-4 
r ., 
they have· the bene'£ it of feedback. Stude~ts (N = 263) 
received re~ular instruction. Achievement': was measured · by 
the Iowa Tests of Educational Progress . and the Sequent'1al 
J ~ 
Test of Educational Progress. The Watson-Glaser Critical, 
Think.i.ng Appraisal. tests were used to evaluate 9riticai. 
thinking 'ability • 
.. 
AlthoUgh the experimental group was exposed to more 
' . .• ' 
higher ·level. questi.ons; no ::;ignificant improvement ,in · 
academic ·achievement over the con'trol group was ~etected. 
Contrary to · the, expect~d ·outcome; the control group . scored 
.. I •P ' • o 
significantl.y .higher than the experimental group en gains 
' : : . . . 
to-
in critical thinking abili-ty. ·A~cording to 'eseda,. the 
• • ;* 
" 
. r . • . . 
' .. 
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high level ~f tlivergen~ 'questions acted as,· a deterrent to . 
the development of critical thinkin<j skills. 
" Caravan ( 1979) St\ldied the effects of low and high 
leveLquestions on. critical thinking ability and the 
~etention of g~i:ris ' in critidal thinking abi·li.ty effected 
. by question tyPes. a·ign and low level questions· were 
c~tegorized according to Bloom's Taxo_nomy .of Educational· 
Objectives: C~gnitive Domain. The· study.involved 142'· 
-
. t:e_nth gra_de_ studepts wpo\ w~r~ randomly ass~gned for a 
three' week period to one of the three groups:· group one 
. ... . . ~ 
~ecelved' low . ievei question&;~group "two were taught by 
. . . 
using hi9.h .level questions; group three acted as a control 
- ,... 




Cri tiaal thinking ability was measured bY-- the Watson-
Glaser Critic~l Thinking Appraisal, Form YM. The 
assessment was ~iven as a pie-test, past-te·st, and a 
d~layed post-test admi.nistered · o~e month af·ter the 
-termination of t.he experimenta!l. treatment. AnalYS!iS of 
. . 
variarce ·revealed that ~ level.s ot questioning ~ad no··. 
significant influence on critical _thinking ability. 
. The fact/that high level que.stions do not appear to 
prod~ce significantly higher critical thi.nk.ing abiliti~s . 
I . · 
· than low level questions may be due to the cognitive 
preference of students. H~ller ( 19ao·) examined the ·, 
-- .. ·~ " . 
cognitive preference· pf 250 seventh grade Social .studies 
' . . 
...... students by. ·using the Cognitive Preference Profile • 
. .. .. 
,' 
.. 
. . · 
O O !o. L ' - ' F 
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33 
.. 
Ind'ependen~ variables such a~ 1:ext, teacher's cognitive 
• I • preference, student achievement I and stue!ent sex were • 
correlated with students' .pre- and post- test scores for 
~ . ( 
the Preference Profile. ResultE sho\tl there is no evidence 
to indicate that students prefer to learn critical 
. -
think~ng when exposed to curriculum materials and teachers 
which emphasi~e high .leve·l questions versus · those who are 
..  
exposed· on~y to memory and application· levels of' 
question~ -· ·· Teac_hers who preferred lower c~gn~t~-~e~.' 
questions tended to produce s~milar p'r.efetence .in their ·· 
stu~ts. · High ·level achie.vers ·preferred ·the ·m~mory · 1ev:el 
' . \ 
-.o·fjquestions whereas the tow· ·achievers i~dicated 
1 
preference . for higher level. questions~ No sex differences 
in cognitive preference were detected. , 
Although Bloom's taxbnomy has been widely endorsed by 
. social studies ·educators 1 the finding of research studies 
_, tend· not to support the · effectiveness of ··this mental 
.aradigm view of critical th.in~in~. Tlli~ approach appears 
to b~ unrealistic in· that i~ maintains that students can 
acquire critical thinking skills by sim~ly being exposed 
to higher order question's. -In addition;· it must be 
remembered that as 'Bloom himself .acknow~e.dges, the. 
taxonomy was designed as a means of classi-fying 
. .. . . . 
- , . I . 
et!ucatJ:onal objectives and not as a means of enhancing 
' . ~ 
crit~cal tht'ttking ·skills (Bloom, 1986). Paul ( 198Sa), 
Walsh and Paul ( 1986), and Wright and LaBili ( 1986) suggest 
that }ligl_ter order questions can· stimulate critical 
• ~;·::_\:.·,.,-;i;f .. --~.;:-~: .. : .-. : ~- .. " ·,·_ - · ~ . _ ..· . .... : .. 
·.: . .,...., . 
; . 
'· ~: .. 
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thinking but first the criteria or standards for making 
judgments must be explicitly taught. 
" 
Studies Re1ating t~ _Teaching Methods 
34 
· Many studies have been conducted to determine if 
teaching specific· skills significantly improves critical 
. I 
thi~king ability. Henderson ( 195'8 ') 'designed a study to · 
test the hypothesis that knowledge of ( 1) det~~mining t~e 
. · ·. ·:·~· 
o I'~ 
meanin,g of· an ~xpression, (_2) deciding whether .. a statement. ·.· · 
... 
is · true or false, ( 3) deciding whether an argument is 
•, ,• . . 
valid and ( 4) ·justifying opinions anQ. evaluating other 
. . ~ . 
people's j ustif i~at~on of. their opinions_, wo~ld lead to 
improvements in students' ability to think critically. 
The experi1Uent, involv_ing 36 teachers and 1, 500 
~tudents, was conducte~ over a two year period_ •. 
Instructional materials were deve~oped during the first 
ye~r and the hypothes.l:s tested ·the second year. on ·grades 
9-1.2 .students taking English, Geometry, Science, and 
Social Studies. 
. :~ 
Tl;le investigator fo~nd that. the 
. ' 
' . 
experimental group, Which used the .Prepared materials, 
I il ' ' ' ~ .. 
{ .. · 
. . ·" 
imade significantly ·greater gain· from S~p~ember to · ~~ ·on 
the watson-Glaser CtTtical Thinking Appraisal Test --than . .-
.. ~ . . - - . . . : . . . . ~--. ~' 
the control group. However,. no signifi~ant 4ifferen~es · 
' I ~~ 
between ,·the two groups wer, detecte9. when tested ol) .. the . 
. ~ ' . ~ 
1\merioan council on Education Te~t of Critical Thinking, 
. . 
. . 
, nor.,~were any significant differences detected on tests of 
. . . . . . 
academic .achievement. 
.. 
.. . . , 
.. ·- ~ 
, .. ' .. 
; . . 
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Selected students involved in this study were 
reque~ted to participate in a '"fr~e response test 
35 
involving evaluation. of an· argument in a fictitious letter 
I \ 
to an editor".· Students who had used the experir:n_ental: 
material scored significantly higher. than students to whom 
they were compared. 
Shaver ( 1962) acknowledges that while results of the 
Hender~on study_ appear-to be contradictory it does give 
. 
cre.dence. 'to the ·pos.i:tiol} that. ~.eaching the necessary 
·' . 
· specific concepts· is the_ ..·most effective ·means of 
. , . 
_. . 
inst.~uction-, fo~ ~r i tipal thinking: -, 
. \ . . . 
- · . .. 
. The ~~aching o~ _specifi~ critical. thinking skills was 
l.lso emPh~sized In ·a stS~o~duc~ed by Rothstein ( 196i) • 
. Two groups of eleventh gr~de History students, matched 
. . 
ac~o'rding to mental. abilities, English readin9, · and 
crftical ·thin·king ·skills were select~d for the . stu~y. ·.The 
f., 
. . . ___.,...; . ~ .. 
. control group was instructed in the "convent~onal. manne~" 
. ' . 
, whereas the exp_~r~mental qroup received instruction with 
--' . 
· emp~asis. ori 'the· fo11Qwlng crit_;~al. ~h-inking skill.s .~ . 
. . . . ~ . ' . - -·- --- . ' 
comparing sources ·-of var-ious kinds; i.nte~preting · data, 
' .• 4 • <i' ., ' • " , , ' • 1 ° • I, ~· 
·drawing 'inferen,es,. a~d finding assumptions; identifying 
. . . . 
strong and...weak arguments; evaluating· thi~king as' ·to ·its 
• , .. 6 • • • • • - ~ - • ., • 
relative criticalness or doginatism; de.veloping sensitivi.ty · 
~c{language a~~ - m~anlng a~d; ·augmenti~g stuci~~t .. abilit~ · to 
. . .. . . . 
. • .. 
dr.aw co.nclu~io~~ from .evi~ence· and in, differentiating fact 
·, ~· :I . 
frol'!\ . judgment • 
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Results of the thirty-five week· study revealed that 
students who had received specific: instruction in critical 
thinkinq skills achieve~ significantly . higher scores on a 
cri ti~al thinking test than students . taugh! by · the regular . . · 
-
or conventional methods. In addition, no signifi~ant 
'I' 
correlation was ·found to exist between critical thinking 
~bility and other school grades. 
. -
The influence of interaction between teaching method 
i 
and s~u.dent personality . ch~racteristics on the developmen_t 
. . 
of critic.al. ·. thinking skills was investigated by Shaver and 
I ' 
oliver :(1968) ~ I ' ~ . The study,· involving 125. seventh arid · 
· eighth grad~ students; examined how various personality 
t~ai ts i~teracted with instruction invQl ving the 
recitation me~hod· and .s~cratic method:. Three asp~cts· ·of 
- . · crit.icai thinking - clarifying language, dete·rmining 
~ . . , , -
matter of fact and, making value cl.aims, ·were emphasized 
.- in both : groups~ All studen~s rece;i'ved. backgr~und· 
infa>rmation to an issue in the same manner. Studen'ts in 
~he socratic gro~ were. then encouraged to take ·and defend 
a sttn~· on public issues "whereas s.tudents ~ the 
• . , -... • I r: . . I . • 
recitation 'group experienced no personal discussion of the 
various issues • . Results of the experiment ·de.monstrate no. 
sign~~icant differences between the · tw~ g~OUP,S bctn · in ( 
terms of social studies knowledge and geJleral reasoning. 
... . 
. '' .. .,..., 
s'udents i.n the socratic group did score significantly 
t-
-- • .. higher tnan the ·re'citati~n group on tests dev:elope·d by the 
··. , 
. ....-' . . . 
· .. . . 
·,. , . ;. ·. • • • • • • . J 
..-
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· investigators to evaluate concepts covered by instruction. 
~· 
The researchers also conclude that no personality 
variables we're found to interact consistently with the two 
styles of pres~ntation·. 
Wright ( 1976) also investigated the interaction 
between two instructional methods and apt:itude variables. 
The primary pu~pose of the study was to determine w~e.~~er 
instruction tQ;l t was based on ~ theoretical model of 
\ ·: ~ritical thinking· wou1
1
d yield sig~if~cant learning amo~g 
elementary students. Two subtasks were to determi~e 
• . t' 
whether deductive expository or inductive discovery t 
reasoning would be more beneficial and whether eac~ method 
was appropriate for different groups of learners. The 
subjects, Jtg sixth grade students, were random.ly assigned 
to either the deductive expo~i tory or' inducti. ve discovery 
treatments. The · treatmen~ consisted of eight 40-minute , 
·periods of ins~ruct~on in cri-tical thinking. Critical 
. . ·' - . . 
thinking was en~isioned a~ the·. appl.ication pf such .&;kills 
as d~riminating between ~ogical ·and ill.ogical reasonlng, 
identifying fall.acies in illogical ··1:nstances, 
disc;:_:t:iminating between crit'ical and uncritipal. respon~es . ___ .. 
to fallac~es, and~aking critical Fe~ponses to illogical ' ,... 
(.. 
reas0z:1ing, and using ' con_cepts SUCh as generalization 1 
analogy and inference. 
variables was achieved 
t' 
instruments. 
· 1mal¥sis o; student ··aptitude . 
: /- .,,_ . 
through the use of / five different 
! ._,... 
~.- - f' • 
. · .. 
~ '~ . ~ '·~ 
.. 
... : .;, ,, . · .. . . . :'.i ' •' ' .j' ... 
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38 
The r~sults of Wright's study suggested that while no 
significant achievement differences were disGovered among 
· the groups, the deduct~ ve expository method had a 
signiflcant1y better effect , on pupil attitude than did the 
inductive discovery approach. The experiment also 
d~monstrated th~t different approaches are more 
appropriate for different ·1earners. Tne· author suggests 
... .. 
~hat the .Progressive Matrice·s score can be used to 
determine the match 'between student and method of 
ins :truct!d:on. 
. . 
. Several studies have been 'conducted comparing the 
effect of different modes of instruction on the 
development of critical thinking ability. Cox ( 1963) 
~ 
compared· the reflective and traditiona1 approaches to 
instruction. . Cox's critical think:i~g ·model .is ted of 
the following categories: (1) orientation, ( 2) hypothesis 
fo~ulation, ( 3) def i.nition of terms 1 ( 4) exploration, 
(S) evidence 1 and ( 6) gene,ralization. Method A 
(reflective model) made extensive use of opeti-ended 
discussions resulting in studen'ts 'i.being . able to 
,._. . . 
conceptualize .hyPotheses. In Method B· (traditional . 
approach) , the emphasis was upon factual recall.. Results 
' ~ 0 - •• -
of post-tests indi~ated no siqn.ifl~ant difference between 
th~ grOups in ~~~hievement Or critical thiriking .' 
. .. ;..-;~ . .. 
abill.i~~~we·ver ,7 analysi~ of classroom i.nstructio~ .. 
. ~s ,aid . not support_. thi~ conc1usion. The tape analysis ,. 
,-tended to _supp6r~ . t~e hypothe~is that · students using the 
;' \. 
' 
·- : : ~~-
·-· · .. ···. . . : "··- ·' : ~· ... ·.: ' . ~ - .. ; ·, ' 
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reflective model were more adapt at using the critical 
thinking model. 
t ! .. , ~. 
The traditional" lecture-textbook method was also 
compared to the cqse study approach by Hunkins and Shapiro 
. .. 
( 1967) to determine which was more effective in promoti ng 
the development" of criti_cal thinking skills. The 
subject'S-; 54 ch1.1dr~n in two fifth grade classes, were 
. 
random~y ·ass,igned to one of two groups. The experimenta~ 
• , ' l 
group (N=37) ' received instruction for '16.' class periods and 
. ,  . 
dealt with ten case .studies qoyering, economics'· .equa-lity 
and citizenship, freedom of speech, worship, and privacy·. 
The control group ··recei:ved regular lecture-textbook 
J 
instruction. Analysis of _pre- arid po~t-.test results 
indi,_cates a· statistically significant improvement for 
studrnts usl n9 the ca~~ ;, study- ~pp'roach. No such 
i~proveme~t tas found- to ~xist betweeti the pre- and post-
. . 
test· scores for st~dents exposed to the traditional 
·· le.cture-textbook mode· of. instruction. 
The traditi·onal method of ins-truction was also 
,· ' 1\ 
c.ompared to the cogr*ti. ve appro~ch by Cory ( 19 7 5 ) . The 
r' · 
. co9rii tive · approach ehdeavour.ed to enhance critical 
~ .. . 
- thinking· abilities through the use qf analysis, synthesis, 
·. . . . 
•_. 
· and e~alilation levels of Bloom's Taxonomy of Educa~ional 
.. Obj ect.ive~: Cogni. ~i v~ Domain. Two· s~condary qo~lsfof the 
. . 
study were to ascertain ·whether high achi.ev~ng students 
_woul.d make _greater · 9ains than low achi.evinq studlt/:.s ,and 
whetrher males W'o~l~. make greater gains than femal~s. 
'• 
. ~ .... --
·. \; : J. ~ 
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40 
T.he study population consisted of 124 eighth grade 
students, equally d±vided in~o . an experimental group and. a 
• 
control group: The necessary qata was. obtained by using 
the Wat·son-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal - YM, The 
~ 1iequ~·ntial Test of Educational Proqre~s (STEP, Series 11 
Form 3A - Sdcial Studies l, and a teacber constructed test. 
Post-test scores of standardized ·tests revealed no 
significant dif'fer~n~e . betwe~n the experimental and 
control· groups. ~.o · significant ·differ~nce was found to 
' !' . 
exi.s~ between . ma~e and female :. su}jjects. Only on the 
I • I \ ' 
~ . . . ----- ~ . . 
teacher· constructed test~di.d the experimental group ·score 
. ~ ' . ' ; . . -
' ' ., , 
significantly ·higher tha_n the control .ttraditional) group. 
' . . 
Rodhun ( i968) . \1se4 the Fenton Inquiry Seque~e ,as · 
. . 
a means rovlng ~ritical t~inking ~n a grade ten 
' History The· ·random assignment of teachers 
established the three groups. Group one was· instructed by 
teachers using the Fenton material. Group two had· the ~ 
same course qbjective · without . the materials and group 
.-' . 
three was ta'ught. in' the ·'regular' . manner with th~ standard 
curriculum. Critical thinking ability was assessed on 
three separate oc~asions: pre-test, post-test, and delayed 
p~~'t-test~ . The delayed po~t-teSt wa..-acim'i.nisl:erf;~~o/ 
weeks a.f ter te~111ination . of instruct~on. · The c';f,>~aser 
Critica1 Thin)l.ing Apprai,~a1 forms were <Jhtr-as~  • 
instrwnent....o.~ .... evaluation. T-test analysis demonstrated 
that students using the Fe~tdtl :materia~s deve'loped 
·-~·· . 
.. ~. 
'" ' significantly hiqheJ:.-. critical thinking ability than the '
- ·' :· 
. ':· 
-
.. _ .... _ ....... 
·., .,.,; ' ' • \ ; I 
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·I 
two other groups (P=. 06). Results also sh~w th\at the 
. \ . Fen~on ma.terial proveC\ most beneficlal to those who had 
scored lowest on the pre-test . 
41 
:Bate ( 1969) conducted a follow-up on tr+ Rodnun~ky 
investigation. His_ ~im was to ascertain if increases-tn -
.. 
cr i tic.al thinking abi~i ties observed by Ro~nunsky were 
• o ~ I • o 
main~ained by students after ·a one year per~od. All. three 
group{were· aqain tested using the same · ins~rument • 
. Campa~!!.. were made between the, initial p~r-tes_t a~d 
·:delayed poil:~st. of 1968 with. Scoresdtairt1q one year 
. later, Results ied Bate to concl.ude th~t st~den1;s had 
..... 
. ,.._ I· . . 
indeed retained, gains in critical. thinking ab~ li ty. • 
' l 
Again, the trend observed by Rodnunsky, that t;he lpwest in 
. 
abi-lity profi~ed most by the Fenton material, was evident 
. in · the study by Bate. 
A study designed by Pitts-scar.angel.lo (1972) 
I 
investiqated the effects of an experimental text using 
I 
built-in problem. solV'.i~q situations· en_ critical thinking 
. J· 
abi-lity _and achievement· in fourth" grade Histor 1.. Five 
schools were randomly selected to partfc·ipate n the 
study. Two -classes, qne _experimental an~ one control, 
were· established in -each of the schools • The experimental 
I . 
· gro~P~. ( N=128) used a text design~d t~ provide some: 
thought 'l>'rovoking situation on each page~ ·Students iA the 
control group ( N=l26) used the r~gular text . In order to 
~nea-sur~ <?r ~ ti.cai thi~ing and ~ achie~ment 'gains, pre- ·,and , 
. - ' ·p:~~·te,its were .admini.stered to all students • P·~oblem \ 
')' \ 
\ 
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.. 
solving abj,.lity (critical thinking) was 
, . .. - · . .. "\. ·, 
~ an instrument ·designed by Ethel Maw entitled A Test of • 
.. ~ 
" Critical Thinking for Grad~s IV 1 V, aftd VI. Achieveine ~t 
gains were measured by using The. Delawa·re 'Test 1 des,igned 
by the researcher. \ ' ~ ~ . ( 
Analysis of results show that the m~an gain scores of 
. - ~ 
the experimental classes were greater than those of the 
control class on bdtltl critical thinking ability and 
I 
\ 
achievement. However, only gains in critical thinlti!ng . 
. -
wer~ at the_ significant level of acceptance. Correla ti'on 
scores between the two test instruments in the 
.. 
experimental group was • 98 whereas it was only • 51 fo~ the 
_control group. J 
curtis ( 1980) investigated c;,i tical !thinkin9 skills 
in non-academic social stJ,ldies classes. The study involved 
225 high school students who had previously been as'signed 
. " . 
to special classes for slow learners and non-achievers and 
_... 
. -· 
non-academic vocationall.y oriented ·programs in eight · 
schools, covering si~ school distric.ts throughout British 
' 
columbia. subjects, with ages ranging from 15 to 21, were 
randomly assigned to experimental and control grou~ 
The experimental group used the inquiry problem 
solving model for a four m~g_nth period to investigate 
. -
prob~etris a_nd issues of housing in a particular community. "--
. ' 
students were exposed to the c7itical thinking s~ills as 
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certain evaluation criteria for making JUdgments. 
' 
.~ 
Materials consisted primarily of a segment from Jack 
J 
Webster.' s ~pen Line Show on housing pro~lems as well as ' 
examination of a car.too~ist~s bias, point of view, 
ambiguity and ·contradiction from a comic book, entitled 
. 
They Build Houses, Don't Tney~ The control classes used 
. ' ... 
the regular curriculUm. 
. //;~~1:~a1·· tl~ink·~~g- ab11i ty was ~vaiuateci by usi~g th~ 
" "' ' . ~. ' J.· 
Cornell Cr~tical .Thinking Test ·as ~ pre- and po~t-test .. 
·.\ 
• J : 
Analy.sis ·of.· covariance .r~vealed .that the experimental 
• .... .. • ~ • . J ' • 
c~rricul~·had1 a J;?~.Sitive .. s~gnific~t impact upon the \ . . 
development ~ c'itical thinking ~kills. 
... ' . . 
" ' J" ' ; ' ; .. , ' I 'An ·ear~~er stuqy into·de~eloping critical thinking 
. ,, ' ,.• . . 
abill ties· of ·s-iow learners was conducted by Miller and 
. - ' 
Weston'·. ( 194.9) • . The . ai~ of the· experimental group ih thi.s 
~ .. ' . -.. . 
-
study was to ,teach problem ~olving through the ~tudy a~d. 




-th~ ·· researchers indica.te an increase in critical thinking 
• • \ 0 
ability.·· However, when.administered thE! '\lt-ightstone -rest 
• 0 
,of .c·rit~cal Thi_nking in 'Social stud~es, the ·stu9,ents· 
' . •' " 
•showed greater improvement -than ~·co~t~ol group only on 
the se.cti.on dealing with ~b-ilJit~ _t~ 'dr~w .conclusions_. 
Shaver .. (l962} indicates th~ although the study lacks a 
. ·.~ 
. I ' 
~ 
' . 
strong scie~tifi~ ~trpcture, 'it does indicate that slow 
' I • • 
\ 
\ 
. ie~er~· can improve their:. criti:cal thinking ability when 
. ~ 
spec~fically taught certain concepts that are deemed to be 
• 
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. ~ ~ 
It appears: from these studies that an emphasis on 
. 
specific sk~lrs and concepts tends ~o improve critical . 
. . 
thinking ability. The ~esults re~force the belief, that 
the logical paradigm appears . to be most· sui table for 
• 
instruct\on in the social studies. Feely (1976) 
.acknowledges that t~e logical patadigm is a 11clarification 
rather than a break." with a past whi~h stressed th~ 
I • • ' 
'devetopment of specific s.kills •. . Toc:fay educato17s _):such· _as. 
:Beyer . . (.-1984b), Weddle ( 1986 ). and. Wrlght.:anci· LaBa:c.· ( 1986) 
,~ . . 
. ' ' •. . 
call ·for th~. deveropment .of ciurri~ulum . material~ based· ;ori ' 
' Ennis' logical par~digm_ pers~ec~ive -of· cr_itical thinking~. 
~ · I ·t appears, therefore, 'that the lpgicai: approach adopte.d · 
' - ~ . 
for the present study ·can be. justified in light 'of th~ 
evidence ~resented in this review of both the nature of 
..,.. 
critical thinking and c;.ti1:ical thinking research in the 
social studies. 
.,. 
' ' I! 
SUJ'IIIIarY 
An examination of 
,. 
literature suggflts that the 
' ' 
concept of critical thinking · does no~ -lend itself to 4 
single or simple defini_tion. Many of the writing~ -ref-lect 
. ' 
the current debate · among phi.lo~o~hers and educators as· to_,. 








' . . ---~ 
· the ·exact ~ature of· the qoncept, how ·it shoul?-' ·be t~ught i ·' 
and to what extent a specific knowledge base .is 
. ' ' . 
prerequisite for' its development. · ~ 
' . " ' ' ' ' . . 
Sin,ce th~ ea:i:'l.y 1~4~/ s_;. many eff9rts , : from vatiou~ 
' j • 
. ' ' 
disciplines, have be~n. expended on . arriving: at - s·om~ 
' ' 
. .. / . :~. ~;· ' t: 
·\ 
' :- ~- . --~· .' ... - ~- .;: ·, · .. · . .': ' ; '•' ' 
,• 'I ' ' ' 
~ .. ' ' . ' 
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consensus as to the meaning of cri~ical thinking. 
' ' . ' 
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4 
Proponents from these disciplines have delineated l_ists of 
( ~ : "'. ·' . 
.. ·. ":· .. 
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The -Ennis paper of 1962 was a significant development . 
because . ,it had a maj _?r impact upon the perception of 
critical -th~nk~ng· by bo~h philosophers and edu~ators~·Fo~.· 
the fir.'st· time, critical thinking was viewed as more than 
' 
simply ·a· list of various skills . ." Ennis proposed that 
. . . I'. 
. . . 
critical thinking .involved three diJ:nen_;;ions • . Today; in 
---. . . 
addition-. to the three dimen$ions,.· many'· educators agree 
• • • • • ,' I • I • , • ' 
that critical 'thinkeks--must also possess cert,ain 
' I 
. dispositions~· sensiti-vitie.s, and t:endEmcies, referred to. 
,G . 
collectively·: as :the. critical spirit: 
studies involyi,ng t~e teaching of specifi~ skill~ ... 
. .... .,... . 
show significant i~p~ovement in the ~evelopment of 
. . 
. critica+ thinking as did instruction using· the cognitive 
apprciach, . case study approach, experimental text and the. 
. . Fenton inquiry sequence . In add'itlon, significant 
. . . 
. . . 
improvements wer~ detected in studies -involving slow 
learners. Some ·students were· shown to be able to retain 
·gains for at· .least ·a ope year period . 
. . . 
T~e use o~ lo~ _ an~ h\gher order _ questioning as an 
instructionai approach produced contradictory results • 
. . ~ ' . . . --
. ' ~ . . . . 
·While .. most stud;i.es s·howed U.ttle br· no .-~mprovement in 
. . . . ·· . ' 
· .~ritical .thinking. abilities, one .study 'incl1c.ated that high 
' . • •• ' ' • ;._ ' ' ' I ' ' o • o • ,~! ' • • ' ~ • ( • < ; • 
· .order questions proved ·detrimental to· the ·development of · 
• ' . ' - I f • 
• • 0 ' • • .... : 
these sJitlls: . ·It?een su~gested that -the cognitive 
' ,;' . . 
''t;,:.;., \;;; . :.':.~ i. •··. i , ,.·i. : :L.:,,,;,:. ;. ::;r. ·~ • :: -
I I : ~ ' • 
. ; , . ' ,· .. ; I .. : :.. . 
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46 
preferences of students may play an important role in 
these studies. 
The ~view of social st~dles literature also reveals 
that initially .the focus of critical thinking was in the 
teaching of specific skills. However, with the advent of 
Bloom's Taxonomy (1956) much·of the effort was diverted 
into examining the effects of higher order questioning, as 
de.lineated bY. Bloom pn the pr·omotion of cr·i~ical, ·thinking 
. : . 
ability . . Rece.ntly, prominent social stu4ies educa·t.ors, ·. · : 
. . .-.-., 
,such : a.s · B.eyer ( 1984a), . aqvocate a' re.turn to the . teaching 
' . 





acknowledge!ji that · Ennis ha~: provided the foundation from ~· 
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,. ~ - INSTRUMENT MD METHODOLOG"l 
The purpose of t.his chapter is to pr6vide a mor·e 
co~prehensive overview of the study and ·the procedures 
employed in cpnducting the research. 
. . 
under ~he following headings: 
· (1) Selection of Instrument 
· · (2) Population~and.Procedu~e 
-It is sub-divided 
(3) Questions ~xamined ·and Statistical ProceduJ;"~s 
. . 
Selection of Instrument 
There are 1presently six commercially produced 
critical thinking tests which are- readily available. In 
s~arching for a suitable instrument, these tests w~re 
examined and the characteristics of each a·re briefly 
'presented below. Bearing- .in mi~d that the ~)resent study, 
using university students, attempts to measure critical 
t.hin~i~sed ~n E~~is·• definitio~ wh~ch · i~volves 
·~reasonable reflective thinking tltat is . focused on'' 
deciding what to believe o~ do", the limitations ot' 
suitability of each is noted. 
• 
Ross Test of Hi The Ross 
test is designed to me~sure critical thinking ability in 
. . . 
terms of the an.alysis, synthesis, and eva~uation leyE!ls. of 
. -
\ Bloom',s Taxonomy of Educafional Objectives: · -Handbook 1 • 
- ' I• 
, 
J ·~ I ·~r,"~.:~, : D:.: : ,, ;".:, .•...... :_;-;-_, . ·....• : .. ·' 
'7 • • '. ~ f, • 
. . . 
,1' ... ~ • . .. •. , . 
.. , ' .~ 
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•· 
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48 
The test, suitable. +or use in grades four to ·six, contains 
105 items which are divided into eigh~ parts and purports 
I 
to measure such things as analog~al reasoning, deduc.tive 
• 
reasoning, abi+ity to identify missing premises, and 
ability to identify relevant and irrelevant information. 
The instrument was not suitable fbr the present 
study for two reasons!. Fir . st, t"grade level of the test· 
·' 
was inappropriate ~nd secondly, ·~h~ concept of critical#· · . . 
thinking based on ·Bloom's _Taxonomy differs substant~aliy 
· ; ... 
from that offered by. Ennis and adopted · for t~is study • 
\ :rhe New J~rsey Test of .Reasoning ~k~~ls. Thi's test, 
dev~oped by-the I~stitute for th~ Ad~ncement for 
- Philosophy fo·r Children (Shipman,~ 1983a), is designed for . 
-# 
use with grades five through college level students. · It . 
contains 50 multiple choice questions covering ~om~·23 
\f ) 
skill areas iti"Vol~ing reasoning, inquiry a:nd concept 
formation. 
The test, with a_ fifth gr*de r~ding leve-l, is . 
' 
unsuitable for use w~th college';l.evel students.· In fact, 
• " I I ' 
th~ m~nual warns that "some qollege students m~y o'bjec,t to 
its· juvenile content'"· Since the· test is curriculum 
. 
' specific and has a . fifth grade reading level, its • 
! 
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49 
Test on Appraising. Ob~ervations. This aspect-specific 
critical thinking test (Norris and King, 1983) is designed 
to m;~~ure only one' ~spect -of critical th~nkipg -~~ 
:A abillty to appraise observations •. The tC~suitable for 
. . ... . 
use .with high school and university level students, 
contains 50 it;:.ems based on two stories that are f,resented . 
' Part A presents a story_' involving a traffic accident 
· whe_reas Part B ·deal.s with .a story relating'· to ·the . . 
;,xplo"r<~tion p,f a. river. In both sections,, student,!r.e 
·.·' p~esen~e~ ~}{.a. pair_ of . stat~me~t~ and · t:ttey must decide 
.. which is · most ·believable in ·Iigl:lt of the eyidepce 
. ,ri',,' 
prese.hted to tha~ ·point. I •':f'/!t .,. 
_.,. 
. Although based -on Ennis I conceptualiza't~on of ' 
' crit-ical .thinking, this te.st· is a--spect~specific and I - t • 
·"therefore -unsuitable for this study which 'endeavours ·_to 
... , . . . . 
measure several r.ather . than one aspect .of.. critical 
. . 
tl1.ink~ng. 
. ~.- . . 
..;;.C.-o-.r_ne-.l_l::;...,;c ... r-i_t;;.;;i;.;;c .... a;o.;;l;;.....;;;T.,.h_i_n_k;,;;;;;i--=n•g-· T=e-.st.;;;..L., ..... L-.;e-.v;;..;e_i;;.;;s.....-X;;.....;;;a_n_d;...;;;;.Z. The 
" . . 
Cornell· _Tests, (Ennis. and Millman;· ·.:._~98 5), are based on 
. . 
·.Ennis' -· 1962 definitio~ of critical· thinki'ng. Level x is 
. .. 
-~ 
d~signe~ for students from grades four to fourteen. Level 
z is fo·r use with a · more advanced audience~ , Bo'th levels 
~, · attempt to measure aspe~ts of . critical thinking: such as 
- ~nducti ve ~iid deductive jea~onf.ng' obs~rvatio11__ M>ili tyi . ' 
· ahd ability to identify asstimptions • . These mult le-
"' • • • • • I 
·ch.oic~ tests involv~ a series of. quest~ons- .in the ontext 
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50 
These tests have several weaknesses which militate 
against the~r use for the present study. ·· McPeck (1981) 
main~ains that some items on the tests are measures of · 
reading comprehension rather than crit~cal thinking 
a 
A f-urther weakness., according to Norris ( 19861 
at students using Level X with different experie~ee~ 
'~ ophi~tication ·"will tend to assume different -thing~ 
. ~ -
[from the story] and thus possibly justifiably choose · 
-~ '- : 
di~ferent ~n~wers" (p. 137). These are weaknesses which 
generally characterize an.· objective type of critical · ., 
. . . '\ ' ~ . . 
thinking test.' . An essay · test~~P the other h~n~, could 
. . 
~ompensate. fo.r these problems by encouragfng students to 
.· . 
. . ~ 
supply r~asons for their jud~ents. Information, .d~rived 
. . . 
' -from th~s~ reasons enables researchers to make infer~ncef 
regarding the thinking proc~s employed by· students. · · 
such insight . canno~ be achieve~e· use, of ~bjective , 
types of critiqal thinking tests. 
Watson-Glaser .Critic'al Thinking Appraisal: Forms A and B. 
This test (Wat~on and Gl.aser, 1980a) is designed to 
' . . .. 
measure many aspects of cr~tical thinki~g.· Both Form A 
.... ._.___, 
I . 
and Form B evaluate the same aspects. Each contqins 100 
• • 
mult~ple-choice objectives and are sub~divided under the 
following subtests: inference, recogni t 'ion of 
assump~ions, deductiQn, interpretation, ' and eva~uatiqn of 
.arguments. · · · / / 
~s ~ith the Cornell CritiCal Thinki~~ T~~s some 
items on the Watson-G~aser are· opan ·to multiple -.~nter-
·\·':' 
" · ,. I 
--
. · _,:}~ 
. ·" 
... ~ L •J 
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51 
. 
p~etations depending upon the assumptions made by the 
examlnees (Ennis, 1984, Norris, 1986). Again, McPeck 
maintains that some items meas·ure reading comprehension 
' 
and not critical thinking ability. Because of these 
. -
weaknesses, the instrument was judged unsuitable for the 
' purposes of the present s~udy. 
~ . 
Ennis-Weir ~icat.~inking Essa~ Test: An Instrument 
for Testing and Teaching~ 'I'h'is is the only available 
essay test (Ennis and Weir, 1985a) on the ma+ket. Its 
. . . 
.Purpose is t~_evaluate processes of thinking rather•than 
t~e product or ·conclusion emerging from that thinking, 
thus reducing ·m~y of the drawbacks associated with -· 
objective type tests. By exami~ing the thinking process a 
more realistic apprai~l of the critical thinking ability 
of students can be achieved. Through detai~ed written 
I 
responses the different experiences and levels of 
-
sophistication of the subjects can often be detected. 
. . 1 t 
·Such inform~tion becomes vital to the correct 
interpretation of test ~esults. Without expensive and 
ti~e - consuming interviews with each.subject, an essay test 
,iQ·the on+y means whereby the thinking process can be 
examined • 
...... 
-The test was selected for thi~ study since it does 
measure the thi~king process and is based on Ennis' 
" ,.,.,..,. .. 
~onceptualization of critical thinking. A detailed 
/ d~~crtp~~o~~~f - th~ test and how it conforms to.Ennis' 
. ' 
perce tion .of critical thinking follows~ 
, . I . 
\ 
\ 
'": r. ·-. · .. ,.,';':'!;.~-!'• 
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The · Ennis-Weir Critical Thinking Essay Test 
iThe Ennis-Weir test attempts to measurer~any of the / . . 
·'dispositions and s-kllls outlined by ·Ennis in his goals .for 
a critical thinking/reasoning curriculum (Appendix C). 
The five general cat.egor.ies of skills deemed essentia.l by 
Enhis are outlined below. 
\ 
• 
I. Elementary Clarification 
(1) Focusing oq a question 
( 2 ) 
( 3 ) 
Analyzing arguments ~~ 
,. I . . 
Asking and :answering _questions of 
. . ~ 
c lar'if ica tion 
; 
II. Basic Support 
. . (4) Judging the credibility of· a source 




(6) Deducing and judging deductions 
(7) ~ducinq and judging inductions 
(8) Making and judging valu~ statements 
IV. Advanced Clarificabion 
.(9) 
( 10 l. 
J 
Defining term~d judging definitions · 
Identifying assumptions 
v. strategy and Tactics 
(11) Deciding on an action 
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53 
Ennis 'has also provided a diagrammatical explanation 
.. 
• of his critical thinking concept. Figure 1 illustrates 
I 
-how the goals outlined' in Appendix c, and above, fit in~o 
the ove~all decision mpkinq process. The dispositions and 
abilities are depicted- ~n the diagram by the Dispositions 
and Clarity boxes. Arrows flowing from these boxes )' . ( .. 
indicate that the skills and dispositions .are not ·confined 
l "· DECISION ABOUT BELIEF QR ACTION 
"""",....... ' 
... / ' .... 
I. ~ ) -~ I Clarrty 
· -~ 
( . . ·1 Critic 
' · Dis 
al Thinking 
posilion, ~ c ·;a ~~ - -2. -~ l' l .ij ., :I :I ] ;; > ··~~ // 
Figure 1: 
Source: 
l Inference t 
' d.iSIS 
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I • • The Process of Deciding What to Believe 
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or Do -
Ennis, ~.H. (1,85c) A logical basis for 
measuring critical thinking skills. · 
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to ~ given area but rather are evident throughout the 
critica~ thinking process. The Basic Support box 
· s·4 , .. , 
_ indicates that certain information and previously drawn 
• 
. -· 
conclusions mUst be ~aken into consideration before a 
decision can be reached. The Inference box,; with arrows 
... ·· 
represe~ting the three types emerging from it, bridges the 
• - > gap between having the information (Basic Support) and 
makJg .. ~ de~i~ion . ·The two boxes at the bo~:_om of fthe 
diag~~,· representing Strategy and Tactics, · illust~ate the 
connection between problem solving and interacting with 
tt 
other people to the overall decision making process. 
The Ennis-Weir Critical Thinking Test (Appendix B) 
. .. . 
was d~veloped to· measure a variety of the d~spositions and 
r'-f{/1 . 
abilities as o.utl~ned by Ennis. According to the authors, 
. ··':·; 
the test purports to measure the follow~ng areas of~ ­
crit'ical thinking competence: 
) 
· Getting the Point 
see~ng the Reasons and Assumptions 
' stating one's Point 
Offering Good Reasons 
Seeing Other Possibilities 
~including other possible explanations) 
. ~-
Responding Appropriately to and/or Avoiding: 
· . Equivocation 
Irrelevance 
Circularity 
~everpal :of an If-Then 
~ -- . 
. 
I 
tor other conditional) Relationships 
~ . , 
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55 
A elise examination of the test and the curriculum 
goals outlined by Ennis reveals that the test measures 
~ 
~ny .of the dispositions and, to some extent, .each of the 
five catego~l~ of skills as outlined by Ennis. · - ~ ' 
~he authors have~also attempted to eliminate some of 
. . 
the criticisms levi~d again~t - multiple choice-objective 
type of' c~,Y:ical ~thinking te·s~s· as noted earlier-under the 
discussio~of tests. In addition, the assumpt~on is made 
by the authors that no · specialized body of knowledge is 
-
' . .. 
- requir~d to perform the assignments·requ~red on the test. ~. 
· I-t is a "real world" test in that it is a task which every, 
~ citizen should be capable of doing. Thus the requirement 
by Norris (i985b) that knowledge of the ~ubj~ct area in~ 
question ·is necessary before critical thinking can take 
, • 7 
plade is satisfied • 
The test,·a letter to the editor of a fictional 
. , 
newspaper, providep students with an opport~nity to 
, evalua~e both the form and cont~nt of .~nother person's 
arguments presented in favor of prohibiting parking on all 
0 
c~ty str.eets between 2 a.m. and 6 a.m. The· provided 
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56 
students are asked to evaluate and write a reply with nine 
.. 
numbered paragraphs. In the students• reply, ~e £rrst 
eight paragraphs should be a paragrtph by pa~agraph 
evaluation ' of the arguments presented by the. ~riter~ 
Students are requested to tell w~ether ~hey belieYe, the 
thinking good or bad. Reasons for their answers should 
also be provided. In the ninth paragraph, participants 
are a~ked to prov~de a~ overall evaluation of the total 
a~qtiments presented. This newly designed test requires 
.,.. 
about 40. minutes to complete. . . 
TFe test, developed for use with high school ~nd 












The .manu;t provides detailed directions as to what are 
' -~ 
acceptable ~d unacceptable responses to each paragrapn • 
Indications are also given as to when the scorer should 
1 
penalize responses that accuse the writer of faults he did 
not cpmmit. Points awarded for the fi~st eight paragraphs 
' 
range ·from a -1 for an incorrect judgment to 3 for a 
complete- answer. Scores_, on paragraph. nine ran(}e from -1 
. .... 
to 5 •. The total test scores can rfnge from -9 to 29. 
After an evaluator has had sufficient expe~ience, 
, 
l I. • 
ea~h test can be scored in less than 10 minutes. .. 
' Validity: Of the four types of vali~ity: content, 
predictive, concur~ent, and construct, the writers claim 
f 
only eoritent validity for the tes~ at. this ti~e. This 
' type of validity is ~ppliqable since'the situation 
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' presented would be familiar to all participants and would 
not require any techhical skills or specialized body of 
knowledge. . The authors .a.lso acknowledge that content 
validity is also. claimed as ti.. result of "judgment by 
I 
.. . . 
.experts in the field - after careful consideration11 (Enni~ 
and Weir, 1986b, P• 3) .. ~ 
\ ·. .. 
Reliability: The reliability of the test- is based 
. . . 
' upon the 'per.form'ance of. 27 . students in an introduct~:iry 
• I ' 
.I ... 
" logic course. at the univer~it'y ·lev~l and · that o_f · 2t gifted 
· :~tudents .in · a ·qra'd.e ·eight English class. Two gifferent . 
. . . ~ . ' . 
'.•L • - • 
. ~ark:ers ·.were i~vol~e.d. and obtained ·inter-rater. : 
. '"' ....... . 
reliabili ti~s of · .• 86 · .. and • 82. 
. ·. . J . • . ' 
The re~earcher acknowledges that the selected 
. ~ . 
inst4ument: i~ not with~t drawbacks_. The fa.ct. that it i 's .. 
... . """ 
a: new. instrument that has no·t:: been . . extensi v~ly tested . is · 
.. 
· an issue · of .concerq. ~~we~er, it i~~he only instrument . . 
• .o • • • J. I - • • - - - .- 1.) • .. • • ' ~ 
\ a!a,.i..lable a~. the . pre~ent time. ·Whicfi · s4its .the r~quirements 
• • ' I o • • • ' , '~ •; • 0 • ' .- • ' • • ' 
of . the . p_;-esent study . .. :E~oot s1:ram>·i ng is inevitable 
" ,. ' . . . . . 
consider!ng the· current 6tate .·of the field.. In fact, this 
- . 
' .. . . 
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, . 
determine th~ critical thinking ability of entering first • 
' 
year universit; students and 11aving education students., 
it ~as necessary to s;;lect : and : evalua~e· ~he c!itical 
. ' 
thi.nking cl>ility of a r.andotri fampl~irst ye~r stude~ts 
as well as the. to tar population. o{ 7cted_ high school. 
methods courses .o~fered by th~ Faculty of Education~ and· 
. 
taken~by students .in ~he fpurth·ot fifth year of thei~ 
degree program. · ... 
. \ ... _ _..-- . ~ 
·An a·t~empt W4S m~d~. to · obtain, a" 10 percent · ra~O?in . . 
. ~ . . , ' ' . 
sample · o~ . al-l . ·f~rs.t . 1ear. st~dents ·r~gisteted 
. . " 
fer English .. ' 





o I 0' ' e ,~ ' 
that it· is : a' . . 
. \ ~ . ' : 
· ... . 
· . r_equi~ed. cot.1rse fo·r ·~11 sttidents. TWelve .. ciasi_~e·s we:.;e· . .. 
' ; . . . . .· . . . . \ 
randomly:·. selected fOr, . testingJ.. However,. due t.o ·time· 
• ' . J 
. ' 
•• 0 ' 
r~straints· and .o.the"r circumstances: beyond thei.r ~on.trol; : · · 
• • • : _., 0 . ,..) ~ • ' • • ' · • • • '. ": - , • ~ , _ • .. • ,. 
. four ip.struqt;ors we·r·e unable. ~o .-g ·rant : p~rmission _for · their · 
' b ' . • • ' ' ' ., I • •'• • ' -' ,• ' "' , ' l , ' ~ ' I • ' : ' 
. class .to ~ pa~tlc'ipate. ·. :.As ~a r~suit:~ . the : fina1 .:s~p~e 
.. . , . . ··: . ... : . " .,.., . . . . .. ~· ' .· ·. . ~ . . . . .. . ; . I '· . .. 
·. CO:f\sisted of 164 f,irst year r;·riglish '1'000 students, 
, . .: . .. . . 
. ; " 
. .,. ' t , • ~ I .. .. , . .. 
.· :tepresenting approximately six ~¢rce!lt of the ·totar:"· .· . 
~ , , · .. '~. : ~ t • , :"" ' ' 
1 
• ' • ' , I .: . , \ ·, • . • ' . J : ' ' 
popU:.~atic;m •. · The . ~a~e/f.~~_ale :;atio of th~: s~ple \i/~~-· 1: 1. 4 · 
' ' . 
. . •. , ; 
• • .· f • • • ·• ~ • •• ~ • • - • \ • - ' • - • 
while . th~· male/femille' ratio· for . the·. total· populat-ion was ... . . _,: •'• ' . .. ,:-, 
'z •.• < ' . ~ • , - f , • ~ , .: • • • - • , ' .: • • • ~ :~· ,: 
.1: 1,. 2~ .. . T·he rat~o. ~f. the ·~-~xe~· in~icat~s · t\'lat-:-the ·s_ampl~·_. ·._ ..... .. ..  ·... : ( :··: 
- -... v • .. , • -·. ·~· · ., · :. . , , . , ...... • ••• •• ' . .. : ··· ... . . ..... .. . . ... . 
, ~ , · is· ··fai~ly ·representatiYe ·6:t _th({· total population. :i:ri ... ~ . ··. ·. · ... . 
. -~d~i.tid~~· an· ~ e£·.~·6~t. · .~a~~; mad~· ·to.· ~su~e ; that; 'sele!cted ~ •, . : '' .. _ .. : .. :·,. .. ~::.::'> 
' , ' 
1
j • .: j ,' ' ,'' .' ; ~ 0 • , :" , • • :• • • \ )..: ; 
1
\ .~ 0 • ,;: ' ~ ; " ' 
0
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Senior students were selected from four high schaol 
I 
methods c~urses offer~d · • . the Fac~lty of Educa_tion during 
the Winter Semester of 1986. The courses selected were as 
follows: . 
Education. 4141 The Teaching of Literature in the 
i Education 4163 
Secondary School 
Contemporary Approaches to the 
Teaching of Qeometry in the 
Secondary_ School 
· Education 4181 
-
. · ~~e Dev~~~*ment · c;>f Social .studies 
curriculum-; in. the secondary 
· .Educ~.tion 4201 
. , . . 
S. h \ .1 ... . cop 
· Teaching . Religious Studies in 
Secon4ar,y Schools 
.. Students in Education 402X were also ·t ·ested. Th_i!3. course , 
I~tern'ship in the Sec~ndary School, c?ntained students. 
~peeial_:izing in th~listpd abo~e. . ~he sample of 
senior ~tudetlts totaled 162 · ~tudents .. . A swnmary of 
. . 
student participation is provided in Table 2. 
Students do not join .the ·educat on faculty. until 
after their fi-rst year. Since the co paris.on in this 
. J . . _, 
study is between all firs.t year 'stude ts and students who. 
/ 
~-
finally enter education, there is a r sk: of bias ·from the 
• 
chance that those students who enter education are not 
·. 'typical of those who ·enter the ·uni vers.i ty a~ a whole. 
~ 
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Level, sex, and Number of Students 
woo Participated in Study f' 
Level Male Female Total 
First Year _.... ... ~ 69 95 164 . 
Fourth Year 32 
• 
18 . 50 . 
Fifth Year or f' Greater 65 . 47 112 
\. 
-. 
I ' •• 
English -1000 grades r used to test for the exis~ence of .were 
,_ 
s!udents en~olled~ . . such bias. The grades of' 2, 457 
--. 
. English 1000 during the Fall of 1..984 were examined and 
· plotted on percentage_ ba~es as ill.ustrated:in Figure 2. 
The Engl.ish 1000 grades of all students entering the 
' ( ' Fa·culty of Education in the Fall, 1985, were also collated 
,, 
and plotted on a · percentage basis as per Figure 2. 
• I 
The greatest discrepancies exist in the range <50 
• 
and at the lowest B grade of 65. The first discrepancy 
can be explained by the fact that a large proportiol). of 
. . 
studentt: scoring less than 50 percent on English lOOf may 
. . 
n'ot conti~ue at. the Universi£y to~er any faculty. ~t 
is not clear why. a ·second discrepancy exists, but overall. 
the f{gure ill.ustrates that there are no significant . 
differences between 1scor~s of all students on English .1000 
and those who were later admitted to ·the Faculty of 
, -
- • 0 • • • .. ,'. p. ~ ;"":, . . .. 
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-a Ill ••• 
Ill ••• 
6 ••• ,, ... Ill • •• 
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,., ... ,, • •• ..., 
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••• I #I ... ,, ••• Ill ••• Ill *** 
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Education. If the English 1000 score 'can be taken as ·an 
/ 
indication' of academic abil-?- ty, the asswnption can be made 
that a typical education student is representative o·f the 
student body at Memorial University. 
-
Inter-rater Re~iabfiitles 
After extensive study of the manual, a random sample_ 
of fifteen students~ respqnses was select-ed fo-;-$coring. ~ 
These were scored by Dr. Stephen P. Norris, a researcher 
. / . . 
in :tbe_qri·tical thinking f~eld, pres£mt~y employed with 
" . ·. . . . ·.. . . ' .~ ~ :. : .. 
the Inst·i tute of Educational Research and Development · at· 
. . . ' . 
' , \ , • • • - • • f ' ~ . 
Memorial UniversJ.ty of Newfoundland., and by the author of 
the pr1s~nt study,, The ~~r~~lation~etween the n~e;;;---~~7 
scores was • 8 6 • 
. When testing' was cpmpleted, a ~andom . sample of 
thi~ty was selected. Again ·these were scored by Dr .. 
NQr~ ar\d the . present author.. In addition, . the same 
~es ~ere a~so sent to Dr. Robert Ennis, the co-auth·or 
' ' . of th~ tes~ with Dr.-;. Eric Weir, at 'the University of 
\ 
IJ.linois •. Due to work commitments, Dr .-Ennis requ~sted 
' . , 
that Dr. Weir score .the samples. The correlation between 
. . I 
the three graders is as f5)llows: 
Ric~ - Norris correlation - • 94 
~ice - Weir correlation. 
Norris - Weir correlation 
.84 
.83 
eoffmap ( 1971) these are hig~ intev~ 
for an essay test. These correlations 
.. 
" . .-- - ' 
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. .. ,' ... .. ·:.. ·· '. · · 't ·.-11' !- '." ··.:~_~:f1. 
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\ 
are as high as those reported by the test de1i.l_gners 
themselves. These high correlations, however, mask a 
.63 
• • • 
scaling factor which will be ~i.scussed in Chapter 4 under 
the heading of concerns raised through the use of the 
Ennis-Weir Test .. 
Quest+ons ~ned and Sta~stical Procedure 
The purpose of the pre.sent study is to examine the 
critical thinking ability of entering first year 'students ·· 
and t::hose . nearing the end of their . high sch~l teacher 
preparation ~ progra.JM\e. To ·accomplish this g~al, the 
following questions were .examined; 
.. 
~ . . 
• 
1 . -"Is there any difference. in the criticial 
I 
thinking ability of first year males and .. f;rst 
year females? 
2. · Is there any difference in the critical 
• thinking ability of mature first year students 






:rs there any difference in the ·critical 
. . 
thinki:ng abil.ity. of urban first y~ar . students 
... 
~nd rural first year students? . 
:r.s the critical thinking ability of -·senior 
students in the high school teaching program 
' . . 
rel~ted to. sex~ yea(, m1~er o~ philosophy 
courses, or. area. o~'\tudy? . . 
. ~ -~~'--!· ,; 
. .... ,.-" 
! :-:.·. _ _ .. . . . 
•, ~ l or . : ~·,'•': , ' -,: • .~. ' :'•· . : . , l ... ~·"<.:~:-;_• : ~·,·~~~··Y:· 
,,~.:~,-J_:! . ~- . .. 
·~~ - . -. . ' 
~ . '• 
. .. 
. ~ 
. ' . ~ . ' · . .. . . . . : • . ' ' • .. · .. ( ' .. ··: ~:!~:r~-
.. 
'-
5. Is there any difference in the critical 
thinking ability of f~rst year students and 
64 
students in the fol1l:th and fifth year of their 
. ~- .. 
Teacher Preparation ·Programme? 
_,. 
The first three questions, dealing iith entering,-') 
first year students, will be examined by usin~ a three-way 
Analysis of Variance wJ.th total score on the Ennis-Weir 
test.being the dependent variable· and sex, maturity, aff"d 
urbanness as the independent variables ·~ ,Maturity is a 
I . 
term used to denote whether first year students are matq,re, 
, ( 21 years of age or o~der) or regular first . year students . 




. . . 
... .. . . . " . -
·· · · ability of mature first year· students would be great-er 





'J :.:0 • • \ • • ' '~ 
thari that of· other first year· students since they. would 
have· b~en exposed to a wider variety of exper~s • •. 
These experienc~s. could inUuence the (ay they _l>e~ve 
the issue presented in· _the Ennis-Weir test . 
../ 
The issue of urbanness was also explored with first 
year students. Urbanness refers to whether students a1=e 
classified as urban or rural. Rural students would be . 
those flJ:st year students coming from c _oll)tllunities with a ( 
population of less t~an 1000 (Statistics· Canada). This 
. factor was _.examined sinc:;:e in Newfo_undland . there appea'rs to 
be · a widely held bel:ief tbat the grade school education 
r ·eceived by urban student:; is . superior to that ·obtained by 
rural students. 
.. 
.... , ,. 
' ·· 
. ' . ' 
•" 
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65 
Question four explored several variables which might 
be related to the critical thinking ability of students 
_ nearing the end of their high school teacher preparation 
programme. This question wtfi be examined ~y a four-way 
Ana~ysis of Variance. Total score wi~l be the dependent 
variable and sex, year, num}:)er of philosophy courses, and 
area of study will comprise the indep.endent variables. 
Sex was again examined to enable comparisons to be made 
.. 
wi tp scores and . ~ender of · first year s~udents. 
Distinction was made between fourth and fifth year 
students since, dependi~g upo~ the nwnber .of courses 
taken_, a student could be ·beginning a fourth year of study 
. : 
whereas · another could be completing a fi:fth year of study. 
. . 
such rawe in courses taken could concei.:vably influence 
. . 
critical thinking ability. The · examination of senior 
~ . . 
students included only fqurth and fifth .year students 
since this is the level at which _ they would be required to 
:a::egister in appropriate instructionai methods courses, 
th~s distinguishing education students from students 
~nrolled in-other faculties. 
The number ·· of philosophy courses was also taken into 
consideratio~, for .. '.it is gen~rally tss~ed that such 
course·s . tend to promote· c~ i tical thinklng. · :In addi ti'on, 
' . ' the .l?hilosophy Department at Memorial offers ·a cour~e. 
· specifical~y in critical thinking. · ·1~ was important, 
I 
· · ther~f~re, to take the effects of Philosophy courses into 
consideration. 
. . 










The final variable examined in question four was the 
students' area of study. It was impor·~~tt .to study this 
variable since students from the areas of study selected 
. 
often teach to some high scHoool social studies. 
' - ~ Urban/ rural distinction~ were not examined with the 
senior students because being exposed to a l.arge 
' 
university and city population for four or five years 
would probabl.y erase any influence a rural environment 
would have had on critical thinking scores. 
Question five dealt with the third purpose of this 
-study~ to• make comparisons between the critical thinking 
ability of .entering first year stud~nts and ~l:lat of · senior 
. . . . ~ 
students. A two:-w¥ly Analysis ·of Variance with total score 
being the dependent var i.&ble with sex . and year act.ing as 
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~ALYSI 5 AND PRESENTATION OF RESULTS 
A detailed analysis of the collected data is 
presented in this chapter. The data will be examined 




First Year Studen~_s, Questions one to Three 
) ' 
senior St\ldents, Question Four 
TQtal Study S,ample, Question'1'i ve 
In adctition, concerns raised thro~gh the u$e of ~he Ennls-




. . . . . ' 
Result Analysis of First Year Students: 
Questions One to Thiee 
. ' One of the purposes of the present study was to . 
establish the level of critical thinking ability of first 
. . 
year stu~nts. ~ total of 164 first year students 
par·ticipated· and the results. of the Ennis-Weir Critical 
Thinking Essay Test. indicat~ · a · mean score of 6. 23 o~of a 
.. 
possible score of 29. The standard deviation for the 
sample wa~ a,s .. 
Three questions were formulated to examine the 
sam~?le of first year stud~nts and ~ere examined using a 
. three-way Analy~i.s of 'variance with the total ~core being 
the dependent variable "and sex, urbanness, and maturity 
" 
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acting as independent v~riables. The questions exami~ 
were: 
1. - Is there any difference in the critical 




Is there any difference in the critica.1 
thinking ability of urban first year students 
and rural first year ~tudents? 
Is there any difference .in the critical 
'') 
thinking ability of mature first year· students .. 
. ~ ( 21 years .9£ ~ge or older) and other first yea_r,. 
stude'nts? 
. . 
Table 3 provides a .. summary of ~he · ANOVA res tilts~ An ' · 
·. 
examination of the table- reveals an interaction betw~en 
sex and urbanness significant at the . . ·01 level, and. an 
· interacction be.twee~ sex and maturity signifio;r.at at ·the · 
. 09 level. As a result of these signl~iC::an.t · inte~acti.ons·,. 
unequivocal answers cannot be given to questions one. to . 
three which pertain to the main effects. The answer to 
question o~e is cont~ngent upon wheth~r students were 
. ) 
· urban or rura!.., mature or not. Similarly,. the answeJ;s ,.to. 
. . . 
• : • • ! ' • • ~ t 
three depend upon the s'x of the 
" 
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Analysis of Variance Summary for First Year Students: 
Total Score -by Sex,- Urbanness, and Maturity 
/J. 





Two Way Inter action 
sex K u~banness 
sex ··x Matur fty · 






urba~~ss x . ~atu;ity .. 1 
Thr'ee· Way. 'tnt~raction~ 
s~~ .x ui-b~nn~u X Maty'ity 1 
. : . . . 
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.F_.igure ·~: Mean · Score of First Year Stud~rits by Sex. arui 
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Figure 3 interact-ion betwe~n sex and 
urbanness. ·The· mean sec~~ for rural males ( 8. 7) was 
higher than the mean sco}:'e of urban males t.7. 3) , which was 
the r!ferse of the ·trend of the female _scores. Urban 
. .. . .' ~ 
" ' • • ~~,r
;.• '-.~ 
' : : 
. ' 
.~ ~--
female's 'had a mean score. of 6. ~ whereas l:t._~ra?l ... female"s had 
a mean score· of onl¥ 1 • 7. In both urban and rural 
samples, , however, m~les obtained a higher mean score than 
.. 
females. Figure 3 also reveals that the difference in 
mean scores obtained between first year urban males and 
e ., 
fem.a:l.es is only · 1. 21 wher~as the difference in mean scores 
.. 
between first ·year rural males and femal.es is 6. 92. 
. ' . 
. -'It . :is (}ifficult to po~ulate why there was sU:ch a 
. ' - . .( . 
wide range Qf scores b~tween first year _rufal males: and 
f.e.males _ go~pared to the. difference between. u·rban males and ·. 
u~ban · fem~·les. - ·such. ·e:onsid~t~o~~ ax:e beyond the · seep@ : .. 
'r . ' , 
·of this St.ijdy' anp in fa:ct such - ~estions -w~re not realized 
. . 
·" ·until the- pJ;esent results· were i.n.terpreted. 
i ·. . 
As stated previously,' th~ 'interaction between sex 
' . ( . . .. 
and maturity was ~igni.ficant at the · ;o.9 level. Results 
. . 
indicate_ 'that: 2 3 ll'at~re students involved in -the s~udy 
. - . . obtaine~ a mean scor~_ of 7. 43 with .a .standard deviation of 
. ---
-10.04. All o.t~.er first ye_ar students (N = 141) achieved a 
l ~ 
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Mature . ' Regular 
~TURITY 
Figure 4: Mean Score of First Year Students by sex and· 
•. Maturity. 
.. 
:.J · .. 
7'! '' 
· .. :. 
.. ..... .Tlie ·. int"eraqtic;m ~S!tween m~tuFity and sex is 9-epictec;i 
' -- .. 1 ' . - . (. ., . -· - . 
, in F'igure .4. It l:s evident that the ·mean score of' mature 
. ~ - . ,. .,.t ,. 
. ' * f~males (9.0) was higher than the mean score 'obtained by 
. · mature rAales t 6. o) • . . This· ·trend is the reverse of . that 
~ • J • / 
. ' ., ' . ' . 
.. ... . 
· : obtained -by-. regular ·students. .The mean score of re~ular 
' • ' • ' ' t • .. .' /. 
.. ~> . ~ale.s · ( 7 .~} w~s il~igh~r than the mean score of 4. 7 achieved 
. . . ' ' ,· \) 
. by regular ~ emales. · . .. 
' ' 
It is · interesting· t.o no~e tha·t the mean score ·of -: 
. . 
' ~ regular male students was·h~her tban that of mature -male 
•. , I . • l , , • 1 - •' • • • 
' • • r 




' ' ~tudents • .The . r~asons fOf th~S trend is not evident from~ ·· ... -.. · 
1 ' i ' T• ' _j I" • ~ ' ' o ' o ' ' 
,.-.. ·. . 
..:• ' ' 
. . 
• ' o o l , o I 
... 
r,.: 
' ' I . 
,, 
' ' 
thi~ studY and .is the ,qpposite· of that b·~tween mature and 
, ' ! ~ ' • f ' , ' ' J I 
·rec;J{llar ;' femala · atudenta. 'The .hi;her ma~ure fema]Jtl scorl\' 
'• " ' . .! ' ' ' t • I ( • ' • i ' ' ' ' ' " ' • 
· ~ay be · ~xplai~~d, :1~ ~(~t:, t b~ 't~_e ··f~~t tha~ · o~l1i l thr~~-. ~f 
' ' • I • • 
I . .. 
.· 
, ,, ' I 
'a.'' • 1 ' ,, / ,t 
•.··. \ , * ... .' . ' , ·t'', .· • .'r."· .. . , , : '.I,!' , . ·. ·,•. ~~- ~~~_."_: _ .~ ·~ ... i;· '.>. ·.·.~ , I · 
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' . . 
the eleven mature females .were: from rural COJ'Illt\Unities 
. . . . : . ' 
whereas . 16. ·of 28 of the regular ·females we·r·e · from rural 
co~urlities. -~e: . lo-~ sj::or~ .o9.taine.d by rur~f· fema.les '; 
• ·. .• · . .... -.. ~o·t·e·~· ·e:ar~h~r ~ay- not -~av~ pl~~ed ·a. siq~ifica~t role ·in -.---
, I • • \ • • ' ' o ' ' ~ • ~ ' I ' • I ' ll • • • ' • • , 
establi'shii;l9 the score · of:-·ma-ture female stuaents. Due- to 
'\ - .. 
. . . . 
-the sm'!-1·1 number of mature student·~ . invo~ved, .any further' · 
speculation wo~ld. be untenable~ 
-. 
< ' 
The. examination of the lnteractions · evide~t· in the --
.. . 
ANOVA results permit only qualified answers to be given to 
---- : . . 
the questions about main effects. For i~stance, there was 
. . 
a difference in the cr~ical thiQking ability of first 
year males and first year fem'ales (Question 1) but only as 
------ . it related to urbanness ·and maturity.. Tq further · 
investigate the interaction between sex and urbanness 
....;, ' .. . I , 
' ' 
(Figure 3) and sex and maturity (¥igure 4)1 an Analysis of 
' -Variance for S~mple Main ·Sffects was conducted. ·' The 
results ar'e pres~nted in Table 4 .: 
. . 
It ls evident fr~ the table and Figure 3 that rural 
males scored signi~lcantly higher (p < .03) than rural 
female!i. , The table also' reveals,· in conjunction with 
0 • • • • , • 
. Figut:_e ·4, . t,hat. regular ·· fi_~~t ye~r ·mal~s .. ( unde~/ 21~ars . . C?f 
' ., . . . . . <,. . . 
~ge) scored flignificantly high~r (p < .04) than regular 
., ... . 
first year females. · 
- ' I . ---·- · , 
,.,..---~.../'\ 
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Resutt Analysis of Senior Students: 
QUestion FOJF \ 
Qu~stion.Four dealt with variables which might be 
74 
• 
. related to performance'scores by senior students. Results 
. . o'~ :he E~nis-Weir indicate . inean · sc~rts Of · 10. 84 a~d 10. t9 
~fourth and ' fifth yea~ s~udents respectively • 
. ).. 
Question Four: Is ~he critical thinking ability of · senior 
studen~s in the pigh,school teaching 
program relat~d-to sex~ year, number of · 
Philosophy courses, -or are;{~~udy? 
This question was·· examined by using a four-way 
~ Analysis of variance. Totai~c~~e -~as the dependent 
variable and sex, year, number of philosophy courses, and 
area of study ·co~prised the ~ndependent variables. 
.t 
" 





The Analysis of Variance summary is p~esented in • 
• 11' . ~, . 
· ' 
Table s. 
Table 5 reveals that the ,only significant 
' :interaction" emerging' from the ·examination of ,this 
' 1 l • I 
question is to be. found between year .and number of.· 
·Philosophy courses. F gure S· provides 
.~his interaction w~tch was sig~i:i~nt 
an -· il-lustration .of 
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. . Table ·5 
, . 
_Analysis ··~f Variance SUJtlf!\ary for Senio.r Students~ 
Total Score by S~x, ~ear, Number of Philosophy · 
courses, · and .Area of Study 
i . . 
Source 
M~in,~f~ct 




Area of Study 
.·. .. 
I 
Two way Inter_action 
. Sex X. «ear 
Sex X 1· Phil:-
• .. Sex X Are·a · 
Year X Phil: · · ) 
Year X Area 





. ' I 
















MS " F · Significance 
---
--...,_ 
96.-9 1.~ • 2-1 . 
58.2 1.0 .33 
168.0 2.8 ' .10 
1. 
72.3 1.2 • ;3 2 
.u 
69.i 1.1 .29 
47.3 .a .38 
53.5 .9 .45 
'J:}.1 .• 5 2 .f9 ,. .• 09 
-13.1 ~ .• 2 . .89 
.. 









.The figure.seems to illustrate contradictory trends. , 
I Fifth- year st~den~s with. two _ or · ~ore philosophy. courses- · 
-
scored high~r ·than, fourth year students with the same 
·. nwnber of 'co~~s·e. wh~r~as fou~ ,year . st~de~~s with' ·f~w~r 
. . .. . . . . . ~ . ~ 
than two philosophy ·.courses obtained highe-r mean· scores ,.
- . ~ . 
~han "di_d -fifth year studpn~~ w~o also had fewer than two . 
' 
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Numb¢r ·of Philosophy Courses 
Figur.~ 5. - The N~~r pf . Philosophy Courses and Student 
Performance by Ye~r • 
·philosophy courses. In addition, fifth year students with 
, ·1 tw~~more philosophy courses (N = 27) performed better . 
than those with fewer than two philosophy courses (N = 
. 85). I ' on the other hand; fourth year students -with two or 
more. philosoph~(' courses (N_·= 7) scor.ed lower than those 
-. 
I I . 
with fewer than two courses in philosophy- (N = ·42). The 
trend involving the fourt~Jrear students may be due to the 
;. .- .. ' 
fact that-the seven students with .two or more philosophy 
. \ 
courses may not ~e a . repre_sentative . sample of all fourth 
. I· 
.year students at the university with two ormore courses 
t ·• • ~ -
in pht'losophy.· · · The· type of philosophy cour~~- tak~·n i,;~y · · 
. : .. 
~lso have some bearing upon the ' dey~lopment of critical 
... · ... 
thinking ~kill~ \The type o~ · Phil~sophy course tak~n is 
. . . . . . I 
another·~ \;ariable worthy of further study .• 
- . 
The. relationship between critical trtinking ability 
t . ' . .. Ja 
' - . - ( ~· ' . "' 
and ·sex,· year, and area of study·dici not produce any 
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significant interaction. However, Philoso~hy produced a 
·signif.i,c_a~'t .~main effe·ct <;lf .10, · a ,fact which might be 
explained by .the-disposition to critical think'ing of 
. . 
students sel~cting :philosophy courses.· 
. I " 
• 
y 
Res't Analysis of. TOtal-study ~~:· 
· / . . Questi~n Five · · 
Qu~tion Five was ·designed to examine the difference· 
~ •'! I 
in critical thinking ability of f~rst year and senior 
students. 
Question Five: Is there any difference in the critical 
~ . ~ thinking ability-of first year students 
and .. ~ho·s~' in the; .fo~rth ·and tift~ ·~ear of' 
the high school teacher ptepara~ion 
. ' progranune? 
. I Question Five was ~xamin~d by using a two~way 
~Ana.l:y~s.is of ~ariance. ·with total ,score being· t~e dependent 
variable .... and sex a~d year ~acting as iqdependent .variables. 
I, 
The ANOVA summary is provided in T~ble ·6 •. 
. It : is evident ·. from the table that no significant 
int-eractions exist. between sex ·And y~a~· . 'The table also · 
c • • • • • \ ., 
·reveals that . there wa.~ a 'significant. ·main .effect for both 
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Analysis of Variance .summary. for All Students: 
Total Sco.re by Sex and· Year 
Differences between First Year .Students 
and Senior Students Enrolled in Four 
Major .Areas of ·Study · · 
' In an effort to determine wh~ther the significant 
78 
differences in_critical thinking between the Junior and 
Senior students was related to the ·four areas of study 
• ' . . ..> 
e·xamined, an · Analysis of · Variance was performed on each 
. . ' . ' ~r~uping. :A thre~~way an~lysis including a'ex, year, and 
• ' 1 • 
are~ of study was not possible since the area of study· 
.. . . 
vari.able was .not .applicable to first year students~· The 
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Analysis of Variance summary:_ Total Score by ~ex · 
· and Year for all First Year Students an~ 












sex 1 2_33. 3 3.1 ~ .0~ · .. 
. 
· .. • : 00~ . . .· .· ~ear 2 525.5 7. 5 
- -· . ..__, __ --- _....___ 
Two Way Interaction 







Analysis of Variance ·summary: Total Score by 
and Year for all First Year Students and 
· senior students Majoring in soc~al studies 
sex 
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Table 9 • 
· ·~ Analysis of Variance ~ ary: Total Score by Sex 
and Y~ar for · all First Year Students and Senior 
~t\.ld'en~s . Majo~i.ng in' s·cience·.'- · 
. 









Two Way Interactiqns 
• < 






• t ~ble 10 • .. 
4. ~ . 
2.5~ 
.95 
. • 03 . 
.08 
.39 
Analysis of Variance Summ~ry: Total Score by Sex· 
and Year for all First ·Year Students 
and senior students Majoring · 
in. Religious Studies ~-
___, 
. ~ -
.. source df MS F Significance of F . 
Main· Effect·s · 
Sex 1 
. 2 
. . . '- . Two Way -Interactions 
sex X Year 2 
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groupings. However, significant main .effect di.fferences 
for ye.ar· were found to exist ~~tween first year' stu~ents 
and senior students whose .a'rlas .of concentration were 
ft 
English. (p = .001), social studies (p ~017), and science 
(p = .08), but -not religious studies. 
Sig~ifi~ant main effect- dif-ferences for sex were 
, 
f,ot,tnd to exist between first year students and senior 
I 
students majoring in English (p = . 07), science (p = .03) , 
and_ relig~ous studi~ (p = • 06). '. No main effect !' 
' . signifi~ant differences for -sex were detected between 
, 
first year students and social studies majors. 
~ \ 
Student Perfo~ce on Bach P~a~aph of 
the Ennis-Weir Test 
. t • • 
.... 
on~e· the· signfficarit differences between first year 
students and senior students in the four areas 0~ study' 
were 'examined, Analysts of,Variance was used to assess 
student performance on each of the paragraphs of the 
t . 
. :let_~e' contained ~~ _ th~' _Ennis-Weir Critica~ .Thinking Test. 
T~e results are presented in Figure 6. ' Such an analysis 
permits, an evaluation of student perforlnance by ye.ar on 
""" ,....,. . . 
various aspects o'f c~itical thinking me""asured by the test. 
I /, • 
, . 
.. .· '•' , ).. , ... ~ 
. : ·' \ . -<t-.t:-;:.-... ~,\ - : .) ~ ; .. < · .. 1·.·. \ ,:•, : -· ., . t ' ' . ' . . 
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Comparisons between first year and senior students could 
' ' 
reveal the influence of university training on specific 
aspect: of_ cr !.tical ~inking~ . . .-;:. , , . ~ . .. ) -~- - - . t 
It cal'l be obse:r;;ved that senior s·tuden'tS o~tperfoi;TI\e,d 
I . 1:1. ~ I 
first year students on · all nine paragraphs. However, the 
difference betwe.en · ~ean scores was only · significant for . 
~ ' . ' 
f~ur .. pf thesf. paragraphs:' · . Pa~agraph one (p < .-001), 
.· ' 
Paragraph' Four (p' < .001), Paragraph ~ix (~ = .01), a~d 
Paragraph .Seven (p < .001). It can be concluded therefo~e 
that senior students are significantly b~tter than first 
'\ 
· year students at: 
. . 
--
. ' . 
l1 )._ Reco_gni ti,on of misuse of analogy, 
and/or recognition of shift in 
f \ . 
.· 
' 
meaning, _ and/or claim that incorr~ct· 
' definit-ion has been stipulated. 
(2) Recognition of circularity, and/or .. 
~  ~~ecog~ition that no- reason is 
) offered. 
(3) Recognition of lack of co~trols in 
an experimental set~ing, and/or 
inadequate sampling,· and/or "only 
( 4.) 
. . 
one c,_~e", and/or "post hoc 
fallacy". · 
' . 
Recognition of winning argUJllent :' by 
definition, and(or r~cognition fthat 
I 
a W<?rd· bas b~~-n;\ ~e ~seless ~rr: 
empiri~al asser~ion, and/or cl~im 
, . 
. . ·~ 
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that an ·~incorrec.t deii~~tion has 






Accordin~ to the goals e~tablished _by . Ennis, it 
~ 
. . . ·J ·' ' 
. 'appt!ars th~-1-itst ye"'r st\ld~nts are ~eakest at using. ~ 
• • J . ----/ 
> ' \ I - ' • 0 • • ~ - - . ,. ~ 
· •Advanced Clarification and ~~ra·teqy and Tactics · (Appendix · : · .· , 
• 






An exam,ination of what .is· being · evaluat~d in'' 
lli' •• · 




· indiqatior! /as to why senior .stu~ents scor'ed significan1:l,Y· 
· higher ~ban--f!rst year studen.ts. 
• 
··paragraphs on~ ~nd seven, ac~or~ing t~ the criteri\ 
. and scoring J6eet·, m~~sure a student's 4bility to deal ' 
. 
. ,., ...... " . 





althoug.h it eval1,1ates ab'ility.,,tp detect circularity, is 
also similar iri that students are•penalized for 
... 
, . I 
Aga'in, interpreting ''undesirable" as '·'not desired". 
. . 
' · 
application of definition is involved .. 
It ap~ears fro~ the results that· first ·year students 
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' .· ~ 
.  
' ; 
.. . ; 
. I 
0 
. . . 
.}. to be either unwilling or ~nable to challenge ~ ,. . ~ . 
'"' 
.t I 
. •' ~- definitiOn$ es~ablished by others. '· ' 
' 9 
;y 
... As . indi~ated, seni'or 'students . also sco;re,d• / ~ 
signifrcanl··· · high~r than fi,t~t year students~ qn paragraph. : ·. · 
. " . ·v .. 
si1<.'." hhis ay .~e ~ue, in. part: {. to th~ illiiP~~sis pl..:ce~ '.' 
ceJi
1
tai_n w<?·rds . in .the paragraph}· 'I'he same argument ai·a·o 
~ . :'I .~ ~· ·. .' ' . (. ' . .. .' :. :' 
. .,  I . . \ . '' I 
' ·.' . . I . . . " 
•.- :• ' , .. . ~ 
.. , , , ,. . •j· . \ . . I' . 
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~ . . 
'.··' 
I ' · • 
.. ....  
; . 
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. . . 
' . 
' ~· 
- ~ . 
!. •_ • 
!I. . .., 
.  -. 
. ... ; ~ ·. ~ ·-·:···.,':.'. ~ .... ·.....,__: .. -, '· .-. .. ,. ' -~- .- · ' : · . ;~ . ; · ~ 
.. • • • 0 ~ ~ ~ •• • • /- - · ; • • ' • ~' ~5 ~ : 0 
. ·>-~'(J- . .. ~~..: ~~o' I ......_ ~ 
... ' . 
I ~ ;,. •. --- ' ', ~ ........._,-
• holds true _for paragraph '~· sever?-·~-> In pa~tgraph ·s.t,x the · '- · · 
• .~ • I ' ! ~ •• --;;' . ... • ' '---....:.. . " .. I . . • .I . '. 
, - • . 1 • r ' 
,_ . • w~rds. ~not one. accide~~ "_ and . ~h~ s.~n::~~:- r ~·c~~di t1~s ~i'e. =~ ~--~ 
. nq.~ · safe if ~~~re' s even . t~e slighte_st· pos~ible cpance .of• 
, I\ ' , ' - - • .... . .. o . If 
· --~a\n accident" in · p~rag~aph -seven, are placed . i:n .bold tyPe. '"'. _:· 
.. , " • • • ...~ • ', ll • • . • . . • • • .. 
· ·· No -· ~easons __ are proy"ided to ;-ndicate why _ thes·e - ar~ the,.tc;mly ,-
· ~ . ---. --- -- .:_:~~,~- . .: ., . ._ • . .:.. ·. . · .. 0. ... ·, ... ' .· :. . ' ~ ... ~~ 
tw~ s~~~~~ns of. _t~e le~~er pre~-~~~ed\ ~~- su9h _a .. ~ype.· _· ~-t · ~ ~- -·, 
may·_ have : b~en ?,tme -~-0 . ril~ke the '~r~ors ·i~ -t~e par.a(j~~Ph_ I 
mt?·~~- obvi.o~s· .to th~ . s~ud~nts. ·aJw.~ver, · inost ·st.~cients . :~ · __ . 
• o ' ' IQ t ~ ·, ' ' \ I ' ' o ,' ' : ' ..:... 
~ e'nt'e;ti.ng univ~~ity ,-have used the techl)i'~_e :_ of _und~rli·n~,n-~ · ' 
\ . 
. .. 
. or highlighting· ·import~nt things in thelr· texts·· for : 
·.-I ' ' ' \ • ' ' • , • ~ , ' ~ • ' "\ '" • .' 0 •• ~' ' • 
·t · examina~io~s which often require · the r~call _of..;speci'fic1- · .· 
. ' . i 
-.... 
factual content. The- texts used. :in high- schools .. often us·e - ~ 
boid or italicized type_ to lllus1trate -·important 
. • . I . 
- informa~ioC · studen.ts may_ ha~'i! l~t:-erpr~~~d the-.. bold ·type:-
. .' . . . ; 
as being the most important and . re·c;;rarded ~ l t as a, . ( 
. \ .. 
_ .. defin~tive statement' which shquld ·not b_e quest~·oried. , If · 
. : . 1l . . \ . . . 
this ls so, they ·probably. woul~ ·have disreqarded the . fir~t 
p~~~- o~ ~entence i11· p~~~~ra~~ : six· ~~ich . spec~t~~d ·that .' ·• 
• ' f)· - , , . . 
t;h~ _ experiment was :for. only one four ·hour perio:d a~d 
... . · . , _ ~ ~ 
. concentrated · in,stead on the ··"not ___ one ~<?cid~n~'-' clai~. In~ . 
pa~aqraph seven, s..impl~ -beli~~lng -~hat -~as ·_in the b~ld . ·• ·' . 
tyPe would. auto~atical.ly lead to an incorrect .. conclusion '~ 
' ... ' , 
~- .. Figure 6 :~+_so i~l~strates . the fact that fourth yea; · 
. ..; . .•. . ~ " . ' . . . ·. 
~t~de.nts , P~_r·fot1;11e~ petter t~an .qthe7 students on fiv~ 9f ·. · 
·the nine _par.agr~phs •·. · How,ver, none -~-f the obse~vable 
~fferJbces we~e statisticallY significant ~ . 
• ,. • • • : o • • • , .' • ' I ~ 
'" ·; 
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. 
. Fifth year sj\iden~·s .achieved a higher mean score 
... 
.than· ial~ ot~~ s~udents o~ three· of ~e nine ~aragrap~s. 
They per~orined\ significantly ·better (p. = • 051 than four.th 
· .. -- . '\ , y;~i ~ttidentsc.;nly~~ Pal:agr~phSeV~ch ·~~Sur~s t~P. . 
· - ·~ abili~y to recogni~e unjustified attempts to. w~n . ar~nts · 
• . . :... . r,.. · . .. ·. , . : ~. 
" . . . . . . ·--... 
.:- ·. : . ~. \ . · .' ·· by odef~ni~i~n· • . , · 
,. . .. . .,~, ' l 'l .' -~ 
,< : .. ....~,, . . • . ... \ . . 
. . . . . ... . . . ~ \ ' \ \' \. . 
.. ' . . ' ' ., ;· . ,• \ . . . ' . -"' . . 
.. 
'•· 
' . ;, 
: ,'" , 
: . ·"1. ; . .,. ,_ , , cbncerns ,Raised Through the· Use !)f ' . · ' 
:f>.:_,'-.. . ... ~ the J!Dnis-we~ / . - , 




thi-nking ~est tha·~·_- · h~~ n~t ~een--used-~tensiv~J,y. · since ... ~ · 
. -"- ' . . . 
it is ·an essay test, unli'kELother· critical thinking tests,. 
'·--- . . . 
"-..., . . . . 
· an aval\J,ation of its use serves--...an impbrtant functl.on .. 
Tho! iss~eS· rai~ed may have .impuc~~r its .' . ~ 
acceptabil~ty as a \ valid indicator of criticcQ th).-nkinq 
. ' ' " . .j 
. ... 
- abil-ity. The concerns 'raised through its. use in ' the 
\ I • ........ ._ 
.  
' . \ / . 
• 
present .s~udy are addressed below. 
( 1) • In~deguacy o~: Test Directions. ~~r...i.1 intent .. . 
. .. 
. . "•·" . 





' . , . . . · . . • • I 
. ' · -- t~~ write~)·~ thinking. pr~cess 8$ evi'den.~ by 'the arguments 
. ·-.- . '......, - --?- . . ' t / • · • 
· .· preserite~ ,rat}1er th.~n . th~ · ~.roduQt or/ s 'tance . tak~~ .by the 
· , '. writel:;;~ _Hp>l~v~i· t~e direC~ions ~Ovided do. not· on~y lend 
them_~elves to tnis. interpret~tiop.,.,The -~irections ftate 
·that: . 1 
-
. . ' 
·· ••• For each paragrap~ in the letter yo~ 
' . 
·~ ' . . ~: 
·are ·about 'to rea"a, .~w~ite .. .a paragraph in rep'ly 
.,.. . ' ' 
' I - ... . •. ~ . • ' • , 
.:iA\ . telli~g whether you believe the thinking good ' \ . . . \ . . ' 
' \ ·~:,· . . ,. 
' . ' ~ . ' ... 
' ·~r~~::::-="71'..._.·~·--· .-.. - .. -... - . ; ' 
".· · ··· i,· ./ 
. ~ .... 
' ' . 
• : ,.":. ' •, ' \..: ~ .... ' 1, o. : , ' f• •• : .: I > ' ' o"' I • · ' ,, 
' . 
, • . ' ' . 





-. ... r· .: ·· .. ·-- . ~.\·. --: ·' 
. ' . ' . ~---
. . . 
.. . ·. · ' . ~ ~ . - ' . ' '\. . 







. , __ 
or bad~ Also1 write ·a closing paragraph about 
., 




· ' ~o!Jr answer ·-should. hav~ nine \ numbered 
-~-
para·graphs. ·Numbers one through eight. should · 
... ' • , . . 
giv~ _ yo~r .-r~a~ti~m; to . ~ara~ on~ through .. -
87 
• 




• · _- eight it?- the\ letter~ · YO\i:r;\ paragraph ni'n~. \ · 
.;; .. . . ' . ~ , . . . . 
T"' ,. 1 • 
·-· should gi v~. yo':lr overall evaluation of the 
· ,~_// : · ' 




!\( '.: .. ·. 









·-paragraph, incluc:;linq the last; -should contain· 





.. . . 
students .. are reminded t~ice .more in the directions 
\ ' . .. . 
to proyide reasons in e~ch .Paragraph •. · -However, wh~n asked . . --
if. the . thinkii>!r was g'ood' or bad, many studen~eenied to. -;- · '· 
inter~;-et this to mean ·· "Wa~ the writer's conc~n good -
. . . . 
. . •· 
or bcf<i?". 1\s a· result, in .order to defend their 
-ju~~ent~, as directed,_ students :began to take positions 
. . , {- " .. 
and offer counter· arguments on the issue of prohibiting 
' , ... . . ' ,., .. . . . 
· ·-overnight parking.\ · Although--partic.i.p~ri.ts - are e~hort~c!' . to 
. . . . . ~ 
' "' 
'- . I . . . 
supply Je~so~s in. each paragraph, it is never ·.linked · 
• 
dlrectlv to the issue of whether it ~s the~easoning o~ 
the , qonclus:lo~ ~f the reason~~g th~t should be evaluated. 
Many ~f'the studen~s - tested by No~ris and Thomey (ci~ed In . 
·.. . . No~ris, 19 8 6 l inter;~d the. test directio~.~: in , the· same 
· · manner. According tl) N·o~ 1986 k . . · 
to. request an ev~lu~tion~f some~ne's ~p~nkin~ 
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·' ~I , ' 
:· 
i' , - . . · ~. 
~~ ~ . 
. ._ ... 
;... ·. · -
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. · . .. ,, .... . : . .. . . . : . . ~ .. . .. ~ ' 
-· 
. ·::.: ·. >---"' ~-. '''¥::,:~---..• 
.. ' .. # 
I 
# 
,) . - . sa 
.P 
':''I . . . 
of.the process of that thinking and reques~ing 
( 
an evaluation of its conclusion, between 
' . . -.. - . .:._ ,_ . ' ·- ... - . ~ 
evaluating how someone- was- thinking_ and 
- ... _ . 
.' 
.. 
· ~v~l':l_?-~i~\~hat ~ome~~e -was _!:hi~king _." . 
<-~r~ ·143 L · 
As ~?rris ' points out-, ._this ~def~ct has\implicat;i~:ms . ._· 
. - • : . . . . . . ·. . . I ' :.:.: . . . 
for .. the validity of . the ·test. · I~ ~t does not · me~sure' ·wh~t -
. . . : . • I .- • . • 
'-\ it · is . ··supposed . to · meas·ure, · ~ stude~t' s · score \~a:~ bf ' 
, ; . \ . • • . ! • • · .. \ .. . 
• ' oJ ~ 
0 • .- - ~ J ~ . . 
indioftive· _of something co~plete~~ ~iff~rent. \rom~ .~l!~t the_..'r 
authors ~ad planned. ~, ·. .· \ ·: , . -;, ~.' ;:. ,., 
... 
• I 
0 • ~ • • 
(2) The Possibility of a Cultural Bias. Some st~dents 
.. 
. ' ( 6. ~%) had problems in identifying with the situation ·-- -
. ·"-
.. . 
1 presented in paragraph thrE!e .': 
.t -~--· 
' ... 
'\ .. • f . . 
·. . : 
·- . 
·. 
P_aragraph TMee:. Traffic on some streets is , also bad_ ill-. 
J 
the morning when factory workers are·.·'On ____ .. :. 
thei~ way to th_e ·s a.m. shift;·. .·If th.ere 
:.~ 
were no cars parked on these streets 
. I ' 
betwe~n 2 a.m. and 6· a.m., then there . 
. . . -
would b~ more room for this- traffic. 
·-
. \ 
Many students do.Ubted_th'e writer when he· claimed 
- · -
that there wa~, heavY traffic on .the street at this hour of 
. ·, . 
the morning. It was' their opinio,ri that mos.t people .. 
comme.nce work at 8 .. a.m. or 9· a.m •• ' This, .-no doubt, is due . 
. . . . . . '\: ' - . . ; \ . . 
to the 'fact :that "most ·workers in ·Newfound1and ·begin their _  
' . . . . 
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. ...-!. .. t • • • :, ' ; • ~. :~·.~ !' ,~~"t)~r -.. . 4 
' . ~ . .. , 
. ~ . .' . . t ... •! • ' 
, \ '· • • I ' • • .f/1 ..... . --; ; · .... 
a 
~~~ . 
' \'• . q 
• \ ~; 
' \ '{J,•CI • • 
~ i I 
_ · workday at·' these times. If answers 
' ·~-~ . .· ' ' 
res~~ndents .are influenced by their 
89 
. '--~ \ . . . ,.,_ . . - / 
supplied . 
·: ·) . . , 1 :.:drt~ral backgroun~ ·_ 
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s.Oph~s.t~Oated enough . to dei:ect that ~he_ ~~~e;,_~ 
really !nval~i\ ~i~ce . . ~li~y ap~ly ·'onl~ . to· busy streets / and 
. . -- .. 
. ~ ' \·~ · 
/. . 
not to· all streets, no ~arks could be awarded ·.if s.coring_ 
,/ '. -
di'rections were'. fo.llowed exactly .. . 
-... _,.... 
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· Paragrapn five .also serves as a case in point. 
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.Paragraph Five: If -~rking is_ prohibf.ted .fr'om 2 ·a.m. · ·to 6 
a.m·., thep aocldents betW,een. par.ked and- . 
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. . . ...-
...... ' .. 
.. 
movi~g·vehicles will .~e .nearly eliminated . , 
. . ~~r~n9 ~h~s pe.rioct-;All int.elti~~nt . -~ . 7 . 
\ , . j ' . t' · 
pitizens· would regard the. near · elimina~ion· ·· 
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1 of accidents in any· period as highly. 
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·· " ·pro~ib~_ting parking from 2\...a.m: to 6 
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'J • ~~ ~ • • I• I/ ~ . :· · -I . ; ' .. :- . .~ccorcUng to the - ~cori~g manual, therE7r~; a_re three 
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·'·· e~~~inating ~~~iden~s o~ t'~s . t~ •. 
Three 'points should ·be .. awarded ·if responaents · 
' ~ • •} ' ' ' .• • • •• • • • I t • 1 • ; • ·,' I) ' f ' ' o 
indicated that inconvenience and economic cost to the 
~ . . ' ' ' 
.• 
' resid~~ts ~~uld be . sub~~~ntia·l . if they · ar.e · not\ allo~ed to. 
. .. .... . . .. . 
-park 'on city'. streets e~~·rnight •· If·, however, stuqents 
I 
mention the issue of incon~'enience and economic cost irt 
. , 
..., . 
. other · parag-~phs ,_ ~~pecially paragraphs one and four,_ as a 
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·First year · students . enrolled .in Eng~ish 1'0-00. 
...... 
Fourth year -Education students. 
' . : . \ 
..  .. 
· Fifth Yf!ar Education·_ students· • . 
. ,. 
' (, 
An examination of ·the tabl'e r·eveals the sullstantial 
_, ....:• 
,"= • • " • • • 
differ.e_nqes in._ means which might be expe~ted by th~ three 
' · 
,, 
readers. Stich · a ·~ide ~..-ctf~~~s · oari ch.ange ~ow ope . 
' ' I • \ I • o ,-
wbu~d inte~ ,the results: For example, the mean sec.::) 
obtained f.rom Norris : W()Uld indicate very ~oor ~t~dent · 
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· place studeh.t critic a;!. . think.I,Jig ~bili.~Y·· in V~uch mor~ \ . I . .·. ·. . . . . 
favourable light. This ... scaling factor Qthus tends to limit 
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.• • r1' 
.: . . 'J" '· ' \ ' ·' . .. ~ ',' . \·:·:.··· 1-:· ...  :',·.~~~~~:~:t! 
f . 93 . "'" ~~·· ~:if. 
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• ~he use .o~ . ~~~ •t;est. rt c~n ;~~rve a~ a teaching 
·inst,.-rument a~nt't~~ a 'means of r 'anking students within a 
. ' T-: I . . . ( 
\ . ' . . . ..,-- ·_.-r--"' 
particular g p ( s ) t~a t are 'tested by the same • , .. '•, , I " ' ....• ~ 
.;....:..:::.· 
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researcher~ Any\ ·o.the~ ·· compa~isc:ms · u~in·g t(;tal. maa~s· ml~h~. 
be invalid. :\. I · .. - & ' :. ·- .,. • ~ -
:· .· . 
L 
- p:' ya;io,;. of t~ stud~-. . . - . . 
The ~ss~tionf\s .f!lade that ?n. ·c~es where · . : . indijid~al iiis.p\cto:s 11-dn\iriiste!_~d t~~ tes't; ~y\ ·. 
.foJlow\d the· spe~fied direction_s. Inst~uctors were 
requested to slimply distribute the test to their 
."" . I ·. \ . . . . .. 
~ J classes and l,t: .~t\dents . follOW· t~e. clearly . ,.. 
spe.:ified dir~ction\ . It must be . as~ed that . .. :. 
inst;uc·tors d o~ld. not ~ake . any conunents which would 
• I 
I 
. f . .. 
. .:/ . . 
• . I 
-
' ' \. . . .... . . . 
. . affect studen perceptions and •thus ·.their· answe~s 
I 
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. ~ L~mited . acce~j to ~ample\ An e~fort was made 'to 
.. ~~t~n . a ten. ~,ercent 'random samp~e of . f i .rst . year . 
students enrolled ii:l Engl1~h 1000. Due to _ 
. . . . ' . \ ' 
4ifficulties, noted in Chapter 3, this goal ~as n~t 
• , <t~~ • ! , ' ' • I 1 
.. : . . . 
accomplished. Instead, a random sample of six 
. . . " . . ' . . . 
. ·· .r,~rcent . ~a~: · .a,-~_eved.: Howeve;, . ·this· group· 
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•. :: ., I . .. ~:::.:·· I representative · ~f ·.the ma~e/fem!le fatio at the 
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1 
\. universi~y. · \ . ·· ·,/ - ' } 
. The~e are limitations of ·the use of th~ instrument 
I . . J 
. I I • 
...... -. . ' 
~' .t .• 3. 
as discussed in ·the _previous section .. 
-; . ' . 
. · · Th.e fir~t two ··1imi tatio~s ~oncerning in$truc~ors' 
. ;;_~,~:-~.~ii·~~ . ~- · · · - · ~ "- ·, · · · I · ~ . ~ · · 
· fdllowing dire.cti6ns and -acoess .to .· s~ie ·would, in most 
likelihood, ·not si~nifica~tly ··aff~c~· ~he . f1n~ings of this 
. . . . ·. . , I . . . . . . . 
study.·· However_, · th~ 'iimitat1ons: o!)ll~ . -i~strument itse.lf; 
. . . , . .. I . 
as pteviou~li.di_scussed, provide an ·i'ssue _of concern .. and 
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: . . -one whic'b must be. reflect~.d in · the lnter~retation of 
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result~. When iS_$~es invol V~~g~valldi ty '- · ~':11 tural · bi!lS 1 
·' ' ' . ' . . '. . ' . defed~s-· iri s~oring manual, and · the· scaling factor are 
~ -t:' • "". . ' 
tak~n 1~~0 ac;count, th~· r.esul.ts ~~st . b'e -~i.~w~ith 
. ' . . 
. .l - . . . . • ' . . i 
caution.-· It must be remembered,. however , . .' that these ... 
. . . 
.. 
faqeors . would: a.ffect ·.the sc~ore obtained. by PB:r~c.ular 
' I 
. . . . . ' . ' . 
,' groups rather than significan~ly .influenc~ ~he tre~ds 
~ - . . . 
'"ob~~rve~ within ~hese groups. ·· The . obser.vable trends_ . . .. 
: . . · , , 
( · .. . ' 
. . · -· . .. . . ,, 
within ~roups.~ould ~7obabt!·~~r_ be signi~icantly a~~e~ . 
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so~~ ·degree, be 'exposed to the ·same ·deficiencfes of the 
. --. ----. ------ --·--- -- -- . - --. -
~est·~ .~- The _variables,· ~~er.,. become si~nificant wp.en · ·\: 
tr'yi~g , t~ assig~ deftni ti '!e lev~ cri ~ica~ ~hinking, dr 
when - po~pariso~s ~re. made between_Qfoups fr~ df!ferent 
rJsear~~ers. · .. 
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-SUMMARY AND .DISCUSSION OF · EOUC~TIONAL IMPLICATIONS 
•. \ SUIIIIIary \-. • . .. 
The present study was established to i~vestiqate: 
. ( 1 r . _t-he' crltlcal thinxing competence of beg'inning, 
l , , . . I , . . - . . • . -
·• . ·, ' -\ . 
~~h~gh' schO~~. social studi~s te~chers and explore se_vera1· 
~~-· ' ;~ t - - .. 
factors ,Wfeich miQht be related to that level of ~ 
-. ' · ... ' ... :· ./ -- ·. • . .t. J . 
competence. ·. ·since,: in. Newfoundland, s_ocial· studies is 
}£.:~~~ :~~u~ht bY ·g.'~1a~es f~= .oth~~ diScip~ines it Was .. 
nec~ssar:y to ,eval~ite . the crit~~al th~nking ab~lity of 1 . · · 
students enrolledj in a variety of specialitations. 
: Beg~nn __ ing te~C?hE7-fs were :de~_ined ~s t~ose university 
st~dents ·who· w· re neari~g tqe end of their high ·school 
. . 
te~ch~r; prep ration pr_ogramm~ and enrolle,~ in appro.J?riate .. 
~-.. / .( 7' . . 
methods. CO':l sep • · . ' ,-; 
~ · · '· 2) / the . critical thinking ability of first ·year 
./tudentl.at Memorial U'.liversity and examine ·f.i9tors which 
· · might contribute ·to established levels. Firs·t year 
stu ents were tested, ·.in par,t; 'to give some indication of 
. . 
t . e .~uccess of the·· current high school program,. which . 
includes a core of at least four '. social·· studies courses., 
.• . 
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difference betw.een.the two· groups but also to explore 
\ . --·· wher~ t .hese _dif feren~es · occu1:re~. If" 
. ... ... 
More speciiical~,~the study attemp~ed 











1. Is there any difference in the critical thinking 
, . ~ . . . r 
abiiity of ·firs~ year maieS:..-abd· . f .irst year . .. 




. ' /\' .. ,., . . ' . . ;. 
2 ... ~·Is ther~ 'any differe~ce . in thc::~Bri.tic_alt think.~ng 
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.. - ------;_---:;:-I ':··~bility of ~ature first year· s.tud~J1tS . { 21 . ye~~:r;~ 
. \ , . . 
~ ;of ~ge ·or o~lder) and othe~ fir.st ~r· students1.·. · 1' _,,; I ' 
.. ;·. / Is . l:h~re ~y· diffe~<on(;eln ~he cj,i~ica:lt~i~ltl.'ng ·. 
. ~ . ability of u~ban first year students and ~ral 
' ' - ... .. ... 
' ' . 
.. first year·· p;tudents? 
4~ -I _s .the;crltical ,..th'inki~il~· of senj,or 
v 
· t . ,.,..) studen~s · in the h.igl;l' .schoal · · ~eaching· prqgr~. 
\ related to ·sex, year, number ,h£ _philo~o~hy 
<. • • •• - • • J l • I 
~ . , I • 
'\. cou~es·; or · are of stu~y? 
1
/ · · 
,r 
r:,_ • .... ......._.,.._..,.. • ..,. • r, 
. 5. _I.~. t~er.~ . a~y. ~~~fe~~~ce in.' the critical . ~?~nk~~~ -. 
· abillt~( of first Y,~a~ students and students .in :!:::\ · 
.. . . . - . ~ : . 
'the : f :o\trth and· · _~ifth -yelfl <?f· the~r ~i9h_ -~·ch~~l · 
. i' 
' · ' 
, • ' ·r '•,' ·· • ' 
' . ' . . 
. . ' . , 







· J. . · •. Instrtiment 1 · \. i~C:/ : .. . · .·. ·· The Ennis-~eir .. crit,~cal ~ Thi.nk~ng Essay Test~ ;: ··1m· ··-' - ~ · ... :f< 
~!t' :', ' , Ins~r~~rit fo>; Te~t~n9 ¥td T.;achiilg; · 'fla,S ~sed i:o~~va!\l~.t'! ·• 
{; ·: . . . t~e ·leve·f·of c~iticai thinki~c; ' of e~t~tin~ 'fiis.t ... year ~-- ,· · ~ 
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near,in9. tl:le completion. of ·their hi'gh school teacher · 
, ·, • ~ '. ' II '\ • .~ • 
. . ,· , '. ~ -p~e~lo~· ... p~ogram~ . . ~~e ·~es~ lnvol~s a~ e~lll,a~~~n of a 
let~er •wrii:ten to the -ed~t;or of a -f:ictitious. newspaper . . 
. ·Wllich. P.~ese~~ed }r~~es to proq_ibit Qverniglit p~rkl:ng 
- \ 
.. 
. "' .. 
. ' . . 
• IIIII ~ 
.. . .; 
. .. 
. .~ · 
.. 
) 
.. • between t·. a~rn· an'o.· 6 ·.a.m: on all clty stre.ets. · •· 
·The ·Gs&:is·_ designed: to ~~&·;~~-· ~ ·p~rs"q~ • s -~itlcal .. ... ~~·~· .. .. ··:~.~ 
tKlnk~~g · ·ab:iiit.Y .~n· ··the ·c.t?ntext .. -of~:. a;+~~rit~~ion_.:· .. ~he· .ai~· ·' 
, • "' • ' • • , 'I .• • -- •, 
... .  is. td ··h~ve '. sub,je~~s : ~ev~alu~te =elie . manl\~r in .wl\l .. ~h ~~gum~~~s 
~ , • .,.. ' J • . • · , , . · .• • ~ '. ' '.:jo , _.. • ·~ - , ._ 4 ,. 
· • are :: presented ~hus . al.low~ng rese·archer·~ . to eval~ate. . . tl')e : . . _ . • 
• .. · . ~ , 4"~ • ' '_'• •. ~ I ' • ' . • • • , • , •• ; . • : • ' · • • ' , • '\ ~ ·, ·,~ 
, . . th~.n~~ng=~pro~.~s: o~ thes~. ~~u~en~s'>,r{lthe~ ;h~n ·th~ ::.·~T .. ·_.·- - -_ . .. .. J·- :' . 
·product~· ·of · th~i.r: r.eas.oni~g~. Thisr:-1.~ newly designed · · t . ~ · · . ~ < 
.. '. - ; . ·. . )·' . . . •.. . . . ' · .: ~ . . . .. - ~ 
t .est a~~S. pased ori E~n~onqeptual'lz~tio~.;- ~~c;-it~ca-1 -:- _ ~ _. ·:::' , .:~ 
• ' I •' ' . • • J 
.th~nking .. a~~· it. ~~~s~u·~~s :: many :~he:. go.a~ outlined in ~i_!. .. . •, ·. · .. . 
· crit~al thi,nking/,reasonlng ·curric'ui\im (Ap~endix C1'. . 1_ 
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• ' . 
"''. • l . 
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~ . ·, . ; ._;. F~st year ~~~9-ents partici·;Patin; in t~f! stfdY we·re 
\~~sted 'in . clas~·e$ ' which were r~hd~I1\i~ sele~d: from a'll. ' 
. . ' : . . .. . . . ~ , . . : . . .. 
. . ' ~ ' . . . ' ,.  . . . . 
... English· -1000 c~a~~e~ ··of~~r~d .dur~n~ the, F~. ·a.~d W~n~~r .. _ ... ·_.~_, ·. ·· 
.seinesters 1985'-86. The s~ple represented &tuaents · .. · · ·· \ :: 
. . r . • : ... · . ·. . J ... ' . •_ • 
registered ,in COUrses.- off;eired .by.' diffe,ren~ <ll in~truc'toJ;S= ~rt(i . .' · ·· ~. : 
- - . . 
J . 
~ • • • • • • • 0 ' • • ••• • • • • • • • 
ii) .. di.fferent tiqle slo~s.·; One ·hund:ed .aEl.d . si~ty~fou~ 'fir~t \. , _ . 
·· .. yea:r .· ·s~udents ·participated. · · · . · ~ · .. I ·' 
. . . . . 
.... . ' • .· . ...... 
,. -
. . 
· - The total population of · ·senior · 'students· z::egistered in 
t ' . • . ' ~ . ' . ; · . . . • . . . • .. 
·. ... · four high ~ch~oi · metllods cou\oses, , repre~en-ting d.ifferent-··:·. · ' · 
- ·~;~~s o~ ~~eci;li~~.:.~on, ·a~~st:~di!~ls · e~r~lied \~ :a .. eo~rse · · :.·. ;·· ~ ·~:.:~: 
.: ' .· ...r: ~ • • • • . • • • . • ·~~ .. . • • • . . ,. • . . • • : ' 
-.· · ~rititled "Internshj,p ·in · secondary. ·s·ch~ols" ·were.· surveyed • . . _ l'i 
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A total of _··so fo\lr~h y_ear and 112 fifth·year sttident:.s ·took 
·!I(!"· 
. ,PiU::t in .the study·. 
·' 
'' I , 
..... 
, . 
--=--=-·-- •. Grading of the essay ·tests was done sol~ly 'by . the 
. ·. . . . . \ . " . . 
L : · • · • researcher~ : However., inter-rater reliabilities were 
•• ·_,;. I - • • 0 1 " , I . • ) • • ... 
· .·.: ·· ·: ' . < · · .e'stablished .wit~}). ·or.· -steph~n P. Norx:.is: ~Institute' for 
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Findings ·.: : • 
.. 
. . . 
. · • Analy~is of ~eiformaric;e ~Y . first year students· 
· .' 
. . 
. · •. . indicate~ ~ mean ScOre. of .6·:2J_Ou~ .~f ·:afo'J~ible s~~r~ of · ' 
- ~ . · 2 9 _. . T·· ANO'{A results reveal~d an . int~_faction between sex 
' ' ... ' . . .· . 
· . ~and · utbanx1ess significa11:~ .at·_._ the .. • _07 le~el .and an 
: I • ' • I I • • a • ~I ' ' ' , '~', 4 : ' • • ' ~ 
interact'lon between sex and maturity s.i:~ni:ficant at ·the · 
. . . ·- . ~ . ~ ' . .. 
. , . . . 
'."69 1evel." . As l .result, Analysis of ~variance .f.or. simple 
. .~ . 
·main 'effects Wf.S · cond\lcted for· sex .ai: urb"nness and ·sex at · 
• • - . _:· • CJ. - • • ~ : . •• •• • • • · _ • • • • • 
. ·_.:matu~ity_ ~ . ..The res.'i]ts of_ ~his investiqation rev~al~d .t~at· 
. •': the -score' of rura! males was significantly better '(p '<' ,• ...... 
t , I . • · · \ . • - f • · 
"' . ~- : ·. :.0;1 l t~~n the s~or~ ~ rura~ females . . In ad~:tion, 
· .-.: · regular males · achieved significantly higher ( p ·< • 0"4,) 
. tl .. i ' 
: ... . ' ·. ~ .. . . .. . : · ·· : ~ · .... :: , ' • : : . • • . :. ' • , • ~·: : • - • • ..- ~li: 
· :: scores than· did· ·regular females. . 1 · · ;;,.......,...;ro; 
.· • . 
", . ~ - ·. 
,. o • ' , I ' : • '•' ' ' :: : ~ • ' •' ' ' ' ' • ,'I • : • ' ' • ' 
. . . · :~ · . The ANOVA . results . of . senior students: -indicated that·· 
'~·_II •', ' ' 4> ' ' I ' " 
' . .. . ~ . ' . . . . ' . t . 4> 
~· .. , . . ·_..... . ' . . .no .' signific'arit ·. differences were detected . among students . 
- >,;.:· . • .: ' :• . . ·: .:.··.".: :: . . :: t·_,: . ... . ·. :, .• ·. . ' .. ' . '• '· . . . : · . 
. · e~rc;»lled . in. t}'le, higl) schoo).. , teach~r pr~parat-ion programme 
+ , • • • : o ", o ' , ' ' .' I ' ' ' 0 ' : _ _ ,_, ,' •' 0 ' : • t ' 
. . : ac~oreing · .to.':seX'i. _yea.r ."otl, area of : specializat~n • 
. : . .... ··· ' . . . ' 
. ..... :·. ;Ho~eve_r / ·slgn'ifioant· int-~x:action.; . at the : ·~g :level, was 
. . ' 
.. 
·. f . . . 
. ~ ­
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~~ deteoted between year and the number of philosoEhY 








. ..- · . .. 
courses. This inte~action, however, produced.puzzling· 
trends. Fifth y_ear ~tudents with · two or more p}:lilos'ophy 
·- - - ., .. . ~ . . 
courses scored h~gher than .four~h year students with the 
1 
. .. 
·sa:me .. number of courses ":'herea~~ fourth .year students with 
.. , . - ' 
fewer than two philosophy -courses .obtained 'higher mean 
1 ' 1' • ,; 
1 -· I • 'll 
. scor~s. than· did ~fifth year students wi.th' fewer than two 
.. 
. ,· philosophy course~ •. in 'ad9-ition, _fifth ·year .·students ~itti 
two or ·~ore· phiiosophy cour_ses performed bett'E!r than ' tho~ 
• ', . ~ . ' . \ , · • I I 
with fe~e~ thanotwo philosophy courses. The opposite 
. . . 
. . 
trend was true for· fourth year students •• 
I . 
· · . When ~onip~risons were m~de' between .t~e total scores 
. ·-- . ~~ 
·.obtained by-first ye~r students and thos·e ·achieved by 
' . fourth and ·fi-fth year ~tuden~s, si.gni,ficant di~fe;rences 
were detected. This 1 finding is consi$_tent wi.th . a. ' 
'longitud~nd st,~dy by L~~a~ '(1963) ~h? ~nd: signifiCant 
.·· ·,changes J.n critJ.cal ·thinkJ.ng_ ability fro~ f~hman . to · 
.senior years,. ~n instrument. entitled T~·~ o~ ' Critic'al .. 
Thinkin~ ( Ame;r.ican Counci.l df Educatl~n 1953) ,was used by 
I ' ' • '. • ) 
Lehntan ·as the ,evalua-tion instrument. ._, 
· · Upqn further a~alys.is- ·of the co~~~r isons be'tw~~n· 
. . . 
. ' \ ~ 
junior -and· senior students in the p~es~nt study, · it .becaq\e 
-evident that. the significant . differ~nc~s exist only 
. . . 
" ,..a' .. bet~een· '·first year. student's a~d. th~se senior stude'nts 
' . . ' . 
,. · .. ·· ·specia-lizing "in English, soctai st.u4ies, or science. 
. "\ . 4 
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·: . _:· While t~e senior students, as a . group, scored hiqhe·r that) 
~:first ye~r students. on all parag~aphs .of··. the · :·~~nis-W~; 
. · . 
:-·, ... \ 
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test, the. difference· in scores was .on\r signi.ficant for 
four of the nine paragraphs·. Fifth yea~ ~tudents scor~d 
• 
significantly higher th'an fourth year students only on 
pal:"a'graph seven. 
An ·important_ :outcoltJe· of the pres~nt stu~ was a 
fa,irly" ·ex-tensive . eval~ation . of· the i.nstr~ent, t~e· Ennis:.. . J. 
' • ' • • • • • ' .. - ~. •...J' 
' .. 
. Weir : Critical• Thinking. Essay Test .. ·. Seve~al qU:estions were 
. . . . . .. ·. . ;)/ . 
' 
raised about -the use o~ · thi·s test .as- a valid measure ··9f . ~. 
. , . . • • , I I . 
: · ,critic~l. thin~ing·· abi'lity; ·. It · wa~ 1\0ted th~t pos_sible · .· 
• •' ' • l' I ' ' • • 
,.. . . . . ·\ , 
. · _prob~ems· with test . directions and '.a possible cti.l~ur~l.. bias · 
·c~ul~: · ihflu~~e the -v~lidit~ of the test·~ - · l?Jssible· · 
~ \ . ·. 
defi'c.iehcies in the scor;ng manual were also -address.ed . . 
. . 
·Anot~er limitation dealt with the. 'scaling . factor det~ct~d 
.• . 
betwee·n different readers. 
• .: I I • • ' 




samp.l'e .of 3 0 ·. ~ests and desP.i te very· high. dorre.lat;ions, .. an· ·, ' 
. .. '. : \, . . 
: . .; \ 
examination of the means of the samples revealed. a 10.3 
. . ' . . , ' ~ ~........._ 
\. ~ --~· ~ ' . . . . ... 
-point range amon·g readers. ~ a re~ult, art at.tempt ,- t _o ·· 
. . . . 
esta:bll.sh ~ctqat. levels' ·of cr1tical /thinking - ~biiH:y whs 
. . . -:- ~ ~ . 
I · ·f?:u.strcited. Whether .this . is a problem. wi~h· the te~t or 
• ~~. ' • I • .. I • .. • .. ~ • • 
with. th~ -~r-tic.ulat . combinati~n of ' raters in this stuoy .is 
• .. 4 • • .. • 
· nc)t · k.nown. ·. · . , · . · · 
. . . . . 1 • . 
I-f thf;!s~ · po~sible prabiem·s with the t~st . are ·verified 
. -- . . 
. in . other .stU:di~s :~est'. c~uld :be rectified. by making minor . 
· ,·' ' • I t , • • • ' • ' o ' ' t • : o .. t 
~ change~ i~ 'th~ · _t .est, t~~t. di~ectlon~.£- ~n,~ sco~ing- ~anual_. -.-
. \ ' . '\ ' . . 
. Even wi ch no change.g tbe t.es't can .s-till serve ~s· ·a 
· " vaiuable teaching · and te:ti~g·. ins·tl;ument;. · for re!$earcpers ., 
' . ' • • ' I " 
' • • ' ' ' I ' I o t I • ' ' ' • ft ' ~ ' 
, . ·' ~ - - ,·· , .. interested _i~ de1tec~g flaw~· in re~oninq an~ ranking ::!··· ~ .-. ;·t. _; 
-~·t 
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__ students' performance withfn a particular- group. The 







is the on1y instrwnent available, apa.rt from personal 
. . 
interview~, which ~ermits an .eva~uation of the thinking 
·process of part-icipants· rather ,t'han simply an evaluation 
. . . 
~f t~e produc_ts . of . th~ thi.~king P_r~cess ·• -· . This ..fact : ql/ne 
speaks highly of its. . value as a diagnostic' tool. · 
. : \ . . \ 
. ·- l 
J. '.'' ? 
. . 
' .
· D~s.cu~sions of Educat,J.onal Imp1lcations • 
•' 
. . 
Even when . the scaling faqtor discussed in. Chapter 
Fo·u~ and above is taken into consideration, the result$ of 
' . . 
• • . lo 
the present study are _less ·than encouraging. Even with 
the most generous rater the average score ·for the !"' 
reliability ~ample would be just over . .SO% of the total 
score possible. The ·study -appears to· reinforce what 
researchers· and educators have been !!:Jaying for some .time: · 
. " 
· students are tauiht wh'at to think ·rather than how to 
: J .- • 




to teach us to conform; to solve non-
problems-(those with the answers lte he 
, . " -~ . 
. » ' back of the book) ; to reward coming· ~P with ah· 
ide.a an~ not taking the aqtion . required_ :to 
-implement oux: ldea. It makes us trust wtitteh 
' ' . 
- rna ter ial SUCh as QOOkS t_OO much j ~ead$.' US to 
believe that ·others who' ar~ more· wise 'hav.e.· the · 
. .. 
.. .' ' . .. . 
.,. 
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real answers -and separates learning from doing . · . . 
.. 
• • • our edu'ca ti.onal· system leads us to believe /. ' . t.hat failure is wrong and of no value. (cit:ed 
in Walsh and Paul, 1986, p. 10) ... 
·Even if Olsen overstated th$ problem~ the . 
--
-"· 
. implications. are clear~ The primary .purpose · of schools ,- - · 
. . ' ' 
.wh.i;~ i.~ to\e~uc~:~-~ .Y~U~~ on: ~-o_w ·.-~o fun~t.ion -. t~. th~ __ best .. . 
. of- t~ei.;r : abili. ty -in a d,emo'ci~·~tic .so~y, will ·not be · .. , · o: 
·re.ali .zed~ I.t , is .~vlden~ . ~rqm the . p~es~nt ·study' that; l£ · 
·_fhe ~.rnti.s~~ei'~ te~.t- ~~~uit:~ ·ar.e ~~·'be takeri .. seriously the • 
• J. • • I 
·i.nstr.uctlonal ~ecl\!liques' -~~ed at the university le.vel as 
. ( . 
welL as the. -high. sch9_ql . level . do not prom?te the 
development of ~rl-tic~l : thi~k'ing skills to the extent ' that 
_m'any · people desire. ·· Al tllough ;results :indicate' that ~enior 
.. . . . . . 
. ' ~ • ' I I ' 
students:, in ~ _some .~re~s of . speci~li~at.ion.,. performed-~ :/ 
significantly . better th~n first Y.ea.r stud.ents; the mean/.: . 
scores '• i~d~~ate .. tha~ ~~os~ecti~~ ':-teache.rs··are not ~eh ( · 
' . . . . . . ' . 
qualified t~<"instr~~·t_, .ofhers · i~ ·:thi.~~r-~~. This finding::. 
. . ~ - . . - ----..:c_eo_ . . 
could have serious implic.ations for the educa.tional system 
~ • ' I ' • , 
/ __. 
in Newfoundland. ,-.. 
· I 
.r . 
If stue!'ents who are CC?mpleting ~igh s,chopl and 
t ' I ' 
~ntering university. ·do ~o~ have .·a h~gh lev~..:....ct, critical 
thinking abi11 ty ~rid· p~~spectiv~ . ~eac:hers who ar~ ·about · to 
" . . ' . . 
\ . . 
enter the teaching profession have 'not mastered the skil:bs \ ' .. . . . . . 
\ . . ' . . 
sufficiently .to in~truct• . oth~rfji, ·the, cycle becomes self-
.. ' ' , - 1 I • 0 ' 
\ . --·- ' . ~ petpetuating. In examining the .cr~tical tninking 
competence of beginning social _.stUdies teachers, :. gradua.b~s 
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!OJ , · · ~~ 
from other academic areas were also eva~uated and no 
significant differencesJased on total score, were 
. --detected among the grou • This suggests that although 
• 
the Aims of Publ19 Education for Newfoundland and 
. . 
Labra~or _!.Yhe ~a~t_er Guide for. Social Studies and various 
other curribulum guides constantly reiterate the 
importance of c'ritic;i thinking to the school . curricula, 
. ' 
in al.l likelihood, tl;.le ·skilis willl\Ot ·be taught: _. 
. -· 
syste~atic~~ly in t~~ c~assrqom. 







. .' ~ . ' 
; Educators- ·_must· become more cognizant of the 





and lack of evidence regardi~g actual · instruction. The l 
·public of Newfoundland, ·aslevident by the Warren ( 1~.78, 
. . .. . . . . 
\ . , . . .. 
1983) studies expect more--in the way of critical t _hinking 
. .. - . . . . 
. . . .. . 
instruction than .the stude~ts are presently ·rece~ving, In 
....___. . . .· , . . . 
Chapter One of · t-he· present study several f~ctors were l 
. . . . --~#· : . . 
acknowledged· as reasons why 'little cri~ical ·th n~ing 
instruction takes place within the .classroom. · Chief among 
. . ' . . 
. these was.--the 'fadf that· educators did not . hav . a clear ., . 
.. 




Today, hqwev~r, educator 
disciplines appear to-accept the definit1on f critical , 
thinking as. envi_s'ioned byt·Eimis. His compr - · .-------~ 
descriptio~ of. critical thinking c_an--serve a~. a 
foundation, l,.ea~ing the onus on· those who cont.rol the 
educational process ~o Q.etermine th~ pri :r:~·ty of .cri'tical 
.-· -· 
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\' ~"-If - . critical thinking skills are essential for 
effective cit.i.zen~h.i.p, as_ educ;tors fnd theorists ~av~ 
·postulated, the status quo can no longer be viewed as 
· ac~eptabl:e• However ,..._~s . Walsh. ailcLPaui · '(l98.6) ,indicate; 
. . 
the n~eded reform will occur o.nly if people are willing to 
.. 
take bol:-d, decisive a~d immedia~e action. Th~y, lik~ : . 
. . . ' . 
. . 
Bereiter ·(1984) and others, believe that ···if the exe~cise 
. . ' . 
'V of c.ritical thinking skills should fqrm ·an i.nteqral ··part:. 




~ . • t j 
· ... of· our~ daily ~ecisions, . ~hen qr i tlcal 1a'link.i.ng s?ould not 
' • ~ • • • • • • ,101. 
-be-ta~qht ~s· ·a s~par'a.te co4~se or ~n.ri.~hmeiit bu~ rather a ·s 
··an in~egral .'~.9mponent' o~ the · entire school c:urricuium. 
• J I I • ' ' : ' ' • o ' • • ,' • • • ' ' ., ' 
Walsh and .Paul have QUtl,ined what ' they consider to be 
. . . . __,... 
' , .. . 
faptors esseptial for effec.tive in~egration of critical 
thinking. 'into tne curriculum, thus moving criticai 
. / .. 
. th.inki~q ,from a:·fi'-' idE!ai i _nto a reality ( ~·e · Appendj,.x D). 
. . 
IJ ' ~ • }'lhile there c~n~inues to be· a debate. ·over ·how best to 
. . . 
teach critical thinking skills the re~ults of the present"' 
. \ , . 
< .. • ~ 
• o • Q ' • ' o I 
study may be an issue of concern for the University and · 
• "t"' • • • 
the Oepartment- ot Education . .. Simply being aware of t;he 
( . "... . ·: . ' . 
findings could provide afl. incentive for re-e·valuation of 
. . 
the curr·entl.instructional tecl').riiques. In fact, -it may -
requirJeif-evaluati~n o~ ~ar.t of ~ducators. Often., 
~ . I 
without · being aware, ·many teachers place too -~uch eiJlphasi~ 
on conten~ coverage, standardi~cL test pe""rformance and 
y,nque\tioning .. acceptance and . docility in .students {Wa.lsh 
- • • I ' ~ ~ 
. ' 
and Paul~98Erf. Beyer, 1984~lsen', 1984) • 
... 
,:},;:t-!"~<~;.:.;, . ·:"· 
.,. 
.. :· t . . 
-~· ·· 
·· :. ·: ·, 
·. · 
lOS' 
: . ··. ~~::, 
· .. ;' 
·.·.· ~; 
' . ~ ' 
. ,,, 
~ ' -: 
.,. ~.-
The hope is that .the r~sult·s obtained a418 the issues 
raised in this study will foc~s attention and stimulate 
. ~ 
. -debata, .among ed~cator!l--wliich could even~ually yield 
-
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TO . THE STUDENT 
The. development of critical thinking skills has long 
been acknowledged . ~s a primary .objective of education. 
Little resear'ch, however, hast been conduc;:ted to ·ascertain 
the level ..... of' critical thinking .abilities ·of students, 
especially those in university attendance. . 
. ... . . . 
"' i 
. 1\t• p:res'ent, I 'am a graduate student in the Department 
of Curriculum and Instruction,and .am doing my thesis in 
the area of critical thinking. Your co~operat~n in 
·completing the attached essay test would be grEiatl'l( 
appreciated.. Without your help, this study cannot be 
undertaken. Please endeavour to do your best. Thank you 






M. Ed. Student 
Department of curriculum .and Instruction 
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General Information Questionnaire for Jlln'ior Students __ 
' 
__ __..----:- . 
Please place your~espnse to each item in the space .~ provided at the tight. 
•-. .. 1 ·I 
1. Please indicate your sex.· 
( 1) Male 
(2) Female' 
2. Please inqicate your age. 
(.1) Less than' 21 years of· age 
(2) 21 years old or older 
3. 
1/ 
List the total number of university 
credi~s you will .have at the end of 
this semester. . 
. 4. Please -indicate the population of 
your home town. 
'( 1) 1000· or greater 
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General Information Questionnaire for Senior Students 
Please place. the t:tumber corresponding to your response to 
each item in the response block at the right . 
.,1 oQ 
. ' 1. Please . indicate your sex. 
' 
' ( 1) male · 
( 2) female 
2,.. ' -List the .total number of ,university 
yqu: will -have as of May, 1986· • • 
( 1.) less than.' 3-0 \ 
~ :: ) . . 30-40 
·- ( 3 ) 41:. 50 
(.4) 51-60 





3. If you have had any teaching experience, 
please specify l~ngth of such experience. 
4. 
( 1) · less .than one yea_r 
(2) 1-2 tears 
( 3') 3-4 years 
(4) 5-10 yealt-s· 
(5) more · than 10 years ........ ___ ____________ 
.... ------Have you taken a course ( s) in· Philosophy?· 
• 
.{ 1 > Yes 
· { 2} - No 
5. If answer to Question 4 is yes, please .¥ 
specify how many. · 
( 1 ) 








four to six 
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6. Have you taken a course specifically 
in criticat' thinking? 
(1) yes 
(2) no 
7. If answer to Question 6 is yes, please· 
specify how many. l _ 
.( 1) one · 
(2) two 
( 3) three 
(4) more than three 
.· ( ., , 
. . 
· 8. If you ar~ on, the :B·,l?E./B .• A./B.Sc. and/or , 
· . B.Ed, ( se~ondary) programme, specify _your \ 
: major and·minor ar,eas of · academiq 







. ................................. " . 
I . 
. )!ill "--9. _If -you are· on~he .B.A. (Ed.) (primary 
' .elementaryt programJ'(Ie) specify your 
academic area of study. 
. . . 
· ~~ 
and 
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.{1) Test Direct~ons for the Ennis-Weir 
critical Thinking~Essay. Test 
· ( 2) The Ennis-Weir C:i:i.tical Thinking 
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'l'BB BNNIS-WBIR CRITICAL Tlll:NKING BSslY TEST 
AN. INSTR~ . FOR ~G AND TEACHING 
:~ 
DIRECTIONS 
Read the letter to th~ editor of the Moorburg 
new~pape:. Consider- it par~~raph by ~agraph and as a 
total. argument •. Then write ~a letter to the.edi~or in 
li4 
. . . . .. ., 
re.sponse to . this .o_ne ~· ···· For e~ch. paragraJ?h in the.J lett~r ·. 
you ar~ :about t~read, _write a paragraph i~ reply telling 
whether you beli'eve · ~he thinking good or bad. · Also write 
. . ' ' 
a· closi'ng pa ~grap ·:.abo~t the total argument. Defend your 
j udgm.ents wi h ~; 
.. ' • r ' . • ' ·'• • . , 
Y. swer··,sl\ould: have nine numbered paragraphs. 
. . . . 
'Numbers. orte thr¢ugh eight should ,give your ·reactions to 
· · paragraph~ erie · thro~gh e-ight iri" · th~ letter. Your · · 
- . 
paragraph number nine should give yo~r overall evaluation 
. . . 
of the ietter~considered .as one total ~rgument. Each 
I . 
_paragraph, including the last, should conta1n your 
reason( s). · 
Spend about 10 ·minutes reading the letter and 
thinklng: about. it~. -t'Th~n write for not more than, ·.30 
: '11\inutes (about ·thr~e. minutes for ~~ch of' your silQ~ 





. Do n9t forget to give your rea_sons' in each ·paragraph .. 
Please · write clearly.· · ·. 
... . 
. ~pu are ., a l~~a·l ci t~zem, and this topic concerns 
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' Dear Editor:--...._.....· 
THE MOORBURG LEn'ER 
230 Sycamore Street 
MO$>rburg 
April 10 ,. 
OverniJrht parking on all streets in Moorburg should.be e~inated. To 
achieve this. goal. · parking sho~d be prohibited &om 2 a.m. to 6 a.m .. 
There ~e a number of 'reasons why ·any in~elligent citiZen should agree. 
l. For one thing. ·to park overnight is to have a garage in the streets . 
Now it is ill!~ for anyone to hav~ a garage in the city streets. Clearly, 
then. it sho be. against the law to park overnight in the streets.-
2. Three·· portant streets, Lincoln Avenue, Marquand Avenue, and 
. West ~in/Street are very narrow. With cars parked on the streets, 
there.r~ally isn't r~m for the heavy traffic: that p~ over .them in the· 
afternoon rush h~ur. When driving home in the afternoon after work. it 
takes me thirty-~e rilinutes to make a · trip that takes ten minutes' 
~wing the uncrowded time. If there were no cars parked on the side of 
these streets, they could handle considerably more traffic:. · · • 
. 3. Traffic on· some streets is also bad in the morning when factory · 
·w'orkers are on their way to. the 6 am. s~· If there were no cars parked 
gzi these streetS_ be~ween 2 a.m. anq 6 a.m., then there would be more 
roo~ for this traffic. · · • . · · · . . · 
4. Funhermore, there can be no douqt that. in .general, overnight \ · · 
parking on the streets is undesirable. It is "definitely bad and should be 
o . oppOsed. •.· . . . .. 
5. If .parking is prohibited from 2 a.m. to 6 a.m., then accidents 
between parked and moving vehicles will be nearly elimin~ted during 
this period. All intelligent citizens would regard the near elimination of 
accid~nts in any pen~od highly desirable. So, we should be i~ favor of 
. prohibiting parking fr 2 a.m. to 6 a.m . . · · · · 
· 6. Last. month, tlie hief of' Police, Burgess· Jones, ran an experiment 
which proves that parking should be proliibited from 2 a.m.Jo 6 a.m. an-
·one of .041' busiest streets, Marquand Avenue, he placed experimental 
- sighS for one day. The signs ~rohibited parking from 2 a.m. to 6 a.m. 
' During the four-~o.ur periOd,.ther~ was not one accident on Marquand. 
Evc;ryone knows, of course, that there have been over four hundred 
accidents on .Marquand during the past"yea,. . . -- ·-
. 7. The opponents of iny·s~estions have said that conditions are safe · 
enough. now. These people don't knOtW what "saf,~feally means~ Concll· 
. Uona· ,e not safe If. thtr1'1 even the 1Uptat ·poalble chi.D~ for aa 
acddeut. That's what "safe•• m~ans. So, conditions are.not safe the way 
· they are now. · · . · · · . " _ ·> · : 
. 8. Finally1 let ntc point out that the Director of the National Traffic Safety Cotindl. Kenneth 0. Taylor, has str.ongly· recommended that 
'overnight. street parking be prevented on busy streets \11 cities the size of 
· ·Moorburg. The National Association of PoUc:eChiefs }j~ made the same 
recomm~dation .. Both suggest that prohibiting parana from 2 a.m. to 
6 ·a:m. is .the best way to prevent overni~t parking. . 
I invite th()$e ·who.disagree~.as weU.as th~ who agree with me, to 
react to.my letter through the editor ()f this paper. Let's get this issue out 
in the OPen. :-.,· ::. .., .. . . r •-) 
- Sincerely, 1 
,,- . r 
Robert. R. Raywift ,, . · 
.. 
p 
·, - ~ 
.. · ;.. . .. , ·'·. :4 .. . ' . . ~ 



























. St\ldent's Name, ________ ...;..... ___ Total Sco~e ~ Craded By~ 
·.CRITERIA: AND SCORING SHEET FOR rilE ENNIS· WEill 
Ro~n H. Ennis and Eric .Weii- ~ 
....., Credit Given 
, 1 • (maximum is 3 pointi 
· "per line except 19} 
I. ' Rec:osnitkm.of misuse of anaJoty. and/or recogllition of lhih in' '.- . ~ . 
· meanlna. apd/or claim that incoi'T'eCt definitiOn }\as been ltipulated. : 
.. ') 
' 
ji , __ ·. . . . 
-
: \ ,. 2. Reca,nition of lrrel~anc:e. : 
' 
·, ' . . ' . '• '· / ;-~ . . 
3.' ~osnidOn .that Parqraph Three is 0~ (NeSJecting th~ busy-streets .•· -
limitation is not pe!}&lized here.)" • . . ' . . ' . . . . . 
4. RecOJnhion of drrularity, and/or recosnition that no· reason is offered.; i .. . . 




. . ' . 
. . 
·.·.· 
. ··~ : 
(Subtract one point from credit for interpreting "undesirable" as "not 
desiffil") . . . ' . 1' ... • ' . . 
. .. 
5. Rec:oplition that there may be Qther ways· of pre\'enting accidents. ~ -· 
and/ or recognition that other things might be more desirable. and/ or 
• , . 
~ 
recopition that there probably isn't"'lluch traffic at that tiin'e, and/or -. t •. 
reeopition ~t other types of ~dents are unaffected. and/ or r . . 
recoptltion that no evidence· has been given th~t such accidents occur. · ·-
. (Other poaibiUries) ·,.. · · · · · . ' ,. 
.6. RecosnftJ9n of llclt•of controls, ;&nd/ or inadequate sampling.· and/ or 
"only one\ case," and/or "post hoc f.uacy," (Other possible explanatiofJ}. 
7. Rec:osrudon of 'ifnning araument by definition, and/or m:oplition 
·• 
that a w9l'd has ·been made ~less for empirical assenion, and/ or 
claim that an incorrect definitiOn bas been asserted. · 
8. Rec:ocnltion that Parqraph Efsht is QK. (Neglecting the busy-streets 




9. One po!nt for just conde~ninj the overall ariumeiu: another point for .. 
reviewinl or summarizinl the responses to the _other parqiaphs in . 
-50me reasonable ~ay; two points for rec()ll\iziri1 (anywhere) the error 
-·-of conc!ludins about aU streets on the buis of reasons that relate only 
·to busy strHta."" .and one point· f~ notin8'tanyw~ere) that Raywift has 
· .. attempted to push people around with ~ emOtive languqe. Total ·. 
pouible: 5 points. " . . - . 
A score of ;.t, 0. I, 2, or.l will be pen for each of the first eight numbered paragraphs:8 
-I-jud~ incomctly <load or bad)C 
-I shows 'bad Judament In Justifyinl • · \ 
0 makes no respanseD . , . 
+I judpa -~ (load -or bad), but d~ not jusUfyC 
+2 JUitlfia semi·adequately . -..... 
. t 3 Justifies adequately 
For P.r.,npb Nine, the ranae il-l to +5. 
ADo not penalize for failure to note busy.strcets Umi~tion in Paragraphs Three or Eight. If It is not · 
noted atleast10mcwhere, do not atve th~ allotted 2 points in Parqraph Nlne:U the limitation Is rioted · 
in Parqrapha Three or m,ht. credit ahould .be p-anted at ~ph N"ane. 
8'J'hese criteria are autdeUnea.. The ,rader should use ju~pnentln awardJnr pOints, subtracting for 
unspecified errors and addl.ng for unspeci.fi~ insig~ts. .' · · . . · 
. CSometlmn. somethinsjudaed one way here will be judae4 another w:atby the test taker, arid so well · 
defended that a positive score (som~tlmes even • 3) is wamnted. The grader must use judgment. For 
ellample, a aOod arsum~. could be mounted against Para,raph Eight. . · · · · ' 
0 1£ the ~amlnee makes a res~nse. but the AI'IUment of ~he parasraph is not judscd either good or bad 
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GOALS 'FOR A :,CRITICAL-THI~KING/REASONING CURRICULUM 
.... 
. Robert H. Ennis 
Il.;linois Cri.tical . Thinking Project 
· Uni·versi.ty of Illinois, 1]. c . . 
· ' · · 1310 south Sixth ·Street 
Champaign, Il 61820 
,. 
. /
WORKING DEFINITION-: · crit:ical thinking ~s. r~asonal:::!l~· 
refl.ective thinking that is ·focused 
on deciding what to 'beli~v~ or do • ·. .. 
' : ' I • ' 
Critical thinking ,so defined involvEf:s both·. 'dispos·itions 
and abilities: · 
A.. DISPOSITIONS: 
.. 
' ' 1. 
2 • 
Seek a clear .statement of ~he thesi~? or question 
. . ' 
See~ reasons 
·' 3. . Tt:Y to be -well-informe~ 
' 4 
4. Use credible sources and mention . them 
,, . 
. . I 
- . ....- / . . ., ~ . 
5. •Take into accoul)t the total s1tuatJ.on 
~ • . . Try to re~alp ~~l.evant -~o· the ma_in point · 
7. ·Keep in mind the original and/ or basic concern 
. . . 
8 •. Look for ·altern·atives 
· 9 . Be operuninded 
' ' 
a. Consider seriously ather pofnts of 1 view than 
one 1 s own ("dialogical thinking") 
b. Reason from pre~nises with wh~ch one dis.agrees--
without. letting .the disagreement interfere with 
one 1 s rea$o;ninq · ('" supp6si ti.ona~ ~thinking" ) · · 
' ' ' 
c. Withhold judgment .when· the e~idence ·and reasOnf 
are insu.ff'icien~ ·. 
' j 
10. 'rake a posidon· (and change .. a position) when the 
:elii dence ·.and re·a s ons are su.ffic_ient to . do · so-
. ' 
.. : ' ... ' 
Seek. ·as im.~~-~. :pre'cision as tl'le subject permits .11·. 
I 
,, 
I • • 
\ ' ~~· ~ ... - .:· ' c • ' • ' • t 
-., -;;, ;·.~~; :·~~h}· . ;~': .. ::<·.:i:.:;.r,· . '~ ~ .. '·.; :/ ,, . J . : ~' . ;., ·_r._. 
,,, . 
' I , •! 
, f I 1 , '~" , • , '; ~ , ~ ' I ~ ' ' ' 
• , :0 ' . ,. ,. . ~ . " ' 
I' 
, . 
·. :: ;,:. .. ·· 
.. , ! • 
;!_. · .. ... . .. -. 
~ · 
j , , 
',..," 
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' rieal in an oraer ly manner with the ,0 parts of a 
complex whol'e · 
' ) 
Be sensitive to the feelings, level -of knowledge, 
· and degr.ee of sophistication of others 
I • • 
·B. ABl:LITIES: · ( Classif:i:ed under· these categories: 
· . Elemen~ary Clarificati~on, Basfc · Support, Inference., 





1. Fo~::using ·on a ·question 
a. Identifying or 'tortnulating a question 
b. Identifying or formutating criteria for judging ~ 
· pos·~ible answers 
\. 
c. Keeping the situation~ in mind 
2. A'nalyzing Arguments 
- a. ~dentifying conclusipns 
b. Identifying stated reasons 
' . 
c. Identifying unstated reasons 
d. S~eing .similarities··and d'lSEferences · 
---
e. Identifying and handling irrelevance 
f. see in/ the .· ~tructure. of an ar_gument 
~ ' 
g. Summarizing 
3. Asking and. answering q'!-lest'i.ons of clarification· · 
·.and/ or challenge,_ for ·example : 
a .• Why? 
b. wh~t is you_r _main point? · 
'. c. What do ,YOU mean ·by -"-'-·-------"? 













':-4 ~;·\ .· ~ . • 
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r; 
e. What WOJ.lld . not be an example (though close to 
.. ·. being one)? 
f r How does that apply to this case (describe 
case, which might well appear to be a 
counterexample)·]' 
.g. What d±fference doe~ it make? 
-·h. What · are the facts? 
( 
i. Is this ·what ·-;{oU ~re saying; _______________ ? 
j. Would you say Some more about that? 
,, 
. ' 
a ·asic Support ,l 
4. · Judging the crec~Hbility : of a source; criteria: 
5. 
I , •, ,I"; 
'N 
a. Expertise 
b. Lack of con£ lict of in~erest 
c. Agreement amc;mg sources 
d. Reputation 
e. Use of established procedures 
· f. Known risk to reputation 
g. Ability to give reasons 
.............. 
~-
h. Careful habits ~,q 
' 
... 
Observing and judging. observation reports; 
criteria: 
~ 
a. ·Minimal ini:·erring ·involved 
~ .. 






c. Report by observer, rather ·than someone else 
(i.e., not hearsay) 
.d. Records are generally desirable. If report is 
based on a r~cord, it is generally best that: 
1) The record was 'close in time to the · · 
obsertfa tion . 
.. .. 
I 


















'• . ' ' :~ :· : .. :·. ·~~ · ~ ,: ~ , 
... 
. ... 
2) The record was made by the observer 
3 ) The record was made by the reporter 
. --· '· , 
131 
4) ,\The statement was believed by the reporter 1 
either because of a prior belief in its-
correctness or because of a belief that the 
-observer was habitually correct 
e. Corroboratio~ 
f. - ~oss.ibility of -c.orroboration -
' -q. Condi tio~s of · good access 
h.· . Competent· employment .of technology 1 if 
technology is useful 
i. Satisfaction by -observer . (and __,.reporter , if a , 
different person) of credibility criteria ( 14 
·above) 
Inference 
6. Deducing, .and~dqing deductions 
a. Class logic - ·Euler circles 
b. Conditional log.i,_c 
I 
c.· Interpretation .of statements 
1) Double negation 
2) Necessa·ry and suffic-ient _ conditions 
3) other logical ~~ords: ·- "only" 1 "if and only 
iT" "or" '"some" "unless" "not" - ;'not I I I I , I . 
both" 1 etc. 
7. Inducinq, ~judging inductions 
a. Genera:l.iziilg : 
1) Typicality· of data: 
2 ) · sampling , 
3) Tables and graphs 
limitation of cov.e.rage 
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b. Inferring explanat'o~y conclusions and 
hypotheses 
Ll Types of explfnatory conclusions and 
hypotheses 
a) Causal ·claims 
b) -._, . . Claims · about the bel1efs and atti.tudes · 
of people 
c) Interpretations of authors' intended.--
.. meanings ~ 
" .1 
d) .Histo.rical c'laims that certain things \ 
happened· . . 
.. ~ 
e) Reported def ini'tl~ns ··. . t 
f) Cl~ims- tCa't. someth-ing is an unstated· . 
reason ~~tated conclus:ion , · 
'•, 2) Investigating 
"---~ 
.3) 
a) • Designing experiments, including 
planni_ng 'to cc;>ntrol variables 
b) ~Seeking evidence and counterevidence 
· c} Seekirrg other po~sible explanations· ·. · 
.c.riteria: Given · reasonable assumpt;i~ns, 
• • ,· • l • 
. a) The proposed c;;onclusion wouJi explain 
. the evidence·· (essential) 
. . . . . 
b) . The proposed conclusiOI\ is consistent 
. with known -'facts (essential) · · 
,1· l . ; . -
c) ·· Competitive al.ternative con9lusions are 
··./.~ · i.nconsi.sten.t: with known .fad~s · 
,_, (essential)' · : 
I • I • ~lo. 
d) Tne proposed conclusion. seems plausibl.e· . 
·· :.( desirab~e) • · 
Making and judging valu~ judgments 
.;: 
. 
• Background facts a. 
' b. consequences 0 
., . 
- - · 
I 
. ' 
""~ : ' , , o ' ' : 0 -~ I I I ' ' ' ~ - .t··~ , ' ·_ ~ .. , .. " .. ( 
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c. Prima facie 'application of ~cceptable 
principles 6 
d. Considering alt_ernatives 
e. Balancing, weighing, and deciding 
Advanced Cl:arification 
t.l 
9. Defining terms, and judging def'initions; ·three 
' 
dimens i:ons: ~ 
a. Form 
.. 
1) Syndnym. · 
2) Classification 
3) Range • 
4) Equivalent expression 
5 ) Opera tiona~ 
I , ' 
6) Example - nonexample 
""" 
' 




.a) Repor~ a meaning ( "repot:ted" 
def-inition) 
b) Stipulate a meaning_ ( "stipula~i ve" 
-- ·-definition)' · 
o' 
c). ·Express a position on an issue v 
("positional",. including "programmatic" 
and.·":persuasive" definition) 
2 f" Identifying and hand~ing · equivocati.on 
a.'} Attention to the cC?ntext;. : . 
b) Possible types of response:' · 
i) "The definition· is' just wrong" 
1 ( t~e simple._st · response) 
.. > 
ii) · Reduction. to absurd! ty: 
·"Accord-ing to . that defi..nition, _ 
t·here is an o.~tlan<;Hsh . . result"· 
I ' 
























l ~ ' 











considering alternative inter..: 
pretations: "On this 
interpretation, there is this 
problem; on that interpretation, 
there is that problem 
Establishing · that there are two 
meaning~ of . key term, and a 
shift in meaning from one· to' the 
other. 
" ,. 
Identifying assumptions .· 
a. Unstated reasons .. 
b. Needed assumptions: ·,argument reconstruction 
Strategy anci Tactics 
11. Deciding on an Action 
a. n·efine the problem 
b. Select cdteria to fudge poss~ble sol1.1tions 
c. ·Formulate al. terna ti ve sol. utions 
c--
. . 
d. Tentatively ·decide what to do 
e. Review, taki.rig into acqount the total 
situation, and decide 
' 0 . • 
f. Monitor· the j,mplementation 
12. Interacting with Others 
,.· 
' .· 





~ . ' 
2) App~al to aut}?.ority 
· 3) Bandwa·gon 
4) Gl.ittering term 
5 ). , Namecal.l.ing · 
.1',¥•' • .' :: .. {(.· ,.·;. :',_·~ · ... !~~~.\~;·: . -;-\~ i.·, · ,·>: :,·, j' · , · · ~ ··> ·.": .' ~ .. _t .. ,.·., ~. 
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6) Slippery slope 
7) Post hoc 
8) Non sequitur 
. 
' 9) Ad hominem 
.. 
1j)) Affirming the consequent 
' \ 
11) , Denying the antecedent 
" ' 
<~ 
1'2) Conversion # 
':1..3) Begging '·the question 
14) Either-or ill· 
' ~ 
. 15) Vagueness 
"' 
16) Equivocation 
17) ~ Straw person 
-. 
18) Appeal to tradition 
19) Argument from analogy A 
. -~ - 1 . 









b • Logical ~trategi.es 
c. Rhetorical ~trategies 
d. Presenting a position,. oral or written 
· (argumentation) . ; 
~ 
1) .:Aiming at a par~·icular audience and keeping 
""it ~n mind 
2) Organizing · ( common type : , main paint , 
clarif .tcation,· reasons, alter·natives, 
attempt' to. rebut prospective challenges , 
·• summary .. -including repeat ·of main p_gint) 
' 
.. 
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~PENDZX 
·-
~ssentials for Effective Integration of Critica~ Thinking 
,, 
I. The ·role of the teacher 
Ii. 
• a vision of teacher as _professional 
• val uinq-·the teacher as critical thinker 
e i~~reasing .Pro.~e~sionai .autonomy r . 
• II' 
• increasing professional involvement a~d decis.ion-
. makin9 in . policy' · ':' ~,_. · 
• revis'lng , ~ur . conception of _acccun~a~ilitY. 
• irivol vement ih development of standards ·of 




education of the teacher 
PreserV-ice 
• infusion of · critical thinking throughout the 
- ·curriculum · · 
· . 
• instructors who model crrtical thj.nking pra.ctice 
. . 
• intensive . field e~periemce-invo~ving observation 
. of master· te~chers. and 'supervised ·prac.tice 
B. Inservice 
• training designed and based on the needs of 
teachers 
I /~ 
• teachers involved in the ·development and QlanQ,!P.9 
of inservice 
• access to coursework in the app~ica,i!K)'Qjll!'l 
critical thinking_ in the .discipl.ines . 
• quality long tel2'm staff develqpment whi.c 
capitalizes on r teacher expertise and extends 
existing skills 
........ 
• regular time A:-o meet with colleagues to observe. 
· and learn from each other ' s success~s and f.ailures 
• access to critical thinking materials (books, 
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III. The structure of the organizatio 
A. Callllitment ~ I 
• a commitment to an environment! coriduci ve to 
fosterinq 'critical thinking I 
• ·a realization of the magnitude o£ the conuni tment 
involved · 
gh e*pectations for improvin · and enhancing the 
liking skills ·-of a~l student 
· • . ~ ~a:rige . ~is-ion of. movi~g : oward cr ~tic a~ 
th1.nkvng .. . - . . ; . 
. •· a valuing of the . teachers a~d . s ~en~s ~~ cr 1 tl~a1 
thinkers _. . 
B. Adequate time for· critical· thi ng :instruction 
. 
. - \ 
· ·} 
• teacher time for preparation and \ plann.i.ng 
. . 
I 
• teacher time to consult with col1·eague~ 
• time to train staff 
. • adequate time to eva~uate effecti. v,e'nes•s 
I • 
c. .Ac1equate funding f!!4:, critical thipking 
i.~tiatives . , ..... - \ 
• · funds tq thoroughly train •staff ( ldmg term with 
follow-up) 1 
• fun~sfo/teacher_ rel.ea~e · time l 
• f~nds for staff to attend conferendes 
--
• funds for it'lstructional ma teric,.ls -
- . . 
e funds for after~school corrunittee 
D. Clas~ size :consideration& · 
• teacher. time to effectively encou age and develop 
thinking demands small class sizes ·· 
., 
. ,. ' 
• time to ·1earn how each child thinks demands 
opportunities for teachers' to work with sma11 
~OUpS and _to prov~de indiyidual assistaQCe 
(-teacher aides could _: prov,:iqe th'.i,.s time) . ..., 
. -
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• l ' •• • • • • • ' '. .. , . 
, 
_..., , E. Increased and imProved standards 
r ' Q 
• consideration of critical. thinkin~ instruction 
·C\nalysis of existing- standards · · .. 
in 
.. 
• an emphasis on critical thinking goals translated 
- ( i.nto revised standards ' · ~ I 
_, 
'• l 
f • a~ examination of current -~fec.tiv~ness in developing student thinking- ~ 
F. Test revision f . r 
• an ·.analy~.is of critical thinking skill,s in 
( 
, . 
e~ist.ing testing programs ,r 
-:-· • a · ~e.v.is±on, where necessary, of test emphasi'sl to 
-- incorporate critical thinking { 11 -· 
----
• provisions for. teacher to use essay tests in ·· 
critical thinking assessment (time, aides)~ 




- .. ~ 
. ~ 
. . ~ ~· . -· 
• involvement of teachers in the devel.opment of ~ - - · · 
·assessment measures 
'-
G. Texts and instructional.-materials 
- -
..., 
• t!!acher involvement in text evaluation and 
selection ....._, 
• education of puQ,!ishers on -need ~o incor-poJ::ate 
critical thinking into their materials 
' . 
• texts coordinated and matched with appropriate 
tests 
• selection conuni ttees that choose rna terials on the 
basi~ of· thinki~g demanded of student~ 
B. Critical thinJ4ng conmitte~~ 
• appropriate support and funding for ongoing 
fC9mmittee ,work 
I·· 
·--- ' j.J ' 
.. • 
• adequate time for teachers to .meet and consu~t ·'-
with each other <' 
\ 
•. consideration and implementation of conuni ttee 
~ recommendations .;; 
... 
.·.,; 
. ~ ,;, 
: :;>: 
. , .. ·,·· .. _.·.. :.:~~ 
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... . .  
' ··I··. ~ty involv~nt 
• education of relevant groups on the goals and 
purposes of.enhan~ing· stu~ent think~ng 
·.· 
140 
it·assista"nee for parents .to foster:cognit~ve growth 
' and critical thinking i~home~school partnerships 
1 , , · , o , • , • • l • 
: · ! 
, t t'. 
• ~iaiso~s wi~h'business ·and community•groups to 
· develop opportunities f.~r re'ai life appli'cation> of . ··· 
crit.ical th_in~ing · s)S.lll's .. · 
0 . 
• 
. . ... ' . 
J •. Research considerations · 
• 'the de.veloprrient o·f future re<>search progr~s and 
C).ptivities io .. sup'port . critical .thinking ; · 
instruction · --. · _ . - - / . 
. .• .. , .. e. ~ . . . 
• funding to further research,and research-based 
training · ' · · 
I ' 
. . .. 
• partnersh~ps · between schools and universities with 
t~acher~ · ~rivolved as action re$earehers ' 
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COMMENTS ON ~- ARGUMENT OF THE· LB'l"i"JH( . AND 
- SUGGESTIONS. POR SCORING 
. ; . 
In the following discussion of the argumen~. of the 
--~--l~tter ··and· its scori~g, th~ grader sl).ould interpret · ..._ 
. ~~· 
·. ': " . ' 
. : ·. .. 
't ·II ,• 
! . 
I ,.. ~· .. 
. ' 
• 'i • .• 
·- . 
•', ; · ... 
·. ,. . ·. ~ ... ~ 
. ' 
• " 
f ' I • 
'; ; ', 
'. 
. . . . j ~ . . 
instructions for ass-igning and removing points as gt\ides 
. . . ' .·· · .. · ·• \- . . . . 
, to be. ,tempered by the grader• s · judgment. 
·PARAGRAPH ONE . 
. . 
J 
-The. argument bf this p~_ragraph . is .. a \tl~ak one. ,_,~he . 
. analogy between, parking overnight on. the streets and 
. 
having. a gacage ln the streets is not· very plausibie. A · 
, ' 
related way of .putting this :criticism w.ould .be to say that 
' ' 
an· u·ncronvel)tional or incorrect meaning has been offered 
for the wo:rd 'Jgar.a~e~'. . .Pointing out · s~c:t?ic differences 
between parking in .the , streets and having · a garage is a 
·' 
stronger criti~ism than merely . cl~iming an -inappropriate· -
.. 
analo9.Y ~r ~efinition: but all ar~ worth thre~ points. 
A· more sophi~tict!ted ' criticism is that ·there i's- an 
equivocation or.- shift in mean.ing· i 'n the use of "garage" in 
the argument• . In the first' sentence,· it means simply "a 
place to -·park't, But in the law referred to, it most 
likely means (we may assume) a structure.· ' Polnting out · 
that the conclusion -depends on' this equivocation 9r shift 
. . 
in meani~g - is a sophisticated criticism, also worth thre~ · 
() 
points. . . 
in'~he light of these faults, t\le l etter writer•s · 
. ' . . , . . . , . 
-failure to ·say w~ereJ?E!ople .would park tlleir cars at · ni 'ght .. 
' ' I • 
.,. 
' ·,·. :. 
. · .. . 
-·-.... ' : t 
.. 
. > ., -:· ... ~ . 
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if they di)' not park them in the streets is a 
comparatively unimpor~ant defect OF the argument of 
Paragraph one. 
It is conce.ivable / though unlikely, that a 
143 
respondent 'might argue ef·fecti vely· that there are 
·important or relevant similarities between pa:r:king in the · .. 
• I 
· .. streets ahd·: having a: ga~age in the. streets (for examp.le ;· 
; -· . ( 
occup¥ing· land.). · Beca~se : the ways in ~hich they are 
\ . 
· · simil,ar are, presumably, not· ... against the law~ only. p.artial · 
credit (u~ . to two points) sho~ld be given to ~om~one ) 
.defending this. aspect of the paragraph's ar.gument. · : 
' I 
PARAGRAPH . TWO 
The defect of this paragr4ph is obvious; 
prohibiting parking ~n the streets at nig~~ will not 
. . . ' 




respondents should do more than just say that an argument 
. 
is defeptiv~ --they should · identify· the speci~ic defect: 
. . .' ~ . . ·, 
Most resl\O.nde.~ts. ~ill. ,~eserve full . ·c~edi t for their 
. 9> 
responses to this paragraph, •sinqe the error is fairly · . 
. . .., 
. . . 
obvious. Finer· distin.ctions· can be m~de by t:aking. of~ 
'Credt't for bad: · .j:udgmen~ or. fa~ iptr~~cing ir~e~~nt,.· 
.. ' • 
material into . a ·response that es·sentially contains a 
: ~. 
• ·correct. eva~uation of the argument. For exampl~, a 
l 
~ . i . ·:. : . 
respondent might -accuse the writer· of ··.being bia~ed · si'nce 
~ • • 0 • • • • 
he• obv!ou.sly' wa~ts to get home in 10 minutes. rather than 
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no·t necessarily bias one's argument; only if the wants 
,j 
interfered with. the reasoning would his argument be 
bi~sed. So, not only is the .charge of bias in the 
argument relatively unimportant, in ~his case it seems to 
J:>e mistaken. 
Respondents. may be misled b~ the obviousness and 
. (sim~licity .of the defect .of ' this paragraph. They may be 
. , . I . 
motivated· to attribute defects that it does ,not have. If 
. . 
they show bad 'judgment in this, this fact .· should not· be 
·,___ . - · . - -· -· 
· ·· ov~rl~oked·. Take Qff credit. Criticism should point out 
, I 
the real or important defects of an argument; it should 
not strain to find . unimportant problems or 'to create 
.. problems that are not actually in the argument. 
PARAGRAPH TBREB 
' ' The argument of tbis paragraph i~ . strong --for the 
·. streets m~ned~ People .on their way ·to work the 6 a.m. 
shift w~uld.be on .the . streets during hours Raywift 
-. ' I • 
cars parked on the , streets~e flow of traffic will ~e 
.. eased~owever, the ar~ent does ~~t fully support . the 
specific proposal being argued for, ·Which ~s to ban 
parking on all city stree~s from 2 al': ·to· 6 a.m • . The 
_,. 
problem of crowded streets could: be remedied by 
prohibiting parking on just those streets that are crowded· 
.with factory workers trying . to make the 6 a.m. sl)if1t. . , . If!. 
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I 
take off points. Do so for the summary paragraph if the 
' limitation is not "11\entioned anywhere. 
An example of bad judgment in critic~zing this 
' paragraph is the accusatiqn that "some" or "bad" are vague 
terms. They 'tire undoubtedly . vague ~~, but (provided . . · 
the limitation ;of the argument ·tO "some streets" is noted) ~ 
' 
t 
their vagueness does not seef1.1 to lnterfere with the · · 
- . . 
I • ~ ' I ' 1 
strength of the ar9timent. ·'' Unles~ an advantage' of mak.ing '· 
.• . 
them more prec~~e i~ shown, such . ~riticisms should count · 
. ' 
as bad judgment, and one point should be removed. ·. · · 
PARAGRAPH FOUR 
~ 
As an argument for the proposition advanced by the 
writer, this paragraph accomplishes .nothing. It ·cites as 
a reason for being opposed to overnight parking the 
(alleged) fact that overnignt parking 'is undesirable. 
, 
\ Holdi~g · so~~ing to be undesirab~e is n~t .e:K4C~:ly ~he . 
same thing .as being opposed to it, but it is very nearly 
I ' • 
so; barring ~ndications to the contrary, it can 'be a~sumed 
that anyone who finds a thing : ~nde~irable 'is ~pposed· to it 
and. vice versa. In othe.r words, in thi·s paragr~ph \he 
' I I ' 
writer has merely offe:t:ed the proposition he , is arguing 
. ---
( for "as a · ~eason fo~ itself.. The . argum!!nt:- is circular. 
Anoth~li way of. de~cr~bing .,the defec~ of the argument· 
of Parag7aph Four is to ·s~y that it offers no additional 
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Few respondents are likely to fail to notice the 
. . . n 
defects of the argum~n~ of th~aragraph • . ~ey may, 
however., ·be tempted· to attribute defects to it that it 
• • • 
does-not have. In particular, it rna~ be asserted that the 
writ~r has simply stated his .own personal ·opinion· or 
preference: --~~There j.~ noth~ng ~r~ng w~ th -stating .. on~' ~ .J. L 
. per.sonal .opinion~r. p;efer~nces. ~an argument .. It . . 11fto 
be expected. J . . · · · : · . · · 
' • • \· I 
. -
has not sho~ that overnight parking is· not ·desired by the 
residents of Moor burg. There is a difference between . ' 
: . I . . . . 
clalming that something is unde-Sirable and . cl'aimi·ng that · 
it is not desired·. RayW'ift has not, on the 'face of it, 
\ . 
made any' claim about what is not desired by the residents; ~ 
' .-
he has -made. a claim about what. i .s n~t desirable. 
Respondents should be pen-!lized orie po.int· for accusing 
I 
RayWift of a f~ult in arguin~· he did not commit. 
J • 
PARAGRAPH FIVE · 
The argument of this _paragraph is not very strong~ 
though ·. it is· the most complex of -_any in . the iette·r. There. 
. ' .. 
are several points ·on w~ich the argument can be : I' 







, . ' 
cri~icized, a~d . diffe~ent . Jlspon~en~s will. ~ith~ 
\. ' • • ' • ' • • I • 
\ ' 
.. ' 
r· ~\ or ~ive higher pr~~rity to · diffe~ent defects • 
· ~esult, graders might Vary in -their assessments ·Of 
" . . . ' '. 
·"\ responses ·.to. this paragraph. ; Thi~ p~~b]em can be 
\ . ' ' ' ' I 
alleviated somewhat if gr-aders are aware of, and give \ . . 
-- . 
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;. ' 
appropriate consideration•to, any challenged defect of the. 
argume~~ 
T~eie ar& three general ~ypes of defect in the ~ 
argumenJ. The first derives. from t~e fact that the type 
~ . 
of accidents· ·.that would be- eliminated lf the 
recommendation were adopted is ~ very special an~ ~ 
restricted type--accidents between vehicles parked on , e 
• ' I ' • • 
stree~s oyernight (or ~ore _ narrowly, · between the hours· of 
.,. . . . . . : 
~.a.m. · and 6 a.m.) and ~ovin9 vehicles. Put another way, 
' . 
there· are 6_ther ~ .more signif4:ant types of accidents •. For 
. example, there are acci9ents between 'moving 
.between mo;,ing Vehicles . ,:~ V~~les parked 
at other hours. . · - ~ 
vehi~les· ~ · and· 
on ~he stree·ts 
·Another way of putting this defect i~ that'the 
number of mo.ving vehicles on the s~reets during the h6urs _ 
when parking is to be prohibited is ·not likely ~o be very_ 
\ . . ' 
- . great. The~efore, -the number of_: accidents eliminated, 
even of this special,~ restricted· type,_ is not liltel{· to be 
very great.- A criticism closely related to this orie i-s 
. .  
that no ~vidence is qiven in P~ragraph Five ('or.· anYwhere 
else in the · ietter') that accidents of·. the kind that would 
be eliminated a~tually.do occur. (or that t~ey occu~ in 
. ' 
signi~icant ·numbers) .• 
Nothing tl!is first type of . defect is ~/u~-~~edit . 
criticisnh ·- ·'- --
•• • • 
· A second type of defect has to do .with ·the. 
specifically evaluative aspects of the ar~ent. 'It is 
"\. 
: I . 
'. 
_ , , . 
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qui~e possible, for example, that other things might be 
judged more important than eliminating accid~nts of the 
type referred ~o in the argument. The inconvenience and 
economic costs to residents an4 others resulting from 
.. 
~ being unab~~ leave ~h~ir cars on the street overnight 
is a consideration that. is neglected by the argument. 
Similarly,_ ·m~-ny pe~s~ might -~udge the _cla~s of_ accidents 
that would be eliminated if tHe recommendation were . 
. adopted to b~ relativeli unimportant compare~:r-to ·those 
that would remain unaffecte-d. 
Finally, there is a defect that arises from the form 
of the argument. c;h~re ~re several ways in which this 
- type of defect mig_ht be described. , In o_rdinary, non-
technical language, the defect is that the argument 
describes only one possible way of eliminating accidents 
of the type it claims would be eliminated. Since there 
may be other ways of eliminating such accidents, it is not 
\ 
. 
incumbent even on those who agree that 'it is important to 
eliminate them to support adoption of this specific 
remedy. In logical terms, the letter writer has shown the 
recommendation to be a probable sufficient condition for 
--eliminating one kind. of accident, but not a necessary 
condition.· Another way of putting this is to say that 
·- (ro~ghly speaking) the argument comm~ts the fallacy of 
affirming the consequent: from the fact that accidents 
...... -. ' 
· wil.l be prevented ,tf parking is eli~inated, and the 
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nece~sarily follow that parking should be prohibited; 
there may be other ways of eliminating accidents. 
Noticing this defect, however it is described, indicates 
greater sophistication than noticing the other type.s of 
defect. 
·Each of tht\~e· three types of defect· "is an "other-
possibilities" defect. '!:hat is, in each case there is 
•' • I 
. : \· · .. :-: :~···~ 
another reasona~le· pos.sibi.lity. so .Paragr~ph· Five ~-i~·: ·a~: 
other-possibility. pa~agraph •. 
. . . . . 
Although the ar9'iment•of this paragraJ?h ~s ·p.rop~rly 
regarded as not yery s~ron~, it is possible f~r · a . r~sponse 
' 
that judges the argument. to -be ·good to deserve furl 
cr~d!.t-•.. _.This will · generally be when· the respondent 
' ' . j'' I 
qualifies the judgment that the argument is good by taking 
\ 
' note of any of-the features we have, just identified as 
defects. For example, ·a respondent might say, ,· "The 
argument gives a -rea$on fa~ prohibiting parking, but 
probably few ·-accidents would actually be prevented, and. i~ 
is~t shown that we shpuld necessa~i~Y ~e in favor of. the .·. 
proposal.~ It is impo~tant to ·pre~e the possibllity of 
judging the. argument to b~ good because·many good ' 
arg~ents will have the s~e str~cture as this weak one. 
For example, if-there was general agreement that some 
outcome .should be· avoided, and if other. ways of avoiding 
it were ·either unavailable or undesirable, then . an 
argument of this .form would provide a reason for 
' # • • 
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supporting .or .adopting the means referred to in the ~ 
. ·. antecedent of the argument • 
.. 
PARAGRAPH SIX 
... . .. 
·Paragraph Six cin .be regarded as an other-possible-
explanatioh paragra~h. The· most important defect of the 
argument is that the result~ of the·. one-day experiment do 
' .. . . ( . . . . . 
not ~d~quately sQpport th~ caus~l claims implicit in it • 
.~ . .'----·The ar~ent implies · that the lack . of . · ~ccidents in the. 
. . . . . ;....._, . ' · ... : 
· · four.-bour period the day of the exper'im~nt was ·due. to the 
. /. ··-- --:. . : . - . 
installation~o-df no-parking signs • . It · also suggests - that,. 
- . : 
if parking·were prohi~ited on 'other streets, accidents 
wouM again be prevented. There. qre, however, a var~ety 
. . . 
·of pla~sible alternati~e explanations for the l~ck ~ 
accidents. The existence of thes~ other possible 
the explanations also undermines the generalization of 
experimental results. Sin~e the ar~nt d~es . not 
S'-lfficie~t information to rule. }ut tthe.se ·ather ~ 
present 
I 
explanations, it does0 ndt ~roviQe adequate support for the 
claims being ' a~gUed for • 
' · 
•• • For example, i-t might be claimed that the .lack of 
. .. . 
accidents during the period parki ng was . prohibited ~ould 
easily have been simply a c~~nce occurrence and not really 
due to the. parking ban itself • . ·Tti~ £act that there were 
. . -. 
. no aecidents d'uring such a bri~f .. Pe~i.od ,.would not be a 
· . surprising oc~urrence. 
: ... 
The : inferenc~ th~t instal ling the 
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would have been stronger·if observation had been extended 
over a significantly longer period. 
Another possibility is that the day on which the 
experiment was conducted could easily have been at~ical 
~ in some way. We are not told that ~he experiment was 
con~~cted on a no~al work day.· For · all .w~ knaw, it was 
condv.~Jed on a weekend· or. holiday,· or perhaps there was· a 
~-
If any o~ . these: propos! tions --~e.re 
rue, the reduced :volume of t'raff~·c the day 9~ the . 
. experiment ·would----be_a plauslble alternate explanation . o.f 
: . . . ----- . . . ~he·· r~sults • . : Still an~ther ~o·t~~tial (~planation aris~s 
from the ·possibility that there were no accidents on . the 
· ~tree~s where signs were not installed. If that were the 
case, not only would it 'be reasonable to su~pect that 
something other than the no-parking sign~ was responsible 
for the"lack of' accidents on Marquand, we would also _have 




. . ~ 
4 
other streets would eliminate any more accidents. 
. ·- --
A firial alternative arises from· the fact that we are 
not -t~ld how many of 'the more than 400 accidents occurd(~g \ • 
on M~rquand involved parked vehicles. If few of them did, 
we· would have to seek ,an explanation for the lack of 
accidents· in some other factor, since the parking· 
proh~bi tion woul-d probably. not be respon·sible for 
eliminating accidents tha't did not involye parked vehicles 
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unreasonable to expect that prohibiting parking .on other 
\ 
streets w~uld prevent accidents. 
It is important ·to note )hat these a~e all · 
There are explanat~ons tha~. are reasonab~ to propose. 
• • 
many other ex~anations that could conceivably be offered, 
b~t they would .not necessarily constitute valia criticisms 
~ 
of the experiment or the conclusions drawn f~om it. For 
'4 
' 
·example, it is conceivable ~o suggest that alien beings 
.. -hovering in a nearby spaceship intervened in some way to 
prevent the ~accident's. . But clearly we -would not -take such 
. "'~ . . 
a ~uggeStio'ri ·s~iously. Only wheil the alternatiVe· - • • 
explanation is a rea~nable one to propose does it 
constitute a ~ignificant criticism of the experiment • 
" Some respondents may fault the argument for its use 
of the expression "evel\rone knows, of co"urse," on"the 
ground that this is an attempt to exercise unwarranted 
in~.lu.ence on the reader. This is ·a weak cr~ticism and / 
should be faulted for exhibiting bad judgment. If there. f 
---
were this many accidents in one year, it would not be 
unreasonable to assume that most people knew about it. 
, 
And in any ·case, it is an easily checked factual claim. 
' • 
". ~· ' It does not appear that Raywift has attempted to gain 
. .l 
.. - -
unwarranted assent in asserting that "everyone· knows." 
A.n adequate response to the".Paragraph would judge 
1 
the ~rgument to be weak and would i~dicate in some way 
' ' 
.that the reason for this is · the tenuousness · of· ·t.he imt:!lied 
causa.l claims. A criticism· that is'justified and is at_ 
--.... 
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lea~t fairly specific receives ful~c~dit. For example, 
even if the response says simply, "The experimer!t does not 
prove that prohibiting parking caused th~ lack of 
-accidents·," it should be given full credit. As. the· 
criteria ind~cate, the same fundamental criticism may take 
. . 
a variety of forms and ~ expressed in many different 
• ways. • . . 
~ problem that might not be noticed by 
•' 
upsophis~icate~ respondents is tha~the claim being argued 
for, a va~ue claim (i.e. , ·that par~ing should .be 
. .,.. 
prohibited) has not been adequately supported, the , .. 
problems abou~ causation aside. Wh~~this problem is 
noticed, the appropriate· criticism~ould be similar~ 
those applied to Paragraph Five (e.g~~· that the 
inconvenience of the -·parking ban would\~ too great or 
that there are other ways of, preventing accidents). • 
.. , , 
Responden~s who make such a critic~sm should not . be 
penalized'for not mentioning the problems about causation • 
r . 
.. ~he,;y should receive full credit. 
\ 
• 
PARAGRAPH SEVEN · 
~ The defect in Paragraph Jeven ~an be put several 
different ways ... · ·rt might be claimed that the definiti'ont 
that is stipulated is simply incorrect, that thi~ is not 
- ' 
what "safe" really means. Another way of challenging the 
1 
defect , is that the,proposed definition actually renders 
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can be eliminated. Not only.would present conditions be 
unJafe if the prop~sed definition wed' accep~ed, they 
. Wmftd r:'entain SO ·eV~-~~ift IS prOpOSal Were adopted • 
' --,.... __ 0 .. • 'C' 
~hus his definition, thougn framed to suit h~s purpose, is 
- . 
actually. ·selft~efeat;.ing. . A third way i:s to note that the · 
·'I 
.·meaning . of: the word ·~"safe" has been shifted in mid-
argument, 111aking the· a~gument· a case of ·equivocation_. · 
(' 6 • •• ~ t.o ..,. " • • : 
· · · . An · adequa-te re~ponse will at least judge t~e 
,. 
. . . ., 
ar9UJ9~~t ~We::!k• .. _ ~f the justification ·is tha~' 1:h~ 
,. \ • ' • ' • ' - I def:i~ition i~ ·: incpr~ect: the · response .s-hould be gi'ven 
. . . . . . . ' ... , . " . . . . 
• . . • : "" eo. 
three .points.. This 1 i.s-a reasonable criticism,· though 
r '. '-' I • , ,II ' I . . .. ' 
as in~-isivJ!· as·· p.OLnting· out that th~ word ·h~ .been 
. ;en~~~ed, dsel~Ss; pr :that .e~i~ocation ha;,: fc~ri:ed: 




I OJ , ""• 
. . . /· . ' ·. . . ···-. .. 
. •' /~ ~~ple· _ of_ po~~ ·~u~~ent 'is just-ifying a cone~t 
. evaluation of the .,argumeht would be . a claim that Raywift 1 s · 
. I ' . . , .\ • • •! 
• i • 
·' ."" 
. ~e~~nition, i~ 'va.~r ~t.at it is. unclear '(hat h.,.m.;ans .'by . 
nsaf~ ·:"_. - . His_ -~e:flni~ion ·.~s v_j!Y clear; it just cann~t · . 
·>}. ac:'\al!Y b.e ;ati~fi'ed. ·~is., c~iticisl)l. should., cOst' t~e 
I test taker one point.-. · . . . · · 
' 
. , 
I . , '; • .. . ~ • 
o:t ,. • • • ' 
. If . the ·respondent. correctly . judges the argume-nt, but 
' • • • • t> •• ' • • • • • • • • • J . • \ . . ~ 
jtistf~ies the ~ ju~gm~nt ~~ly 'bY ·qta~ing · t~a: Ra~i~~- ha~ . . 
"slande.r~d1\ his.,<~PP~n~mt~ in accus\ng~ .·them _of .-"not . kn.<Jwi.~g- . .. . . 
~what safe r.eally ineans,·:'i g-ive· :~redlt . only_ ·for ·the ·cor.re~t . · ' 
"• • • • • • • • I ~' • • • • I • ' • • • • • : j . .. • • ' • • 
' • 
. judgment. ( ene . po~nt). While '·_Raywift Is :claim about .his<.· ; . . . - . 
~ . .· . ' . . . . ". . .' . . . . ..... 
: · • • •• • • • • 1> . • •• to . • ... • • \ . ••• .. 
op_ponents' ·knowledge of J:.he: ~~a~ing . of --.j:.he ·word· ~~Y '}?e .. _.: · 
: . . : " ~·-~ ·~.~ ~:.,.,; .. ,....~ ..... ~;,: !--~~-•... t~ .. ., . . ~ ,:,q• ... ;· .:7:·,·! ._, ,.·j' 4/:'.: t.,,;; .... li~' .' . . ,.~.~ ~.· .. 4; -•~t , , . . .• ' 
. ' · ,. 
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intended\ to have rhetorical effect, this is a trivial 
criticism.compared with those mentioned above. 
' 
• PARAGRAP~ -BIGHT 
The argument of this pdragra'ph is one of the better 
: 1 
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reasonably be expected .. to be ·kn e g ·able · c;ibout . the ; 
ones i _n Che letter • . The author~it.i,es ctted .co~ld .. . 
s~bj ect be.ing disc~ss~c:L ;~eir -~~~ . enda tion . is ~irectly 
relevant to . RaYw,ift Is·~ proposal. :. Further,' ·. 'there seems to . 
. o • • • ' '......, ~ • ' • • -~ : • Q • • ' • • ' • •• • • • ~. 'r ' 
be no good reaso~ to doubt their expertise or to d9ub~ ~· 
t~at the~(.actu~liy . ~ade: tl'l~ r~c~mmez:dation ~e· cla~ms · ¥bf!:~ 
made. · There is, 'however,' a C" rucial qual if ica.~.ion : that ·. 
• . ~· c • • • 
·. 
. . 
weakens the support provided · for Raywift 1 s proposal:. the . 
. . . 
. authoritieS I recommendatiOn· applieS Only tO pUSY· Str~etS ·. ' 
. • ' 
. . . 
·Again, do not take 'off . credi~ ·if this l~mitation ~s no.t 
:1 • • • , ' ,· 
. noted · bere. '. . ' . ; .. ·· . ·.· 
., . ' . 
. . . ~ - '. .. . .. ~. 
. ·. G~_perally I . an . adequate .response would 'judge, the· 
• . • ' • •.• l , . ' " \ 
'' . ,' J • ' ' • . • ' . ' ' : . r ' ' • ' o 
. .. ~rgll{ne~t to. be _ ;-~_asonab~y ·good.· :· If · the . ci~ing. of ~ne~e 
· · : . · • · : . parti~~{at . . ~u~h~~i:ti$~. i~ :. J.~dg~~· :•to b~ · re·l:vant:: a.nd '· 
. ' ... ' . .. ~ '. . . ' . . . ..  ,, . . . . . . . . . . : . ~ . . :.' . ·: . 
· ' · ' ··.· .... - ~~prop.ri;~t;e, .. :~·na· ~~ ~ ie·~d. - ·fo~ce. ~o the·:··~~gumerit, ~he ~ . 
• • • •• • • ~: • • . ' • •• ~ • • • • • - . • • • • • •• ' ' 4 • ' • ' • 
. ~e~.P.t;:mse j;ho4ld ~e ,given thr~e· P9ints ~· This judgn\ent , ··:: 
·, ' . ' , cf ·· \ ' , ' I .. • 
~~o\lld ·be. explic'it, ~ ~owpver. .. If ~he ~respo~dent ~uppor~s . a.· 
·:· I : . t 
•'. 
.. .. ,. \ 
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. 5r.., .,_' po~1tive jtldgm~~t onl:y'-by. st.at'i .ng ' that 'authorities' .are'·.·' . .. . . '·' 
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different legitimate authorities" or "This is all right, 
if the author! ties ar·e qualified" woul!i be marginally 
worth. three points.1 ·because they indica-te concern for the 
--""· a·u.thoti ti~s • qual if ica tions • 
. ~aywift is not required to give evidence that the 
authorities . ac~ually s~id what he claims they have said, 
?r· . to produce the· reasons .~hey gave for making their : 
. . 
---· reconunendation. Respondents who ·.cr,iticize him for .not .. 
· doing ei t~er of these things should b.e: faulted for bad 
. .. 
156 
. ·. ·j udgni~nt in 'j U.stifying. ·The lQlpdrtant point is that their . .. 
\~co~en~ation is rele~ant to\J>is. T_hfd:C~ that · t~ey 
made it can .. be checked if necessar-y.· If the reasons 
\ . 
oftered in arguments Were generall.y judged SUSJ?eCt When 
~ , · ..
not themselves positively justified, al.most all reasons in 
. .. -
r~al-life arguments~uldo b~ unqer sus~lcion. ;laims made 
in the course of ~n. ar~ ,· if they can_ be . easily 
checked, should \generally be granted credibili ty--unles~ 
there are reas~ns for do~tinq thei.t: truth or relevanC?e •. 
some respondents, . however, may wonder whether the 
- · - -·--·-a.uthoritiel• reconunendation woul~· ~till. appear relevant .. to _.-/ 
. --- . _/ 
Raywift' s purpose if their reasons known; t~ey may 
point out that his ar9um~nt wo~ld ave ~een stronger .' if .·he 
had indicated their reasons relevant 
' 
to his purpo·se. Where possible, t i$ should be 
--__,.._-tid~-+1-c~stinguished from A.emanding po_sitive 'justification for 
' 
· t,he authorities' · recommendation or .evidence that they 1 
i .. · ' . 
actually made it, and respondents shou1~ be given credit 
.., ~·' ' • '!' ' ' I ' 
' · '~- ·- .. , .. \ ' • ,J : - ' .. . ' ~ 
, 









for observing that the strength of the arg.nt could be 
affected by knOWledge Of the authoritieS I reaSOnS • 
A respondent might judge the arg-ument in Paragraph 
Eight weak on the g.round that it is dangerous to infer 
from a loose genera~ recommendation to this particular 
ci~y without knowing that Moorburg is tyPiQa1 of cities 
. ' 
'this size, .or that t~e facts about Moorburg d9 no.~ 
' 
disqual.ify it "from ~:fftting this genera~ recommendation, ' 
' . ' 
b~cause Moo~burg might: 'well ;be ·. c:liffer~~t· f~om· ·other cit~es 
. , . . 
• ; • : 1 1 • 
its ·size. Give ful1 credit fol\_· t _his so·~t of sensi ti..ve .' 
·skepticism." 
. 
Some respondents may judge - the_ argUment weak . because 
- I , . 
.....-.-
~ ' 
they take it to be advanclng a trivial, . tautologous claim. 
It may be argued· that it is ·"obvious" that the best wa~ to 
prevent overnight parking is· to prohibit .parking from 2 
a.m. to 6 a.m. --as if the two were equivalent. They are 
not equivalent: prphibition of parking between 2 a.m. and 
, . 
' I 
6 a.m. i.s offered as a means of discouraging overnight 
parking, aqd Raywift' s propos.al makes ·.:Ms clear. - Take 
off ohe "point ~hen this. criticism is macla. 
. ~ 
If a respondent rejects the :argument · as an "appeal 
to authority," ~pparently be~ieving ~t any appeal to, 
authority is f~llacious, then gi.ve a minus dne. 
; 
PARAGRAPH NINE 
Responses· in this paragtHaph are among the -most 
· dlffic'ult to rate ·in the test. What is desi red ·i:s -a 
I fl . . 
,. . 
' . 
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judgment of the overall strength of Raywift's ar~ent 
that gives specif;c reasons but does not simply 
' 
recapitulate the responses of the first eight paragraphs . 
. The minim.~ ~equirement of an adequate r~sponse is 
th~t the argument of the letter be judged faulty (worth . 
. one point). It ts difficult· to ~magine that a plausible 
·-
. . - . 
case could .be made· for a judgment to the contrary. To 
. . . , . I .. 
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· ; 
receive ·more than one point, however·/· .. the ·response shol1lci 
do more than . j~st condemn t··r~~-~.. ('by me;rely . calling· 
'· 
~"t.-"f-a~aclous," _f~or exampie,.-. If, in ac:ldi~ion, the 
. . . , 
r~sponse say~. that s~x ·qf th~ e.ight paragr~ph· cC?ntain 
faulty arguments,. if it correct.ly ide~tifies the .t~o 
paragraph.with, reasonably goo~ 'arguments, or if ' it simply 
• ' ' I • ' • ' 
summarizes the judgments made in the preceding parag~aph's, 
give it ~n~. more point. 
If, an~_only if, tfie mistake of inferring from some 
streets to all streets is mentionJd somewhe;e, e~en lf it 
0 
is ~ot mentioned here, the respondent shou!d receive two 
more· points. 
The u~e of emotive language in the introductory 
L 
·p~ragraph f"any intelligent citizen"') i~ an attempt to get 
people to agree by illic.i t means. Noting this sort of 
t . . 
thing "(somewhere) is goqd for one point (here), 
41 So, five points are available from Paragraph Nine. 
I 
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-
At ·present, ·I aiJl ·a graduate :student ·in the Department_ 
of Curriculum and Instruction at Memor-ial University of 
Newfoundland worki'ng, under. the supervision of · Dr. Frank 
Cramm and Dr. Stephen~· Norris~· on a thesis tentatively 
,titled An gamination of the Critical · Thinking Ability of ... / 
Entering and. Leaving Education Students. . ' . · 
I would iike to z:equest permission fro~ .·your 'company 
to · include . a copy. ·of th~ : Erini1i-Weir cr i tica·l Thinking 
Test: e An Instrument for ·Testing and Teaching, as an 
Appendix to my thes·is. I ·feel that the incl.usion'· of- the 
:test, test manu~l and ·criteria and scori.ng sheet would be 
' a :valuable aid to readers of the thesis in understanding 
not only the ins'trument itself·, btit. al.s6 the basis on 
which students' r~sponses were ~valuated. : , 
' . Th~nk you . for your consideration of . th~s reqUest. 
-
·Yours· truly, 
Harvey Rice o I 
.. , .. \ 
I ...-:~ : 
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BOX 44S, PACIFIC GROVE. · 
CA 93950 (408) 375·2~55 
\) 
. September 22, 1986 
RE:' \ REPRODUCTION OF. "~S-WEIR CRITICAL THINKING TEsT" 
' I 
-Dear Mr. Rice: 
-
. ' . ... . 
-
t 
In responding to your .letter of September 5, 1986, you· 
permission .to quote pages fr~ the Erinis-Wier Cri tica~~g­
Test as an Appendix to your thesis ~t as long as cr t is given 
to us. . · 
. . 
Ulank. you for notifying us for permission. If you should need 








' . . 
. ', __ ... .',..- J.: :. .' j • ~ i • • ~ - ·#~ : -~ .' \. ~ 
Sincerely, -:.__ 
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